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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Twenty-six years ago, in 1921, Hermann Rorschach published 

Psychodiagnostik., (116) a monograph., in which he reported the 

results of his experimentation with an ink-blot test which he had 

administered to 117 normal adults and 288 abnormal adults. As he 

stated in the monograph., Rorschach considered this publication to 

be but a preliminary report of his work in a field that needed 

further extensive investigation. 

Rorschach believed the test to be unique in that from this 

test alone an experienced administrator might obtain for a given 

individual a picture of his personality structure, an evaluation 

of his intellectual level and an indication of the interaction 

between the affective and intellectual aspects of the whole person. 

Such a comprehensive use of the instrument required that the ad-

ministrator not only make use of all the material he could obtain 

through the test., but also that he evaluate the results in a thoroughly 

configuro.tiono.l manner, interpreting each part of the test in its re-

lationship to o.11 the other parts within the whole. 

Tho evnl ue.tion of the individual's psychological assets and 

liabilities was based on his perceptual responses to ten more or 

less formless ink-blot cards. But as Rorschach points out the 

perceptual experiences are so inextricably interwoven with the 

a.ssociativc processes., memory, ideational content, ability to 

orgonize n.nd other intellectual activities, that the perceptual 

responses serve as the means throu~h which other aspects of the 

intellectual functionine; ma.y be judged. 



Rorschach considered his test to be a more adequate test of 

intelligence than many other testing tools because "it presents 

an intelligence test almost completely independent of previous 

knowledge, memory, practice, and degree of education.n (116, p. 183) 

Although Rorschach did all of his work with adults., he was 

nonetheless interested in the application of the Rorschach Test to 

children. He wrote: "It must not be forgotten that some components 

of intelligence are differently developed at different ages. It 

is obvious that these components will be quite different in a five 

year old child from those in a ten year old, but there will be 

variations in the interplay of the components even after the 20th, 

30th, or 40th year, etc. The material available at the pres_ent 

time does not allow the construction of a more definite picture of 

these intra-individual variations of the components of intelligence." 

(116, p. 66) 

Rorschach also expressed the need for studies at different 

chronological age levels in order to determine the personality 

pattern as reflected in the test at various developmental levels. 

That he realized that the establishment of norms was essential to 

any sound interpretation was e"1idenced in the follovd.ng: 

"The development of the experience type and the changes which 

occur in it durint; the course of the individual's life span present 

a different problem. The experience type of a three year old child 

ls different from that of a ten year old, that of an adolescent 

different from thut of a thirty year old man, and that of a person 

of fifty in different from that of the very old. If the developmental 
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changes in the experience type of a large number of subjects could 

be charted on the experience type schemes, each would show individual 

differences, but there would also very probably be parallel develop-

ments to be observed. It is, of course, impossible to examine the 

intra-indi vid.ual development of the experience type; we must be 

content vvith conclusions drawn from inter-individual studies. 

For this purpose, we must develop a picture of' the average changes 

vn. th age, taking at least 100 observations in each group for the 

purpose. This would be an immense task, the more difficult because 

it would be complicated by questions concerning the comparison 

its elf. • 

"The results now at hand allow us to glimpse only a few short 

periods of the average life span in relation to changes in experience 

type. We can guess at other parts of it, but for the most part, 

we remain in the dark." (116, p. 95) 

Novr, twenty-six years after Rorschach' s original contribution, 

there are varying opinions as to the value of the Rorschach test 

as is shovm in Faterson ai1d Klopf'er 's survey of' Psychologists' 

opinions concerning the Rorschach Method. (34) Yet it has proved 

so valuable to some psychologists that a person with such a 

broad background as Rapaport states "that it is beyond doubt the 

most potent single diagnostic instrument clinical psychology 

possesses." (111, p. 73) Krugman, head of' The Bureau of Child 

Guidance of the Board of Education of New York City, where the test 

has been used routinely for years, says that "To date, the most 
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successful of the projective techniques is the Rorschach." (88, 

p. 80) 

In spite of the proved value of the test there has been a con-

spicuous lack of well-controlled studies at the younger age levels. 

The need for such studies has been expressed by Rorschach workers 

with increasing frequency of late years. To demonstrate the need 

of such studies as the present one, we shall quote three of the 

outstanding authori ti. es in the field., namely Krugman., Hertz, and 

Beck. 

Krugman., in 1940., wrote: 

"Still another need in Rorschach work is to determine the 

characteristics of various children's age groups. It is important 

to know whether Rorschach's criteria for abnormality in adults 

apply to younr; children., pre-adolescents., or adolescents. Work in 

this area has not been well organized and there is contradictory 

material in the literature. Are pre-school children negativistic? 

Should we expect more but poorer whole responses from six and seven 

year olds., with poor form, DW's, and perseveration., than we get from 

older children of the same intelligence level? Is age a factor in 

the number of responses., in constriction or expansion., in the number 

and type of color responses., movement responses, etc.? Do the same 

color shock criteria apply to all ages of children? . . . These 

are a few of the questions for which we do not lmow the answers." 

(87., p. 99) 

Hertz., who has contributed the most important study in the area 

of adolescent Rorschachs., wrote in 1941: "Furthermore., norms for 
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each chronological age level, or at least for certain age ranges, 

are urgently needed. There is a deplorable lack of norms for children 

under ten years of age. Any interpretation of records of children 

under that age must be viewed with the greatest caution. No matter 

how competent the examiner., he lacks justification for interpreting 

results if norms are not available. The conscientious Rorschach 

examiner must restrict himself to limits within which valid judgments 

are possible." (64., p. 515) 

Beck, vn10 in 1928 wrote the first doctoral dissertation on 

the Rorschach Test, and who is one of the most prolific writers 

in the field, summarized in July of 1945 (9) the work that had been 

done up to that time. He stated that valid and probably reliable 

personality patterns had been established for some groups, namely 

healthy adults of superior intelligence, the feebleminded., the 

schizophrenics and, to a more limited extent, the patients who had 

sustained some organic brain injuries. 

Investigation, Beck believes, is needed in the areas of the 

averac;e adult, the psychopathic personality, the sub-groups of the 

neuroses., delinquents., sex deviates., the epileptics., etc.~ and quite 

outstandingly the area of children. Of this area., Beck says, "In 

children we are applying the principles developed in adult Rorschach 

records. That they work is no justification for the lack of princi-

ples derived from work directly with children. This is not to 

depreciate the numerous Rorschach test investigations in children. 

But n systematic Rorschach study of the child., in which both the 

factors of grovrth and of environmental influence are duly weighted 

is yet to be reported." (9, pp. 523-524) 
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Although lately there has been a slightly increasing number of 

studies on children's Rorschachs, the most important of which will 

be summarized in the fourth chapter of this study, most of these 

studies were carried out on groups which were either (1) small, 

(2) highly selected, since generally most of the children were of 

superior or very superior intelligence, or (3) in which the chrono-, 

logical age or the mental age has not been very narrowly defined. 

In a number of studies the authors have attempted to superimpose 

patterns of interpretation which would be appropriate for an adult, 

but which may be Vn thout validity for a child. 

Since adequate genetic studies are lacking,we may legitimately 

ask the following questions: 

1. At what age level is the Rorschach protocol sufficiently 

differentiated to be a definite aid in understanding the personality 

beyond that which an experienced person,could gain in almost any 

testing or free play situation? 

2. What constellations so regularly appear at different age 

levels that they could be used as a basis for judging deviations 

in the individual's responses2 

3. At what chronological age are perceptual responses sufficient-

ly differentiated to warrant using Rorschach protocols as a means of 

evaluating mental age? 

4. How e.ccurately do protocols at various chronological age 

levels reflect differences in mental age levels? That is, can the 

test ever give more than a very rough and uncertain estimate of in-

telligence on the lower age levels? 
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5. What differences might one expect in protocols from children 

with similar mental age levels., but of different chronological 

ages? 

The main purpose of this study has been to gather normative 

data on the Rorschach Test froni five-, six- and seven-year-old 

chilclren, in order to contribute to ·che evaluation of the test 

as an instrument for discriminating different levels of intelli-

gence within these age groups. 

A second purpose has been to find out how the Rorschach pro-

tocols of children five yee.rs of age with average intelligence differ 

from protocols of children who are five years old but who are ad-

vanced mentally. 

A third purpose has been to find out how the Rorschach proto-

cols of average children vary from those of children who have the 

same mental age but different chronological age. 

We have to.ken perhaps a rather crude approach to the problem., · 

but one which has seemed appropriate to the present stage of de-

velorJ1:ient of knowledge a.bout the validity of the Rorschach as 

n test of inte1ligence for children. He have chosen to st--udy 

both quantitatively and qualita-Li.vely certain inter-group and 

intrn-t:;roup sirnilari ties and differences of response of five groups 

of children. 

The i.;roups a.re desigiated and defined as is sho-vm in the fol-

lovdn[; table: 
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TABLE I 

Group Humber C. J:... Mental Age Intelligence Quotient 

Average Range Average Range 

Group V-A 12 5 . 5-4 5 to 5-6 106.5 100-109 
(Average) 

Group V-S 12 5 6-1 5-10 to 6-3 120.8 117-126 
(Superior) 

Group V-VS 12 5 6-8 6-5 to 7-3 132.6 128-145 
(Very Super-
ior) 

Group VI 40 6 6.-1 5-6 to 6-6 101.8 91-108 
(.Averae;e) 

Group VII 40 7 7-1 6-6 to 7-7 100.8 93-110 
(Average) 

The chronolo;:;ical age c;roups were quite narrm·:ly defined., since 

each child was given the Rorschach Test within thirty days of his 

birthday., and in nearly all instances., 1vi thin fifteen days of his 

birthday. 

In this study we i.yi 11 make: 

1. A compnrison of the Rorschach protocols from three groups 

of children of average intelligence., Group V-A., being five years of 

uc:;c chronoloc;ically; Group VI, six years of age; and Group VII, 

3cven years of a0c as is shovm above in Table I. 

2. A comparison of the Rorschach protocols from three groups 

of children a.11 of whom arc five years of age chro11ologically, but 

each group ropresentinc a different level of intelligence. For 

tliio, Groups V-A, V-S, nnd V-VS are used. 
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3. A comparison of the Rorschach protocols of children of like 

mental aGe, but of different chronological ages to see what possible 

differences in quality of organization and degree of elaboration or 

differentiation may occur. In this section of the study, the 

Rorschach tests from Group V-S are compared vli. th those from Group 

VI, and the Rorschach tests from Group V-VS are compared i:r.i.. th 

those from Group VII. 
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CHA.PrER II 

TEE RORSCHACH TEST AS A ME.ANS OF IvJEA.SURING 

INTELLIGENCE 

A. Definition of Intelligence 

Although the major part of the discussion in Psychodiagnostics 

is in the chapter headed 11Intelligence.," Rorschach frequently uses 

the word intelligence in quotation marks and does not define pre-

cisely what he means by the word. However., he states that "the 

test is capable of evaluating the individual components of what is 

co.lled 'intelligence,'" (116., p.23) and he lists these components 

as: 

'1. Co.pa.city for continuous., active attention (F+ and sequence.) 

(The factor in the test that particularly reflects the com-

ponent mentioned is placed in parenthesis at the end of the 

component by Rorschach.) 

2. Optimum clarity of perception., of engrams, and of associative 

processes in assimilation (F+). 

3. Optimum of ability to discipline the logical function; this 

is an automatic function arising in the individual. 

4. Optimum of 'dispositional' energy of associative activity., 

i. e., a conscious or unconscious 'vtllling' to .produce com-

plicated performances (W). 

5. The ability to distribute the emotional and associative factors 

by m0ans of a goal idea which maintains direction of attention. 
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6. Optimum ability to form stereotyped association sets, and, in 

,: contrast. 

7. Optimum freedom and ease of flow of associations from sets 

which otherwise would tend to stereotype associations markedly 

(Percent Animal Responses). 

8. Optimum number of individually determined engrams, optimum 

originality or ability to form original associations. These 

faculties must be optimal in the sense that they do not inter-

fere with the capabili -bJ to adapt to the associative scope of 

others (Percent Original Responses). 

9. Wealth of associations (Variability, Original Responses). 

10. Availability of associations (Particularly W). 

ll. Capacity for 'inner creation' (M). 

"All of these components may be more or less developed so 

that there may be an incalculable number of variants, partial end 

total, or 'intelligence.'" (116, pp. 65-66) 

Although not o.s tersely expressed these components contain 

basic ideas very similar to those expressed by Wechsler, who defined 

intelligence as "the aggregate or global capacity of the individual 

to act purposefully, to think rationally end to deal effectively 

with his environment!' (149, p. 3) Rorschach mentions the "goal 

idea which maintains direction of attention," the "ability to dis-

cipl:i.ne the lo,;ical function," and the optimum originality that 

does not "interfere with the capacity to adapt to the associative 

scope of others." 
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Rorschach's emphasis on the energy necessary ftto produce com-

plicated performances, u originality and creativeness, remind one of 

Stoddard's definition which is as follows: "Intelligence is the 

ability to undertake activities that are characterized by (1) 

difficulty, (2) complexity, (3) abstractness, (4) economy, (5) 

adaptiveness to goal, (6) social value, and (7) the emergence of 

originals, and to maintain such activities under conditions that 

demand a concentration of energy and a resistance to emotional 

forces." (127, p. 4) 

B. The Uniqueness of the Rorschach as a Test for 

Evaluating Intelligence 

In Rorschach's list of components of intelligence it ~~11 

be seen that the intellectual end non-intellectual factors of the 

personality are inextricably interwoven. Because of the constant 

interplay of the intellectual and non-intellectual factors, one 

theoretically can obtain from the Rorschach protocol insights into 

the way in which a person uses his intelligence and get a quali-

tative picture of the subject's ability to analyze, to organize, to 

observe the obvious things that others are observing, to handle 

abstract ideas, etc. The interweaving of the intellectual and non-

intellectual aspects makes the Rorschach test llllique in that it 

is the only testing instrument from which, when the responses are 

highly enough differentiated, one may ascertain the general in-

tellectual capacity of the subject, the subject's intellectual 

efficiency in relationship to his potential capacity and may obtain 
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a picture of the personality structure which may give indications 

of why the individual is not operating up to the 1 evel of bis capacity 

if he is not doing so. 

Disrupting factors in the life of the individual may influence 

his efficiency on eny intelligence test so that he cannot make full 

use of his capacity. From an organismic viewpoint- it is not that 

his emotions affect his intellectual functioning but rather that 

the disrupting influences affect the total individual in those 

aspects of his behavior that are termed intellectual and emotional. 

On other intelligence tests one may even obtain some idea of possible 

disturbance through the scatter in performance and qualitative ob-

servations, but one might not get as clear a picture of the extent 

and kind of disturbance as the Rorschach would give. 

To some exruniners the obtaining of the qualitative aspects 

of the intelligence on the Rorschach may seem to offset the lack 

of accuracy in determining the intellectual level on which the 

subject is operating especie.lly since other tests may be used for 

obtaining the level of intellectual ability, and since the Rorschach 

ideally should be used as one of a battery of tests. 

Krugman has stated that, "An important use of the Rorschach 

at the Bureau (of Child Guidance of the Board of Education of New 

York City) is to assist in the determination of intellectual status 

when psychometric results are not conclusive. Many children, 

especially problem children, are not properly measured by objective 

tests, discrepancies may occur, the clinical impression by the 

psycholor;ist may not agree with the objective results, certain 
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racial groups me.y be inadequately measured by standard instruments, 

or records of achievement and school performance may be at variance 

vr.i.th test results. The Rorschach frequently makes possible a working 

diagnosis w:i. th respect to intelligence, and a number of questions 

can be answered by its use. These, of course, are tied up -vn. th 

the entire personality constellation on the examination. Here are 

some of the questions the Rorschach may assist in answering: 

\That is the native intelligence? 

Vfuat is the probable functioning level? 

Are abstract or concrete abilities predominant? 

Is the ability to organize, synthesize or analyze well developed? 

How adequately is patient measured by psychometric tests? 

(Compared with clinical impression, school record, opinion 

of others, etc.) 

Do the intelligence tests give adequate measures of richness, 

independence, originality, or depth of intellectual 

processes, or of the shallmvness, poverty, and vulgarity 

of the intellectual processes? 

Is the child able to utilize the intelligence he possesses 

or is there strong repression of intellectual factors 

a.long with affective factors? Is the inability to utilize 

intelligence marked--does anxiety prevent functioning, 

or is the opposite true: is there a consuming ambition, 

with sublimation along intellectual lines, and therefore, 

better than average achievement for intellectual level 

(strong intollectual drive)? 
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Are we dealing with a conforming, stereotyped, or perseverating 

mind? Are there marked negativistic traits that are 

carried over into intellectual processes and interfere 

vd th learning? 

What special interests are present?" (89, p. 507) 

Regardless of the assets of the test, the question of the 

degree of accuracy with which the test can be used to discriminate 

levels of intelligence remains to be considered. If the test does 

not differentiate the different levels of intelligence accurately, 

one would question the more subtle and exacting use of the test 

as a tool for evaluating the efficiency of the mental ftm.ctioning 

in relation to the potential mental ability. 

Vernon (145), in 1933, summarized the studies that had been 

done dealing vnth the Rorschach as a test of intelligence, and 

reported a study he had made with college students. He concluded 

that "it seems doubtful whether any single category or any numerical 

composite of scores will ever give a really satisfactory correlation 

coefficient in an unselected group, with recognized criteria of 

intelligence. Clearly the Rorschach method cannot serve as a test 

of intelligence in the psychometric sense; it is definitely inferior 

to the Binet test in that it cannot provide a convenient numerical 

score which ma.y be objectively tested for reliability and validity. 11 

(145, p. 279) 

In contrast to the above opinion Klopfer and Kelley in 1942 

stated that "Roughly speaking, the Rorschach results have been 

found to correlate as highly with intelligence test results as 
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the results of differerit intelligence tests correlate with one another," 

and that "It is possible to evaluate a Rorschach record and to 'guess' 

in the majority of cases within a range of ten points what the · in-

telligence of the subject in terms of a Binet I. Q. might be." 

(84., p. 274) Klopfer and Kelley's claim is in keeping with Hunter's 

report (69) that in 76 per cent of the cases she' studied she could., 

on the basis of the Rorschach test., estimate within five points 

the Intelligence Quotient as shown on the Binet test. Hertz, (57) 

in 1935, discussed all the work that had been done in this area 

and again, in 1941, reviewed the literature.(60) We shall not 

attempt to summarize these earlier studies which deal chiefly with 

adults and older children, but will confine ourselves to a review 

in Chapter IV of the studies that have been made on younger children. 

C. Criteria for Evaluating Intelligence in the 

Rorschach Test 

Rorschach divided the ,subjects he tested into six groups as 

far as levels of intelligence were concerned. The protocols of 

intelligent subjects he found to be characterized by: 

•~. A large percentage of clearly visualized forms. 

2. Many kinaesthetic influences acting in the perceptive 

process. 

3. A large number of whole answers. 

4. Good apporceptive typos: W, W--D or W--D--Dd. 

5. Optimum rigidity of sequence of mode of apperception 

(orderly). 
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6. Small percentage of animal answers. In other words, 

increased variability of interpretations. 

7. Neither too large nor too small percentage of ori$inal 

answers." (116, 56) 

According to Rorschach, in order that a subject might produce 

a high percentage of good forms he must be able (1) to concentrate 

his attention on the task, (2) to have clear engrams, "for if the 

memory images are not clear and definite, accurate form visuali-

zations will be impossible," (116, 56) (3) to recall those images, 

and (4) "to select the most fitting of the various similar images 

which arise." (116, 57) Hence the percentage of clearly and ac-

curately differentiated forin responses becomes an indication of 

the clarity of the associate processes, of the length of span of 

attention, of the ability to concentrate and of intelligence. 

Rorschach emphasized not only the importance of the quality of 

the form but also the number e.nd quality of original responses 

as is shovm in the fol lovlfing table compiled from Rorschach by 

Beck. (12, 38) 

Table II 

Rorschach Norms for Different Intellectual Levels 

Intelligence ' 
__ L_e_v_e_l ___ ___ W __ -=-__ lv_i -~--C ___ ...;.F_:t-~- ' A% 

Very superior'lO 
Superior 
Avero.ge 
Low average 
Morons 
·Imbeciles 

or more'5 
7-10 '5 
4-7 
3-4 
1-3 
0-2 

or more' 4-7 '90-100'10-20 '30-50 
or more'l.5-3.5'80-100'20-35 '20-30 
2-4 I .5-2.5 1 70-80 1 30-55 f 0-20 
0-2 '1.5-6 '60-70 '50-70 '0-20 

0 4-7 '45-60 '60-80 '30-40 
0 '5.5-8.5' 0-45 180-100 140-70 
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The factors listed by Rorschach have come to be considered the 

traditional criteria by which intelligence can be evaluated. How-

ever, Klopfer and Kelly., using a similar list., place the emphasis 

not a.lone on the number., but also on the quality of W and M responses., 

for e. protocol may have a compa.rati vely large number of W responses 

which are of such poor form accuracy and poor quality of organization 

and differentiation that they indicate a low level of intellectual 

ability. Klopfer and Kelly's sunnnary of the criteria of intelligence 

is as follovrs: 

Number and quality of W 
Number and q ua.li ty of M 
Form accuracy level 
Number and quality of original responses 
Variety of content 
Succession of responses. (84., 269) 

We shall discuss our own findings in. relation to these criteria 

since this study has been done within the framework of Klopfer•s 

system of scorin~ and interpretation. 

The criteria listed by Rorschach and by Kelly and Klopfer can 

be reduced to three basic factors., namely: 

1) The degree of accuracy existing between the form of the 

blot area of the card and the form of the concept expressed. 

2) The quality of organization as shown by the interrelation-

ships or interaction of the parts within the configuration. 

3) Tho degree of differentiation of the parts within whole 

responses as reflected in the location., the determinants, and the 

contents. 
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D. Problems Arising When One Attempts to Evaluate Intelligence 

On the Basis of Perception 

Perception has to be an intrinsic part of all intelligence 

testing, but some types of tests or test items emphasize the per-

ceptual processes more than others. Some items test the level of 

perceptual differentiation as do the Mutilated Pictures on the 

six-year level of the Terman-Merrill Revision, Form L, of the Stan-

ford Binet test; some require predominantly perceptual discrimination 

coupled with memory as does the reproducing of patterns in bead 

stringing and reproducing of designs from memory in the above 

mentioned test; other tests require perception as a basis for analysis 

and reproduction as do the Kohs Block Designs and the Arthur Stencil 

11est, while still others require an ability to analyze and make a 

closure o.s do the Manikin and Profile Tests, end the Healy Picture 

Completion Tests. Street (128) constructed a test based on. the 

principle of perceptual closure which he attempted to use rather 

unsuccessfully as a test of intelligence. 

Aside from the Rorschach, however, none of these formal tests 

emphasizing perception show the genetic growth in perception so 

interestingly or convincingly as does the Goodenough Drawing of 

a Ma.n Test ( 45) vrhl. ch reflects the increasing accuracy of form, 

the increasin1; quality of organization and increasing degree of 

differentiation that po.ro.llels mental growth of young children. · 

In thin test, if a child is nble to draw a. oircle, he is accredited 

with a. ba.s al mental age of three years. If a. child draws a. little 

figure consisting of a faco in ·which are eyes, and a mouth, supported 
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by trw lines for less., he is accredited with a mental age of four 

years, etc. Knowledge of the :,;eneti c grovrth refl e·cted in dra:wing 

is a valuable asset in evaluating the perceptual organization and 

differentiation that is folLYld in the Rorschach responses of young 

children. 

!'[any problems should be considered in relation to the evaluating 

of intelligence on the basis of perceptual experiences on the Rorschach 

Test., such as: 

1. The instrument 1 s being used simu). taneously as a test of 

personality as a vrhole and of intelligence. 

2. The relative degree to which the perceptual experiences are 

influenced by the condition of the person or the test situation in 

comparison to other means of measuring mental ability such as 1movvledge 

of vocabulary, etc. 

3. The establishment o.f the criteria for making accurate judg-

ments of different 1 evels of intelligence. One must knovr the level 

of form accuracy., the degree of organization and the differentiation 

that occur at different ar;e levels. Essential for this knowledge 

is ( 1) the careful choosing of norrnati ve groups., ( 2) the establish-

ment of norms., and (3) the determination of the range of variables 

tbat may be proaent on the same intellectual level. 

~1. '.rho evaluation of all aspects of each protocol., since the 

Rornclmch must n.lvmys be interpreted configurationally. The poss~-

bili tioc are so varied that tho equating of one protocol with another 

in dif.ficul t. Ono protocol rnay shovr comparati vc superiority in one 

o.rea n.nd relative inferiority in another. 
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5. The problern of summarizing the data in such a way that 

the results may be compared with the results of other tests. 

Methods for quanti~ring the results other than by making summaries 

of the various categories have been developed by several persons. 

Schneider (123) marked the subjects on a 1- to 4-point scale for 

W., M., F per cent and the O per cent categories. The four scales 

yielded a composite set of marks ranging from 4 to 16. Even with 

such a simple method of quantifying results he found coefficients 

of correlation of +.42 to +.53 between the composite ratings as 

obtained above and the Intelligence test scores. Beck (3) developed 

organization scores that vrere based on the comparative amount of 

energy that it took to organize the different cards as wholes, 

parts or in various combinations of parts. Individuals' total 

organization scores for all the responses can be compared inter-

individually. Varvel (142) reported a study done on 138 college 

students in which he found the coefficient of correlation to be 

+.365 between the organization scores obtained by the method out-

lined by Beck and the Intelligence Test scores on The American 

Council of Education Psychological Examination. Hertz (61) has 

a much simpler moans of evaluating the relative complexity of a 

response, the response being given a value from 0.5 to 1.5 according 

to the "synthetic" ability evidenced and the degree of accuracy 

o.nd originality. Klopfer and Davidson (83) have worked out a 

sea.le ranging from -2 to .f.5 with half-step intervals for evaluating 

form accuracy, organization and differentiation simultaneously, 
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tho f ina.l score for the test being expre:rned in terms of the average 

score for all the responses, 'No articles have appeared which report 

on the relatioi,.ship between scores obtained by the method suggested 

by Klopfer and Davidson and intelligence as rated by means of some 

other test. 

Aside from factors that rnicht influence perceptual experience 

in general, there nre some factors thrtt should be taken into con-

sideration as they affect the Rorschach responses particularly of 

small children, such as: 

1. The arnoun t of interest the blots have for the child ·which 

does not seem to b e dc!:)endent upon the der;ree of intelligence. 

A hichly intelligent c11ild may c;ivc very perfunctory responses 

whereas a less intelli cent child mqy look lo:ns and earnestly at 

the cn.rds, producinr; more and better responses. The vrri ter tested 

one six-yenr-old child vn. th nn intelligence quotient of 163 on Form 

L o.f.' tho 1'e:rT11a.n-Merrill Revision of the _Stanford-Binet test, ·who 

produc cd a ver~r poor R0rGchach protocol t houGh he ht:ld enjoyed greatly 

the previous intellicence test. Swift found thn.t "those children 

whose i'irst tents shovrod the gre:,ter;t spontaneity and richness of 

content, n1mont invn.riably were bored and impa~ient ·when asked to 

repent tho tost. 11 (134, p. 215) 

:>.. Another fnctor that is reloted to tho above is that of 

the loncth or the nttention npon nrnl the a.bili"bJ of the child to 

concontrn.te ",Ihic h mo.y influoncfJ not onJ.y tho total number of 

responses, but the qun.lit_y of thorn, for ,rn Rorschach said, "A 

hi g h pcrcen tD [;o o.f ;: ood forrn prosunes, first the ability to 
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maintain attention throughout the whole of the test., that is a 

real ability to concentrate; only when this ability is present 

are clear perceptions possible." (116, p. 56) 

3. It is often difficult and sometimes impossible to· elicit 

through inquiry any aid in scoring. The child may become impatient 

vrith questions. To the usual inquiry of "What about the card makes 

this look like a butterfly?" the child may answer conclusively, 

"It is a butterfly.," and further questions may be not only fruit-

less but irritating. 

4. A small child's use of determinants is so limited that 

there is often very little basis for fine differentiation between 

children. 

5. The basis for evaluating intelligence in children is some-

what different from that in adults since a child's perceptual ex-

periences are 'different from a.n adult's, a question which will 

be discussed in the next section. 

E. The Perceptual Organization of a Child 

Werner (151) uses the following antithetical pairs of concepts 

to describe extremes in r;enetic levels of perception: (1) syncretic-

discrete., (2) diffuse-articulated., (3) indefinite-definite., (4) 

rigid-flexlblc, ( 5) lo.bile-stable. rrhese paired concepts which 

arc not mutually cxclu:Ji vo are helpful in analyzing the differ enc es 

that occur between tho perception of young children and adults. 

We chall discuss those pairs of concepts as they apply to the 

Rorschach test. 
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1 Syncretic-discrete 

The term syncretism as it is usually applied to perception 

and thinking means the merging of logically separate patterns of 

thought 'into a nev.r pattern in which there are illogical and con..: 

flicting elements. Discrete in counterdistinction to syncretic 

mef?-US that the perception or concept is "relatively specific., 

singular and unambiguous." 

Syncretism is apparent in dreams when there is a fluidity 

of boundaries between ime.ges and between ideas that is not experienced 

ordinarily in the waking state. Syncretic creations may occur in 

dreams that have no counterpart in reality. 

Although syncretism may be found in humor, in poetry and in 

symbolisms, syncretism in its most arresting form is found in 

schizophrenics. The schizophrenic in his thinking may merge him-

self with his surroundings, confuse objective and subjective reality., 

ignore reality boundaries in his perceptions and make confluent 

patterns o.f thought that in our culture have been differentiated 

and separated. Syncretism in children's perceptions often seem 

to arise from the la.ck of ability of the child to differentiate 

adequately one concept from another vn1en both concepts have been 

suEgested by some aspects of the object or of the Rorschach card., 

whereas a more mature observer would choose one concept in preference 

to the other or each concept in turn. 

Syncretism in its most pronounced form in Rorschach is seen 

in contruninated respon3es, in confabulatory combinations and to a 

lesser degree in confabulatory responses. 
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Contamination is a term applied in Rorschach literature to 

the condition that results from the fusing of tvrn logically dis-

crete patterns of thought in the interpretation of one spatial area. 

The contamination may invade the ·entire area or may be more specif-

ically related to one aspect of the area. Rorschach cited as an 

example of contamination. the response "the liver of a respectable 

'statesman, n given to Card IV and states that this card which is 

frequently perceived as a man, is not infrequently perceived as 

a degenerative organ. Here one idea contaminated another idea. 

The contaminations of children are usually of a simpler nature, 

for example one child gave the response of "rabbit-butterfly" to 

Card V, and inquiry did not disclose that the child saw these as 

separate entities, although the responses of butterfly and of rabbit 

are each very frequently given by young children to this ca.rd. 

Another child saw, in the black portion of Card III, aspects that 

suggested conflicting ideas which he resolved by the response 

"duck-men." This response is, of course, closely akin to a pattern 

of thinkir;ig common in our culture in which we invest animals vd. th 

human characteristics; the Walt Disney animals a.re little human.-

animals. 

Confabulatory combinations are those in which spatially discrete 

parts are interpreted logically, virhen each part is considered in-

dependently but the po.rts are organized into an illogical whole on 

the bA.Sis of spatial co'ntiquity or proximity of the parts. For 

exrunplo, on the top of Card VI, wings are frequently seen in . the 

t.runsverse :Jection., a snake is frequently seen in the area betvreen 
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the wings., and the small protruding marks are seen as whiskers. 

If all of these are combined into "a snake with wings and whiskersJt 

one has an illogical and a confabulatory combination. A similar 

illustration might be cited in the response to Card VIII of "bea·rs 

walking on butterflies • 11 The response of butterfly to the lower 

orange-pink pa.rt of the ca.rd is commonly given_; butterfly to the 

blue-gray area is not infrequently given. The concepts attached 

to the discrete part are all adequate_; the syncretic element is 

found in bringing these parts together in an illogical functional 

relationship or configuration. 

Confabulatory responses are those., in which on the basis of 

a single differentiated part., meaning is assigned illogically and 

diffusely to the whole ca.rd or to an entire pa.rt. A frequently 

cited example of a confa.bulatory response is that of "A cat be-

cause it has whiskers" to Ca.rd VI. 

Whereas in contamination ond in confa.bulatory combinations 

there is a fusion of two or more concepts illogically within a 

spatial area., in confabulation there is a fusing of. spatial areas 

illogically under a single concept. 

2. Diffuse-articulate 

The young child's responses are predominantly global and of 

a diffuse nature. Because of the poor quality of the wholes as 

far as form quality., organization and differentiation are concerned., 

the number of W may not in any vvay indicate intelligence as it 

may for adults. The quo.li ty of the ·~y in children is more important 
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as a criterion for evaluating intelligence than the number of W. 

In fact, some D responses might indicate a higher level of per-

ceptual discrimination than some W responses. 

Diffuseness is also seen in the confabulatory DW responses 

in which the child on the basis of a part of the blot assigns an 

illogical meaning to the rest of the card. The problem of DW 

responses in children needs more critical consideration than has 

been given to it, a point which will be discussed later under the 

subject of scoring. 

The diffuseness may be apparent not only in the location to 

which the child responds, but also in the determinants and content. 

The child may ignore, more or less, the form and respond to diffuse 

shading producing a high nUlnber of K responses or in an undiffer-

entiated way to color areas, producing a high number of C r_esponses. 

The diffuseness and la.ck of discreteness may also be reflected in 

the low incidence of M responses. In order to produce human movement 

responses, one must be able to differentiate parts within a gestalt 

and to porcei ve articulation among the parts. M seldom appears 

below the mental age of five years. It is interesting that articu-

lation of the join ts is perceived on the Rorschach cards generally 

at a.bout the same mental age level that nrticulation of the joints 

appears in children's drawings. Because of the comparatively late 

appearance of M responses this criterion is not particularly help-

ful in difforentiatin~ the levels of intelligence of very young 

children. 
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The contents of a small child's responses are apt also to be 

diffuse in nature. Contents such as "grass," "tree," "clouds.," 

11 smoken are m1t1rticulated expenses of the same thing. This diffuse-

ness in content is ari important thing to bear in mind in evaluating 

the quality of form. Such concepts represent indefinite rather than 

inaccurate forms. The standards of judging the form quality in 

children should be based on the perceptual organization that is 

conrrnon at the various menial age levels. 

3. Indefinite-definite 

The quality of indefiniteness in a child's perception is so 

o.kin to the diffusion that both aspects might easily be discussed 

under one heading. There is an aspect of indefiniteness that has 

not been discussed before, however. A child may have nebulous 

impressions of the blot area that cause him to shift uncertainly 

from one type of organization to another or from one concept to 

another. Small children frequently shift the position of the tail 

and head on an nnimal., nothing in the blot being convincing enough 

to settle the question for them. Or again, a child may organize 

the whole .blot as a man, but shift in a second and be able to see 

nothing but the face. The same area of the blot may be seen as a 

lion, alligator and n mouse in quick succession. In such cases 

the concepts themselves seem to be indefinite and poorly differ-

entiated. 

4. Rigid-flexible 

The rigidity of n. young child's thinking and perceptual ex-

periences GO a.lone with the subjectivity of his judgments. Having 

attached one concept to an a.reo., he may not be flexible enough to 
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perceive another organization even though it is r'epeatedly pointed 

out to him. 

He may not be flexible enough either to change his concepts 

¥tlth a change in the cards. Hence he may with perseveration proJect 

the same interpretation on to all the cards. This perseveration 

naturally limits the range of concepts mentioned by the child. 

The degrees of perseveration have been discussed by Klopfer and 

Margulies. ( 85) The relationship of eidetic imagery to perseveration 

has not been investigated, but there may possibly be some relation-

ship between the two. 

5. Labile-stable 

The young child's thinking with its subjective character, its 

tendency toward physiognomic interpreta~ion, and its diffuseness 

carries vdth it a lability as far as adequate adjustment to external 

stimuli is concerned. A\ more flexible mode of perception might 

lead to a more appropriate dynamic adjustment to reality and hence 

to a greater stability in adjustment. 

F. Criteria for Judging the Intelligence of Children 

by the Rorschach Test 

A discussion of the global, syncretic, diffuse, indefinite, 

labile and yet often rigid tendencies in a child's perceptions 

brinGs us to the point of inquiring into the criteria for judging 

intelligence in children on the ba.si.s of their perceptual experiences 

in this test. The studies that have been done on children's Rorschachs 

do not entirely agree as to tho trends tho.t parallel increasing mental 
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growth. However, in general the following trends have been pointed 

out: 

Number of Responses. There is a slight gradual tendency for· 

the number of the responses to increase with mental age., but the 

variability in number is so great at almost any age that the actual 

number of responses cannot be used as a criterion of intelligence. 

Location. Although Rorschach used the number of Was a cri-

terion for judging intelligence., this does not hold for very young 

children since they tend to give a predominance of diffuse., poorly 

differentiated wholes. Al though the average number of W may in-

crease with age, the percentage of W 'tends to decrease after six 

years of age. At about this age the differentiated parts., both 

the usual and unusual details., increase slowly but steadily. This 

increase is so gradual that the use of details cannot be used as 

a criterion for differentiating intelligence. 

Determinants. The determinant most conm1only used by children 

is that of form. The percentage of form responses tends to decrease 

vrith age as the use of other determinants is increased. Although 

the percentage of F responses may decrease., the quality of the 

form accuracy increases with age., hence the relative proportion of 

superior., average end poor form responses becomes one of the most 

important cri tori a for differentiating levels of intelligence. 

The dcterr.1inant second in frequency of use is color. Very 

small children tend to give ploin color responses in a primitive 

way. As children's mental age increases there is a growing 
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tendency to couple color with some consideration of form as is 

reflected in the increased occurrence of CF responses. This symbol 

means that color is the dominant determinant and form is of secondary 

consideration. A yet higher level of intellectual development seems · 

to be reached when fonn is used as the dominant determinant -and 

color is of secondary significance. The symbol used for this 

combination is FC. Not only the number but also the quality pf 

the form of FC responses tend: to increase with mental age. 

The determinant third in frequency of use is that·:Of· move-

ment. Among the movement responses animal movement., FM., occurs 

the most frequently with young children. The number tends to in-

crease with age. Human movement., M., appears generally much later 

than FM. Klopfer reports that the average number of M for chil-

dren under eight is less than one. Hov,ever., M tends to increase 

Y.d. th increase in mental age. 

Compa.rati vely few shading responses have been reported., but 

they tend to increase with increased differentiation. 

Content. With increasing age the number of categories tends 

to increase. The most frequently used category is that of animal. 

As the child matures,the proportion of human responses tends to 

increase. 

Populars. Some of the authors have pointed out that the 

number of popular responses increases vri th age. The ten popular 

respons00 used by Klopfer have .been clesi~ated as popular on the 

basis of one adult out of three using such responses. A child's 
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increasing use of popular responses would indicate that he is pro-

gressing toYrard the level of perceptual discrimination expected: of 

the adult. 

Originals. Some writers also report en increase in tne number 

and quality of original responses with. increasing mental age. Since 

an original response by the commonly accepted definition is a response 

that is used by only one out of e. hundred persons., and since vie have 

no norms of frequency for children., this definition and this criterion 

for jud6ing intelligence can be seriously questioned. 

It wi 11 be recalled that Klopfer and Kelly listed the following 

criteria. for ovaluating intelligence., (1) number and quality of W., 

(2) number and quality of E., (3) the form accuracy., (4) the number 

and quality of original responses., (5) the variety of content., ru1d 

( 6) the GUccession. Of these criteria some are more applicable 

to childre...11 than others. For reasons pointed out above., the number 

of H end the number and quality of O do not seem to be particularly 

applicable to children. Another of these criteria, succession., 

is also Tl.ot po.rticub.rly applicable since comparatively so few 

reoponsos are civen. 

In sun:rnn.ry, tho most useful criteria for evaluating intelli-

gence irt chi ldrcn seem to be the quality of U responses., the number 

and quality of I,.; and Fh responses, the quality of form res pons es, 

the number uncl quality- of FC rc~sponses., the number of popular responses 

o.nd tho W5 0 of' hum.an content. As the human con tent and the variety 

in tho contont increase, tho o.nimal content tends to decrease. 
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CHAPTER III 

1rHE PRESENT STATUS OF STANDARDIZATION OF THE RORSCHACH TEST 

A. Areas in which Standards Are Needed 

vn1en -rte speak o.f standardization of an intelligence test, we 

mean the setting up of standards by which the performance of the 

individual on the test ca.'11 be evaluated in terms of the group. 

The factors that must be taken into consideration in the setting 

up of standards are (1) the choice of material for the test, (2) 

the formulation of rules for administering., (3) the setting up 

of rules for scoring, (4) the choice of groups on which to establish 

norms, (5) the interpretation of the scores in relationship to 

the norms., (6) the investigation of the validity of the test and 

(7) the determination of the reliability of the test. 

After Rorschach' s original work there developed tvm rather 

antithetical trends in regard to the establishing of objective 

standards, one trend being away . from and one trend toward more 

objective standards. Some held that the interpretation of the 

Rorschach test should be accepted as an art in which statistical 

data wero superfluous. Among such vmrkers., there was a tendency 

for interpretations to become qua.li tative., subjective and intuitive. 

Other workers criticized such intuitive interpretations as lacking 

objective proof. Bo.ck in 1944 quoted Wells 1 who wrote in 1930: 

"'At prenont it must be o.cknovrled6ed that many Rorschach _Reports 

rend more like reports of o.n a.Gtrologer or palmist than does any-

thing else in psycholot;i cul 1i terature; there is no validation in 
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a statistical sense,'" and Beck adds that, "The twelve years that 

have po.ssed, with the rno'lll1.tain oi' literature that has appeared 

on the test since then should not permit this statement to be 

valid today. however it is. 11 (100, p. 19) 

Ha.ny of the early workers compensated to some extent for 

the lac!( of objective standards by broad individual experience 

that served as a basis, although perhaps a poorly-defined basis, 

for comparisons and judgments. 

Hov1ever, there has grown steadily the conviction on the part 

of many norkors such ns Beck (8, 9, 17 and 18), Hertz (53, 55, 

57, 58, 60 and 64), and Krugman (87) that if the.instrument is 

to t;ain the status of scientific respectability, more attention 

JilUGt be given to bringing about the following: (1) a uniforrrd.ty 

of procedure in ndministerins the test, (2) an objectiye basis 

for scorin6 , (;:5) the establishment of norms, (4) the testing of 

the hypotheses nbout the interpretive significance of the various 

scorinc; cntec;ories Nld the interrelationships that may exist among 

thcce catccori0s a.n<l other aspects of the test., (5) the establish-

ment of the validi tJr and ( 6) -'che establishment of the reliability 

of th0 tost n.s one for measuring the intelle ctua.l and no:a-inteJ.lectual · 

components of' tho personality. Bock (18) has emphasized the im-

portn.nco aluo of nomantic clarification of terms, a more rigorous 

operntiono.l dcfininr; of terms such as -total personality., and more 

stringent <lofininE of ~u3 various catecories, in order to clarify 

th0 mor.uiinc of tho area.a for which validation is soue;ht. 
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The differences of opinion about the standardiz·ation of the 

Rorschach test result in part from lack of clarity of definition 

of the term standardization and an absence of an adequate delimit-
" 

ing of the areas in which standardization might be of value. 

In spite of the varying opinions upon what the standard practicef: 

should be, there is a rather corrnnon agreement that standardization 

would be desirable in the following areas, if for no other reason 

than that there would bee. more scientific basis for comparing the 

results of the different studies: 

I. Administration 

The different methods of administering the Rorschach Test 

were sunnnarized by Hertz in 1936. ( 51) There exists today a wide 

variation of practices in the administration as is shovm., for ex- -

ample, in the differences in procedures used by Klopfer (84) and 

Rapaport. (110) There are not only differences between systems but 

also variations of practice within a system as is evidenced by 

Svri.ft 1 s (131) reported modification of the technique used by Klopfer 

as she applied the test to young children. The controversial points 

in administering the test will be discussed more fully in Chapter V. 

II. Scoring 

Several different systems of scorine; are used in this country., 

such as those of Klopfer (84), Beck (5), Hertz (61), and Rapaport 

(110), thn.t vnry in complexity. In some systems there are cate-

gori os that have no counterpart in othor systems. Terms used in 

one system may haven different meanin~ when used in another system. 

Hence compo.rioonn of results obtained by the different systems 

becomo complicnted. 
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III. The Establishment of Norms 

Two factors which·make the establishment of norms on the 

Rorschach Test much more difficult than for inost tests are (1) 

the almost limitless number and variety of individual responses 

and (2) the fact.that the test is interpret~d configurationally., 

each. part deriving its significance in relation· to the other parts. 

Although these factors enhance the value of the test as an instru-

ment for differentiating one unique personality from another., they 

do add to the complexity of the problems of scoring., of the estab-

lishing of norms., and of interpretation. 

Little has been done until comparatively recently toward the 

establishment of norms for young children. The investigations 

that have been made will be reported in Chapter IV. Genetic studies 

that show the growth of perceptual development as reflected in 

the Rorschach test seem to be of prime importance and theoretically 

should precede studies of validity in which one investigates the 

degree of accuracy with which the test differentiates levels of . 

development perhaps not yet defined. 

Norms should be established for location categories., the 

popular responses, original responses and for the evaluation of 

the qua.li ty of form. The quality of form should eventually be 

judged in relation to the given age level rather than in terms 

of adult norms. 

The desirnbili ty of tmiforrni ty of norms becomes obvious when 

one considers, for example, the wide variation of practice in the 

designating of popular responses. In Beck's system there are twenty 
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popular responses, whereas Klopfer uses only ten popular responses. 

This discrepancy exists in spite of the fact that the actual number 

of popular responses is considered to be interpretatively very 

important. Each of the main systems of scoring has a different 

basis for establishing the popular responses as far as statistical 

frequency is concerned. Only comparatively recently has there been 

an attempt to evaluate popular responses at the different age levels, 

IV. Interpretation 

Rorschach stressed the need of experimental validation of some 

of his assumptions about the interpretative significance of some 

of the categories and interrelationships among the categories. 

Rickers-Ovsiankina (115) has . reviewed the experimental work that 

has been done in this line and has pointed out problems that need 

further research. 

Unfortunaidy there has been a tendency to superimpose inter-

pretations that have been found to be appropriate to the adult 

level, on to children's protocols vri thout knovdng what average 

children at the different age levels normally give in the way of 

responses. Relationships that may evidence poor adjustment or 

emotional regression in adults may _accompanJf at some levels of 

childhood~normn.l and healthy adjustment. It is essential to find 

out what in usual v,:i.th children before one is justified in theoriz-

ing about assmned deviations. 

B. Validity 

Al thour;h thero is a[~reement about the desiro.bili ty of uni-

formity in admini sterin~ end scorin~ the test and about the need 
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for norms at different age levels., ,there have been sharply differing 

opinions about the methods that should be used to establish the 

validity of the test. 

When we discuss the validi"bJ of the Rorschach test., the problem 

of the definition of the term validity arises. Generally the term 

validity when applied to ·a testing instrument means the degree 

of accuracy with which a test measures what it purports to measure. 

However., the term is often used rather loosely in the Rorschach 

literature., referring to the test as a whole or to various aspects 

of it., to a single test given to a single individual or to the 

test applied to a group of individuals. Also., the terms relia-

bility and validity are often confused. 

When we consider the term validity in its generally accepted 

meaning., in relation to the Rorschach test., it becomes apparent 

that we are dealing with a. very complicated problem since the test 

purports to be a test of personality and of intelligence at one 

and the same time. 

These two aspects of the whole person., according to traditional 

practice., call for rather different types of validation. In test-

ing intellir;ence the individual's similarity to the average is 

stressed., whereas in testing the personality the uniqueness of the 

individual as he deviates from the usual is stressed. 

Intelligence can be measured in. a quantitative fashion in 

terms of demonstr11ted o.chi evement. If an intelligence test is 

well stv.ndardized, ono can measure a. given subject's performance 

ago.j_nst definite norms that ho.ve been established., and with more 
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or less accuracy express the subject's level of intellectual func-

tioning in a stumnary fashion in terms of developmental level., of 

mental age., or of Intelligence Quotient., depending on the testing 

instrument. 

The subject's personality., however., is much too complex to 

be epitomized in a single number. If a clinician wants to preserve 

a picture of a personality., he must do so by means of a verbal 

description of the subject's various interests and traits of covert 

and overt behavior. For greater accuracy of evaluation he may 

use a rating scale or he may merely attempt to make his descrip-

tion more precise by a more careful choice of words. If the clinician 

uses the Rorschach test., he will have the total protocol and the 

psychogram which ,rill present surmnaries of the scoring categories 

and quantified measures of relationships existing among the scoring 

catesories. But when the Rorschach expert comes to his final 

interpretation, he will with the aid of his qualitative observations., 

translate the psychogram and other quantitative summaries 1nto a 

description of the structure of the personality and of the dynamic 

factors within the personality. He will describe and define with 

qualifying adjectives the uniqueness of the personality in terms 

of tre.i ts., tendencies and goals. 

Since the intelli~ence level can be expressed to a considerable 

extent in quantitative terms while the rest of the personality has 

to be described chiefly in qualitative terms., tests for the intel-

lectual and non-intellectual aspects of the individual have called 

for somewhat di.fferont npproa.chos to the subjec-t of validity. 



Since the majority of the persons ·who have investigated the validity 

of the Ihrschach Test have sought to evaluate the test as an instru-

ment for differentiating one personali-by- from another., we shall 

di.s cuss first the various approaches that have been used to inves-

ticato the t0st as a personality test and then briefly mention the 

approaches that have been used to investigate the validity of the 

test as an instrument for differentiating levels of intelligence. 

The chief methods tlm t have been used in trying to establish 

t·he validity of the Rorschach test as an instrument for evaluating 

the total personality are the follov.ring: 

A. Experimental approach. 

B. The general clinical approach. 

(1) St1.1.dy of the individual protocol in relationship 

to tho clinical data. 

(2) The "Blind diagnosis." 

(3) 'rho study of deviate f;roups. 

c. 'l1eclmiques i'or indicating the degree of validity. 

(1) The matching technique. 

( 2) Correla tine results oi' the Rorschach test vli th 

tho rosul ts of other methods of evaluating the 

:individual. 

A. Tho ~xpcrirnonto.l o.pproach. 

Thi~, appron.ch hrrn to do predomirrn.n tly -r:i th -bes ting the 

voJ.idit,y of tho tLcorotic'?ll e.r.rnurnptions made in the interpretation 

of the t.ent. 
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Rorschach theorized about the significance of the ve.rfous 

scori:nc; cr-1.tee;ories and the relationship among the categories. He 

himself suggested many problems for research such as those of in-

vestigating (1) the significance of the space-rhythm relationships., 

(2) . the assumption that the M factor represents inner living and 

(3) the hypothesis that the sum of color and the relationship w~thin 

the color categories represent the emoti.onali ty of the subject. 

Rorschach stated: "It has been found empirically that the influence 

of colors in perceiving the figures may be taken to represent the 

extent of emotional excitabili"bJ and actual excitement; the basis 

for this deduction is., hovrever., quite insufficient to satisfy the 

demands of scientific logic. There is a definite correlation betvreen 

the extent of emotional excitement., the extent of motor activity 

and the nwnber of responses influenced by color perception. The 

ca.uses., the etiological sources., of this correlation remain to be 

discovered." (116., p. 98) 

Stimuhl.ted by such statements., Oeser (101) designed an ex-

periment in v1hich he presented subjects tachistoscopically with 

colored geometrical forms. The clarity of form and the intensity 

of the color vrere systematically varied. Oeser found that the 

same subjects who responded predominantly to color in this experi-

ment., .also responded predominantly to color in the Rorschach test., 

and that the subjects who. gavo hi~h color responses on both tests 

were much more prone to be emotionally labile, to give away to 

emotional outbursts and to be more suggestible than were the subjects 
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who responded predomin_antly to form. Other studies investigating 

color and form are discussed by Rickers-Ovsiankina. (115) 

B. The general clinical approach. 

1. Study of the individual protocol in relationship to the 

clinical data. 

As Rorschach gathered data, he ·formulated tentative hypotheses 

on the basis of his empirical findings about the interpretive sig-

nificance of various perceptual experiences a...~d about the importance 

of various relationships. These hypotheses served as the bases 

for evaluating the "structure of the personality." When Rorschach 

could reconstruct the picture of a personality from the protocol 

of a patient which corresponded closely to the clinical picture of 

the subject, it was assumed that such a process demonstrated the 

validity of the test as actually measuring what it purported to 

measure. One of the most interesting of the recent studies of 

this variety is that of Young end Higginbotham. (155) The authors, 

af~or having given the Rorschach test to a group of boys, had the 

opportunity of observing the behavior of the boys in a camp during 

the surrrrner and hence v10re able to check on the validity of the test 

ns on instrument for discriminating the different types of per-

sonality. 

2. Blind Din.gnosis. 

The term blind diagnosis as it a2plies to the Rorschach Test 

ia a term used to indicate (a) that the interpreter has before him 

only the protocol of the subject with information about his sex 

o.nd n.go, or (b) tho. t the interpreter n.dmi.nisters the test but has 



no other knowledge of the subject. The former meaning is the one 

generally used; however, the latter occurs repeatedly in the litera-

ture. Benjamin and Ebaugh (21) have pointed out tha~ if the Rorschach 

Test is carefully given and qualitative observations noted, the 

former method of blind diagnosis may be almost as illuminating as 

the latter. A record may have such carefully recorded notes of all 

the individual's behavior., such as·those records furnished by Lois 

Murphy (23) that the interpreter has an excellent substitute for 
l, 

first-hand observation of the individual. Of course., it is not 

only legitimate but highly desirable to use all the cues in ob-

taining as accurate a picture of the subject's personality as 

possible., just as it is in any other test situation., but one should 

be critical of how much of the picture can be deduced from the 

formal characteristics of the protocol itself, and how much of it 

is gleaned from the full description of the individual's general 

behavior. 

This method of blind diagnosis vms used by Rorschach in study-

ing the protocol sent to him by Oberholzer. (116., pp. 184-216) 

Krugman (89) also used this method in his clinic, he himself making 

the "blind diagnosis.," on which work he reported that although the 

interpretations were not always correct., the results of several 

thousands of comparisons betv;een the Rorschach records and the 

case material showed that Rorschach interpretations crune at least 

as close to the psychiatric examination as an examination by another 

psychiatrist would have done. 

Other studies using 11blind diagnosis" as a basis for judging 

the validity of -Lho test as an instrument for evaluating the 
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personality a.re those of Benjamin and Ebaugh ( 21)., Hertz and 

Rubenstein (67) and Hartoch a..~d Schachtel. (23) 

3. The study of deviate groups. 

Rorscha:ch and subsequent experimenters have found that certain 

groups of deviates such as the depressives., the schizophrenics., etc • ., 

give protocols significantly different from normal individuals. 

These studies of deviate groups have been considered as empirical 

substantiation of the validity of the test as an instrument for 

differentiating types of personalities. 

C. Tecln1iques for indicating the degree of validity. 

1. The matching technique. 

The matching method is one in vrhich an expert attempts to match 

a series of Rorschach records with the series of descriptions of· 

the subjects' personalities prepared by a.~other expert., these descrip-

tions beinG based either upon the subjec.ts' Rorschach records or upon 

observations of the subjects' behavior. Th.i.s method may be used for 

the protocols as a whole or in relation to· any aspect of interpreta-

tion within the protocol which has been decided upon for matching. 

The mo.tching; method -has very obvious drawbacks such as (1) 

beinr:; dependent upon sub j·e cti ve eval ua ti ons by the judges; ( 2) 

the degree of accuracy in matching; depending somewhat on the number 

of protocoln in tho series; (3) there being such comparative homo-

geneity in the protocols of some subjects that if the number of 

subjects wore very larr;c it micht be impossible to match all the 

cases even thou ch tho individual interpretations were accurate. 

"Both the clinico.l exrunination and the Rorscho.ch test., subtle though 

the ln.ttor rnn.y bo in cornpnrison to other methods, are crude instruments 
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when measured against the rich variety of human personality. 

Several a.ketches from both sources would be enough alike to make 

an accurate matching a matter of chance." (21., p. 1165) 

Vernon (144) developed the pattern for matching which Troup 

(138) used in her s·tudy of tv.rins. S-vri.ft (131)., Gair (40) and 

Davidson (27) all used the matching method in atten1pts to evaluate 

Davidson's signs of maladjustment in children. Rosenzweig ( 117) 

outlined a complete project for validating the Rorschach test by 

the matching method. 

2. Correlating results of the Rorschach Test with the results 

of other methods of evaluating the individual. 

Ford (37) reported such a study in which a group of children 

was divided into three sub-groups on the basis of their emotional 

adjustment as indicated by the teacher's ratings on four items 

on the Olson Behavior Rating Scale, and into three sub-groups 

according to their social adaptation as indicated by the color 

responses on the Rorschach test. She found that there was a con-

tingency coefficient of +.50 when such groupings were made. 

Rorscho.ch approached empirically the si..-udy of the test as an 

instrwnent for differentiating levels of intelligence. He fo1md 

from practical experience that certain criteria were helpful as a 

basis for differentiating the six levels of intelligence which 

he designated in his study. Most of the subsequent investigations 

have been of this general nature, tho.tis, groups who are known 

to differ in levels of mental· ability ho.ve been tested with the 
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Rorschach to see how the lmown differences are reflected in the 

Rorschach protocols or scoring categories. The present study is 

of this -variety. In addition to this approach tvvo others have 

been used to some extent: 

1. Certain combinations of scoring categories which reflect 

levels of intelligence are given numerical value.- The scores for 

such evaluations are then correlated with other criteria of mental 

ability., such as with teacher's estimates of intelligence or with 

the results of other tests of knovm validity. Such a study was 

made by Schneider. (123) 

2. Another approach to the study of validity is that of match-

ing protocols with various criteria of intelligence such as the 

Intelligence Quotient. Such a study was made by Hunter. ( 69) 

C. RELIABILITY 

Comparatively little consideration has been given to the 

problem of the reliability of the Rorschach test in the li tera-

tura. On first consideration this may seem rather remarkable since 

so much emphasis is being placed on making the scoring more ob-.. 
jecti ve., on establishing norms and on proving the va.lidi ty of the 

test. It may also seem remarkable in the li 6ht of the fact that 

the validity of the test is so closely related to its reliability. 

The term relio.bility of a test is used with tv10 slightly 

different menni.ngs., the first having to do w:i. th the self-consistency 

or the internal-consistency of the test instrument., and the second 

men.nine; hn.ving to do vii th the dependability with which one may 



obtain like results . under like conditions when the same test is 

used as a retest or an equated form of the same test is used for 

the second test. 

Self-Consistency 

The degree of self-consistency is generally established by 

correlating the results of one-half of the test with those of the 

other half. The halves may be defined by separating the odd-numbered 

items from the even~nurnbered ones, dividing the first half of the 

items from the second half, or even by other schemes of dividing~ 

the method used being depender..t on the type of test. The term 

self-cor..siste.ncy may even be applied to the degree of consistency 

between tvro equated forms of the same test, each form being con-

sidered a part of the larger whole. 

The split-half method is not logically applicable to the 

Rorschach test for the follo~~ng reasons: 

1. The test is a configurational one in which the whole tes-t;;_ 

is needed for interpretation of the personality or for evaluation 

of tho level of intelligence. Each part gains its significance 

from its place in the whole. 

2. No one ca.rd can be equated with any other card, and no 

group of ce.rds can be equated to any other group of cards. Each 

card Yms chosen, as Rorschach explained, because it tended to call 

for a different set of perceptual experiences than any other card. 

3. A sto.ndard aequence in which the co.rds a.re to be presented 

has been n.rron c; ed because the perceptual experience on one card 
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may affect the perceptual experience on another card. The pattern 

of progression of perceptual experience becomes in itself an im-

portant factor in.interpretation. 

In spite of the inappropriateness of applying the split-half 

method of study to the Rorschach, such studies have been made by 

Hertz (56), Vernon (145), and Thornton and Guilford. (137) 

Dependability on a Retest 

"When we consider the dependability of the Rorschach as shovm 

by the results of re-examination with the same test, we are confronted 

·with involved problems. Suppose that the second test shows marked 

changes from the first. Theoretically these changes in the protocol 

might be due to: 

1. A change in the subject's personality that is faithfully 

reflected in the second protocol; 

2. If the person has not really changed, the difference in 

the second protocol may reflect the lack of reliability 

of the test, that is, its lack of dependability in 

calling forth the srune type of responses. To the ex-

tent that the test lacked reliability it would also 

la.ck validity. 

The interrelatedness of these factors as they apply to the 

indi viduo.l ,Nould also, of course, apply to the questions of the 

validity and reli a.bili ty of the test in its use with groups. It 

is this complexity of factors thnt has led to the great confusion 

of terms in many of tho di scussionc on validity and relia.bili ty. 
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Often, especially in the earlier discussions,. the tv;o tenns which 

have discrete meanings when applied to tests in general., were used 

interchangeably ·when applied to the Rorschach test. 

The dependability with which a testin.g instrument will call 

forth the same results on the first test as on subsequent tests 

can be studied from two different manners of approach: 

1. ·when the same form of the test is used for both the test 

and the retest. 

2. When an equated form is used for the retest. 

In each of these approaches the reliability may be evaluated 

either by: 

(a) Finding the degree of correlation that exists bet\veen 

the first tests end the second test, or by 

(b) Matching of the protocols by a series of competent judges. 

1. The practice of retesting with the original Rorschach test 

has been evaluated differently by various workers. For example, 

Rorschach wrote: "If the test is repeated with the same plates, 

conscious or unconscious memory enters to warp the result. Analogous 

series of plates, different from the usual ones but satisfying the 

prerequisites for the individual plates of the basic series are 

necessary for these situations." (116, p. 53) 

Other investigators do not agree with the necessity of having 

o. parallel series. Piotrowski states tha.t the only ·way of measuring 

the reliability of the Rorschach method is by "reexamination after 

a certain lenu;th of time. There is no practice effect in the 

Rorschach method because there is no conscious effort. The memory 



factor is not so important as it would seem." (109., p. 443) The 

question of the place memory plays in retest has never been ade-

quately investigated. 

One of the first studies reported on the reliability of the 

Rorschach test as judged by the test-retest method was that of 

Mira ( 96) viho gave retests to a group tvrn weeks after the original 

tests. He concluded that the changes that occurred in the protocols 

· reflected changes within the personality. He also concluded that 

the test was reliable., but his conclusion was not supported by any 

statistical evidence. 

The first study of reliability by the test-retest method that 

was carried out with a satisfactory degree of thoroughness was 

tha. t of Troup ( 138) who tested ten pe,i rs of twins., ten to fourteen 

years of a~e., six months apart and had these protocols judged by, 

six well trained Rorschach workers using the matching technique. 

Three judges were able to match all the protocols correctl:r, one 

matched ninety per cent correctly., and tvw judges matched eighty 

per cent correctly. 

Fosberg (35) in 1941 mo.de the most thorough study of the 

reliability of the Rorschach Test that had yet been made. He not 

only investigated the reliability of the Rorschach~ but also made 

a comparable or parallel study on the Bernreuter Personality Test~ 

so that he could compare the reliability of the two tests. After 

ho.vine Given fifty adult subjects the Rorschach test., he repeated 

the test three timos, the first time with the instructions for the 

:JUbject to mn.ke the best possible impression of his personality., 
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the second time vn th instructions to the subject to make the worst 

possible impression of his personality, and the third time the test 

was given again under standard conditions., with the exception that 

the subjects had alree.dy taken the test three times within a com-

paratively short time. Fosberg fotmd that there was a very high 

degree of correlation between the original test a.~d the several 

retests and also between the several retests showing that the 

Rorschach test had a high degree of reliability. The results on 

this test were in sharp contrast to those on the Bernreuter Per-

sonality which showed that the subject could easily manipulate the 

test in order to present the type of personality picture which he 

vashed to present. 

A number of st-udies have been made using the test-retest method 

in which the authors have demonstrated to their mm satisfaction 

that certain variables introduced experimentally did not change 

the basic personality pattern, that is, that the reliability of 

the test is so great that it cannot be easily influenced. Such a 

study was made by Wertham and Bleuler (153) who used the drug 

mescaline as the experimental variable. Kelley., l\largulies, and · 

Barrera. (76) report a study of retests given to twelve patients · 

during the amnesic period following convulsive shock therapy which 

was administered on the same day that the first Rorschach test 

was ei ven. It was found that the electric shock therapy did not 

change the basic personality pattern. These findin~s were sub-

stantiated by those of Beck (19) inn similar study. 
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The investigation that has the most significance in relation 

to the present study is that of Swift (131) who made a rather ex-

tensive investigation of the reliability of children 1 s Rorschachs 

at the pre-school laboratories of the State University of Iowa. 

Svdft retested groups of children after varying lengths. of time 

and worked out the degree of correlation existing between the 

categories used in the first tests and in the retests. The first 

part of the study i.-ms made on forty-one children ranging from 

3 years, 1 month to 6 years, four months, the average chronological 

age being 4 years, 5 months, and the average mental age being 

5 years, 10 months. The retest occurred after a thirty-day in-

terval. The reliability coefficients for the twelve separate scoring 

categories that were used, ranged from ~.15 to ~.83. Fifty-one per 

cent of the responses on the retest were identical with the responses 

given on the first test, the range being from 8 to 100 per cent. 

In many cases the identical responses were the popular responses. 

A second part of the Swift study was made on a group of children 

who were retested after fourteen days, at the end of the first seven 

Y days or which period., the group vras given a test:.wi th the Behn-

Rorschach cards. A third part of the study was that in which the 

original group was retested after a period of ten months. 

Swift concluded that: 

"Relie.bili ty coefficients for individual categories were too 

low to permit confidence in mea.sures of them obtained from a single 

presentation of the test. Repetition of the test within a short 

time, and use of the combined scores as the total score, resulted 
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in reliabilities y;hich compare favorably with those of many tests 

at the preschool ages. Nine of the twelve scoring categories had 

corrected reliability coefficients above +.72. Considering the 

difficulties inherent in applying quantitative procedures to material 

of the type given by the Rorschach Method, and the fact that inter-

pretations based on the results are not made in terms of single 

factors but of constellations of these factors, the results justify 

the clinical use of the test as a reliable method." (131, p. 41) 

Since none of the studies in which parallel blots have been 

used, have had much bearing on the study of reliability because of 

the difficulty of equating cards, we shall but summarize what 

Rorschach had to say about,parallel series and mention the names. 

of some of the persons who have worked with them. Rorschach thought 

that parallel series of blots were neededr which should be carefully 

equated card by card to the original set, and that the production 

of such series was not as difficult and time-consuming as it first 

appeared to be. (116, p. 53) Ink-blots supposed to be similar to 

the Rorschach ink-blots have been used by various persons such as 

Belm-Eschenberg (20), Struve (129), Weil (150), and Swift. (131) 

In this chapter vre have pointed out that al though the Rorschach 

Test presents greo.ter problems as far as standardization is con-

cerned than most tests because of the almost limitless possibilities 

or individual responses and the configura tional nature of the test, 

nevertheless there are certain aspects of the test for which more 

definite a.ncl uniform standards should be set up, such as the method 
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of administering and the method of scoring. Norms· are needed for 

average children at different age levels before we are justified 

in making claims as to what an individual test shows either in 

relationship to intelligence or to personality. Logically it 

would seem that normative studies should precede studies of 

validity. We have also discussed the methods that have been used 

to establish the validity and the reliability of the test. 
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CHAPTER .IV 

RE'VIETf OF' NOI~L'.Arl'IVE STUDIES OF CHILDREN'S RORSCHACHS 

We shall not attempt to cover fully the literature on 

Children's Rorschachs, but vm -vrill give a brief historical frame-

work for orienting the present study and theri review· the recent 

studies that have the most bearing on the present investigation. 

Rorschach, as has been stated previously carried on all of 

his experiments i.vi th adults. In his book Psychodiagnostics he 

confined his remarks about children's Rorschachs to a discussion 

of the need for norms on the different age levels and to theoretical 

assumptions of ·what one might find in the tests of young children. 

However, in his book he does refer to two persons who had done 

work with children, namely Szymon Hens and Belm-Eschenburg. Hens 

published in 1917 a study called., ttTesting the Imagination of 

School Children., Adults., and Mental Patients by Heans of Formless 

Blots.," which emphasized the content of the test rather than "the 

pattern of the perceptive process." (116., 102) And of Behn-Eschenburg 

Rorschach 17rote that "the vmrk of H. Behn-Eschenburg ( 1921) is the 

first contributi.on to the systematic study of various age groups. 

He examined ,~20 school children from the ages of 13 to 15." (115., 

96) 

Studios in ·which the Ho rschach cards vrere used were made in 

Europe on adoloscents o.nd p:ren.dolesconts by such i.rnrkers as Uira 

(96) in 1925., L8opfe (91) in 1926, Loosli-Usteri (93) in 1929., 

Schneider (1~:3) in rn;!D, Dubitschor (30), in 1933 and Kerr (78) 
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in 1934 whose study dealt with 365 children., a group ·which 

included not only adolescents but children down to seven years 

of age which was the youngest group to be studied up to that time. 

David Levy introduced the Rorschach Test in this countrJr in 

1924. He and Beck, his student., were com.1ected vd th the Institute 

of Child Guidance in Nevr York City., where they were the first 

persons in this country to use the Rorschach Method 1vi th children. 

In 1931 Dec!c contributed his first article on the use of the I-?.or schach 

'.l10st with problem children (14) and in the follov.r:i.ng year, 1932., 

he published his study on the Rorschach in relation to the Feeble-

minded ( 12). Klopf er -rms the first., in 1939, to vrri te on the 

application of the method to preschool or early childhood levels. 

In 1941 (89) and 1943 (88) Krugman published articles about the 

use of the test in Child Guidance Clinics. 

Although journal articles ho.ve appeared on the subject., not 

much a.ttent.~on has been given to Children's Rorschachs in the 

books. Beck in his monogro.ph., Introduction to the Rorschach Method 

( 5) ho.s o. chapter on problem children but confines his discussion 

in his Horschnch's Test (15) to the adoh3cent and adult years. 

Boclmor and Halpern (24) have one chapter on children's protocols. 

1Clopf'er and Kelloy make but very fe-w scattered references to chil-

d:ren in The Rorschach Technique. (84) Ford in 1946 published 

l'he Application of tho Rorschach Test to Young Children (37), 

the rnont complete :c:tud,v on children's Rorschachs tho. t has been 

publ:i.ghef.1. Thi::: bur,;.: ·1·d.ll be sturu1mri zed la tor in this chapter. 
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In the several investigations on children's Rorschachs that 

are summarized in this chapter, different methods of administer-

ing and scoring have been used so that the results are not alvra.ys 

comparable. 

Kerr in England in 1934, published the first study in English 

in vrhich there was an attempt to investigate the validity of the 

test and also to establish some norms for children of different 

age levels. Three hundred end sixt-.1-fi ve English children were 

tested ranging in age from seven to fourteen, forty of whom vrere 

between seven and eight. Some of the children were nonnal., some 

mentally defective., and some were anti-social. Lack of data re-'·· 

gardin[_~ the mental rq;e levels of the children tends to detract 

from the value of the norms presented. 

Kerr's results show that there was a tendency for W, M., and 

originals of good quality to increase vri th age while the A percent-

age declined, and this was especially true of full or "dilated" 

protocols. 1rhis bears out Horschach's conclusions. However, she 

v·mrns that "in the case of the koartive subjects it is wise to 

exercise great caution, as usually they give less than the average 

number of' whole answers for their chronological age and a very 

much hii:;hor animal percentage. 11 (78, p. 183) 

The first article in this country dealing vri th Rorschach 

norms for yotmG chi lc:ron wns that of Sunne, 1936, ( 130) who had 

us his immedin.te purpose the establishment of norms on the lower 

age l cvels. H0 tested 1653 whi to children and 2068 Negro chil-

d:rcn1 in nursery schools, kindor~artens, and first grades in New 
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Orleans., and 712 mountain children a.11 of' 11rhom were in the primary 

grades. Mental ages were obtained on all the children from the 

Stanford Revision of' the Binet Test., the Yerkes Point Scale and 

Goodenough Drawing of a Man Test. Sunne reports, "Close similar-

ity at all year levels of the means of the majority of the (Rorschach) 

.categories. The same patterns occur from the fourth year on 

through the different chronological and mental ages, and a con-

siderable number of retests indicate a stability of these patterns 

as great as that of t4e I. Q." (130., p. 309) 

Another investigator., Hunter, (69) made one of the most sys-

tematic attempts to check on the validity of the test as a measure 

of intelligence as v1ell as a measure of personality adjustment. 

The subjects of her study were fif"bJ children in Honolulu who 

ranged in age from eight to t\rnlve years •. The following questions 

·were proposed for study. 

1. Can the Rorschach test be used to indicate emotional sta-

bility and degree of integration or maturity of personality? 

2. Con the Rorschach test be used to obtain ru.1 estimate of 

intelligence sufficiently accurate to serve as a check on.other 

intellicence tests? 

3. Can tho Rorschach test throw any light upon the problem 

of discrepancies between potential ability e.s indicated by the 

Binet and actual school achievements? 

The mo:tching technique suggested by Ven1on was used in the 

study of stability and maturity., which Hunter concluded "vras a 

very rough met110d. of comparison, calculated to differentiate only 

the extreme cases.·" 
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In the matter of judging intelligence the study showed more 

encouraging results considering the fact that the scores on the 

other intelligence tests v.rere unknovm to Miss Hunter when she made 

her estimates of intelligence by the Rorschach Test. She rated 

each child's intelligence as shovm by his performance on the 

Rorschach on a five-point scale. "The Contingency coefficient 

on a five-point table betvreen the psychologist's estimates and 

the Binet IQ,'s was .69: between the psychologist's estimates and 

Maze T(l' s C was .60: between psychologist's estimates and the 

averages of the Binet and }Viaze .TQ, the coefficient Tvas • 78. Ac-

cordins to Garret the highest coefficient possible on a five-point 

conting:ency table is .89." (69, p. 290) 

Hunter vms able to estimate the intelligence of the children 

·within five points of the Binet score in 76 per cent of the cases. 

In surmnary Hunter mruces the following statements: 

ttrt does seem possible to draw the following tentative con-

clusions · from this investigation: first, the Rorschach test can 

be used to obtain an estimate of intelligence sufficiently accurate 

to servo as a check on other tests of intelligence. Second, the 

test seems to indicate general al 1-arotmd 1 evel of functioning 

somewhat better than either the Binet or the 1.Iaze tests alone. 

1'hird, it does seem capable of bringing to light emotional conflict 

which does not o.1wn.ys nppen.r in response to other tests and cannot 

always be obsorved in the child's behavior durin ,r,· the examination u 

period, but in often rui1ply corroborated by teachers' observations. 
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Fourth, insofar as it seems capable of indicating emotional blocking 

or dissipation of energy by neurotic fear, it should help to explain 

discrepancies between potential ability as indicated by the Binet 

and actual school achievement." (69, p. 294) 

Yle will discuss a study carried out by Paulsen (103) at 

some length because of its bearing on the present ~tudy. She 

chose 82 children, 47 ~irls and 35 boys ranging in a ; e from 5 years 

and 11 months to 7 years and 5 months, most of the children being 

within the age rang;e of 5 years and 11 months to 6 years and 10 

months. These normal children were representative of the 

Public Schools as o. ·whole. Each child was given a Rorschach, a 

Revised Stani\ord-Binet, Form 1.:, the Goodenough Drawing Test, and a 

simple achievement test. 

The Intelligence of the group is reported in the follmving 

figures: 

:...roan I. Q. 

Boys 98.2 

Girls 97.7 

Median I. 

97.5 

97.9 

Q. Rnnge of I. Q,. 

71-120 

69-129 

The o.tti tude of the different children toward .the Rorschach 

varied considorr•.bly from that of being bored to that of being 

intrigued with the test. 

Paulseu , vrho Hrote that "there was no question about the 

scoring ( except for F pl us) in about t-wo-thirds" of her records 

reported the followin:; finclinss: 

Hos pons co: The 11vcro.c c number of responses vms 15. 
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Appercepti ve type: 'rhere ·were about as many W as D; however., 

small d and Dd vrere given infrequently. ·space responses were given 

by the more intelligent chi.lr-l'ren ""J"ho tended to be more assertive. 

The quality of the W increased with intelligence., the superior 

children giving more accurate, better organized and more highly 

differentiated wholes often of a combinatory nature. Boys., gen-

erally speaJcing, gave more W responses thfu-i girls., ·whereas girls 

tended to give large and small details slightly more than boys. 

1.:ovement responses: J.1ovement responses of some kind were 

given by 57 per cent of the boys and 38 per cent of the girls. 

Mand Fi.I responses increased with intelligence. Only those re-

sponses vrere credited with M in which the child gave clearly an M 

response in the performance or indicated his intention of doing so 

in the inquiry.- Some children added an li element as they narrated 

which is an artificial type of movement response. The number of M 

responses is not in agreement with the study of Dubitscher, who re-

ported that there v:erc no I.I responses at the six-year level. 

li'orm responses: The F' per cent was inversely related to 

intelligence, that i:-. the crcrn.ter the use of other determinants 

o.nd the r;roater the differentiation of the more intelligent chil-

dren, the less dependence there wo.s on pure form. Hovrever, the 

qua.Hty of the form or the fonn accuracy increased vn. th intelligence. 

Color roaponsos: All but 28 per cent of' the subjects gave 

some color respom:os. There vms doubt about some of the scoring 

been.use some children would not respond to -the inquiry., and 
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especially was this true ·when the scorer tried to distinguish 

between FC., CF and C responses. FC responses were given by 25 

per cent of the boys and 34 per cent of the girls. These responses 

increased significantly from the dull to the superior children. 

CF responses were given by 49 per cent of the boys and 57 per cent 

of the girls. Here, there was no significant difference in the 

dull, average, and superior children. C responses vvere given by 

38 per cent of the boys and 51 per cent of the girls. More poor 

C responses are civen by the less gifted. 

Shading responses: The use of shading both of the d and K 

categories increased significantly from the dull through the average., 

to the superior children. 

Con tents: There vras a definite increase in the number of 

human responses 1vi th increased intelligence. The content also 

becrune more varied. 

Popular responses: Paulsen used B~ck's list of popular re-

sponses. She found that more popular responses were given by 

superior children. Only six out of the eighty-tv,ro gave no P re-

sponses. Of these six, two -v1er0 of border-line intelligence., two 

were recommended for psychiatric examination., and tr:ro were quite 

infu.ntile. '£he increased incidence of P with increase in intelligence 

seems logical sillce the popular responses., are determined on their 

i.nstanco in adult protocols. Paulsen concluded that the complete 

abrwnce of rxny P's seemed to be the one sir,Gle sign that was more 

significant tho...~ o.ny other in indicating a pa-tholo,:;ical condition. 
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Experience Type, M:C Ratio: F'ifty-nine per cent showed extra-

tensive ratio, that is the sum of' C exceeded the 1\1. Twenty-_seven 

per cent shov.red an introversive ratio., that is the :M is greater 

tha.n the sum of c. The. extroversial swing at thls age was also 

noted by both Dubi tscher and Klopfer. The duller children showed 

more restriction., and the brighter children showed comparatively 

fuller expression. Girls showed more color responses and boys more 

movement., but the overlapping was great. 

Paulsen's study led her to the following conclusions: 

1. Factors that were most closely associated vrith intelligence 

as measured by the Terman-1Eerri 11 Revision of the Stanford Binet 

Test, Fonn M, were: 

(1) Quality of W's 

(2) Quality of tr' s and number 

(3) Humber and quality of FIL 

(4) Ntunber of FC in relation to 

(5) Humber of Human Responses 

( 6) :nwnber of P responses 

(7) F,.. per cont 

CF and C 

2. 'rl1ere are cases "in vrhich the Rorschach points to a quality 

of intelligence not raven.led by the Binet, and conversely, there 

are a few chi l<lren with hiGher Iq' s thon would have been predicted 

from the RorsoJmch." (103, p. 28) 

3. 11 The responoo nt this o.g;e is qualitatively so different 

from that of the ton-:1oar-old group (probably even eight-year-old 

children) tho.t the usual criterin. (with the possible exception 
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·of P) for differentiation between the pathological and normal 

cannot be taken too literally." (103., p. 29) As judged from cri-

teria appropriate to an older group, about half of the six-year-

·old. protocols seemed in some degree pathological. 

The next three studies are a sequence of studies that have 

appeared in the Rorschach Research Exchange. The authors vary., 

but the goal is the same., namely that of gaining more definite 

information about the Rorschach reactions of early childhood. 

Rorschach Reactions in Early Childhood, Part I ( 85)., was written 

by Klopfer and Margulies vr.i. th contributions having been made by 

I.Jurphy and Stone., Part II (74) ~10.s written by Kay and Vorhaus., 

and Part III (148)., by Vorhaus. 

lUopfer and Margulies report on material that was collected· 

from 205 protocols taken from 155 children betv-reen -the ages of 

two u.nd seven years., from various nursery schools and day schools., 

the protocols having been [;athered by several different investigators. 

A small number of these children rru1ged from 80 to 100 in 

Intellir;ence Quotient, while 80 to 90 per cent of the group had 

InteJ.ligence Quotients ranging from high average to superior levels. 

'rhe authors discussed the various degrees of perseveration 

that exist in the Rorscha.chs of very young children a.rid reported 

that only one or the i'ivo-yco.r-old children and none of the six-

yeor-old children c;nve perseverated responses ·co over -three cards. 

The a.verac0 number of responses for the 52 five-year-olds 

and the 23 six-yoar-olds was 18 .4, and the ran~es were from 6 to 

36 for tho former group and from 9 to 35 for the latter group. 
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i~hat Paulsen, in comparison., found an average of only 15 responses 

on the six-year level might be explained in part by the fact that 

she ilYas not dealing vd th as many superior children. The authors 

found that of the group of five-year-olds, only six children, 

or 12 per cent.,· of the group rejected cards, only tvio of whom re-

jected more than t--vm cards, and of the six-year-olds only one child 

rejected cards. 

The follmving figures show the average number of the major 

determinants in the ac;e groups in which we are particularly in-

terested: 

Age G1·oup M FNI m Total F FC CF C 

4 - 4.11 .67 1.78 .15 6.56 .88 1.24 .54 

5 - 5.11 1.11 2.09 .23 8.88 1.29 1.44 .75. 

6 - 6.11 .95 3 8.91 2.08 • 78 .69 

(85, p. 21) 

Klopfer found that 54 per cent of the five-year-olds and 65 

per cent of the six-year-olds gave M responses. He concluded, 

ho-wever., that u,rhe average per child never reaches one M and it 

is most likely that M's are to be found almost exclusively in 

superior chil<lren below the eight-year level." Fi.'1' s increase vu.th 

age while "the average number of m as vrell as the proportion of 

children using it seems too small and irregular to vrarrant any 

specific sirqiificance in early childhood. 11 ( 85, p. 21) 

The children of this study reached the peak of their CF 

responses bot..,,.rnen the ages of five and six years, or e.bout a year 

eo.rli er than the mo re nearly average group of Paulsen I s. It was 
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not until the approach of the qeventh year that the F1C responses 

app eared in a predominance among the color responses. 

Although the number of pure form responses decreased with age, 

the percentage at all the levels remains at about fifty per cent. 

In Rorschach Reactions in Early Childhood, Part II, (74), Kay 

and Vorhaus centered their interest on the nintellectual aspect 

of personality development" and attempted "to ascertain the de-

velopment of certain cognitive factors" especially as revealed in 

an analysis of location scores in children as reflected in the 

Rorschach protocols of 138 children ranging in age from trrn to six 

years, eleven months. Only thirty-three of the records v.rere obtained 

by Vorhaus, the others being the same that were used in the pre-

cedinG study. (85) 

The conclusions of tho study were as follows: 

1. The nwnber of responses increases siGUificantly ini th age 

from 11. G in tho four-year-old [~roup to 19. 5 in the six-year-old 

group. 

2. The number of reject-ions of cards decreases ,r,ith age. 

3. The uctual nwnber of H responses increases w1til the age 

of six yoars, but the pcrccntac; e of H decreases after four years 

as the D [U1U d become moro prominent due to increased differen-

tiat:i.on. '£he arbitrary -,i decrease ,;rith ace. The W depending on 

or go.nizn.tion ore fower :.:>. t all l evels thnn those depending on mere 

outline. Tho "pseudo-psJchotic responses," that is those showing 

confabulnti on., contu.mina tion., .fo.buln.tion ., and confabula.tory com-

binat:i on , :i.ncrcnuo aom0i·:i1nt with n.c;e UE> to the seven-year level. 
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4. The percentage of children giving popular responses in-

crear.eswith age. The W popular responses are more frequent at 

each age level than the D popular responses. The popular response 

to Card VI requiring shading as a determinant does :not appear 

tmtil the fii'th year. 

Kay and Vorhaus point out that this study and the follow-1.ng 

one have three me.in limite.tions: (1) The material was collected 

by different ·authors; ( 2) data on mental ages and Intelligence 

Q,uotients were lacking for groups vri th different chronological 

ages; and (3) some of the groups are rather small to use as the 

basis for conclusions. 

Vorhaus in Rorschach Reactions in Barly Child hood, Part III, · 

(148) reported on the same 138 children that were reported on in 

the study which she did with Kay, but in this section of the study 

she Q;i v0s a detailed 0.J.1alysis of the frequency areas used "from 

the point of' vievr of form level and content, vii th an e;/6 to noting 

sign.ii'icant age differences." The problem as stated 0 is to de-

termine to what extent pre-school children respond perceptually 

to tho srunc confi i_;urationa.l uni ts as does the unselected sample 

nhose location choices were made the basis of the Klopfer and Kelley 

list of Usual Lari; e n.nd Smull Details. 11 (148., p. 71) Vorhaus was 

in·tcrErntod not onl:,r in usual details, but also in the areas that 

often elicit po?ulnr responses. 

She found tiir,t the rn.nk order of preference for the usual 

dotn.ilr; i'.ran f o :c tho most port the so.me for children as for adults 
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al though there were some differences. Yv11.en differences did occur, 

they seemed to be due to: 

1. Differences in interest level in the t-wo groups as far as 

the content ·was concerned. Adults ·would frequently respond to Card 

I vrith "pelvis.," a concept outside the child's realm of interest, 

whereas children '\.'mre apt to respond to the vertical center of 

Card V with "rabbit., 11 a. concept quite appealing to them but not so 

challenging to an adult. Adults show., generally speaking, much 

interest in humans while the children seldom respond v1Ji th human 

content., the animal content being more interesting to them. 

2. Some blot areas ca..~ be very easily differentiated by adults 

which seem to be a little too difficult for a child to organize 

as a sub-gesta.lt. Thus., on card 1::, tho T:)i'1}c D area is easily 

seen ns an "elephant's headtt by adults., a content appealing to a 

child but the aroa itself is too difficult for a small child to -

organize. The same holds true for the "deer's head" on Card IX. 

3. Some details., because of their color ond size, are particu-

larly a.rrostinG to children. On Card .X the large pink portion 

ranks first with children but only ninth with adults. 

'rho blot ureas not included under normal details that most 

froquontly n tood out for children -r;ere the vYhi te spaces on Cards 

II and VII n.ncl the "little house" on Co.rd VII, a figure that re-

sembles n. child's graphic representation of a house. 

It was found tlrn.t tho responses nhich are listed by Klopfer 

o.nd J:cll.Y an popula1· rcsponoes .for adults uppcared very frequently 
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in the children's responses, except for the 0 green worm" on Card 

X. Frequency tables a.re given shovn.ng ( 1) the frequency of popular 

responses at each of the different age levels., (2) the frequency 

of certain responses 1·1hich appear a · little ls ss often than the 

popular responses., and (3) the frequency of responses not often 

used by adults but used repeatedly by children., such as the four-

lec;ged animal or bird for Card III., a four-legged animal for Card 

IV., ond tree for Cards VI., VIII., and X. 

Some concepts show a steady increase ·vrl th age, some shovr a 

peak at a given age vri th a subsequent decline in their use, and 

some show no discernable pattern. 

The differences betv;een the Ro'Schach protocols of boys and 

girls was investigated by Stavrianos (126) vrho studied 131 chil-

dren ranging in a6e from five to eleven years. This total group 

she divided into three sub-~roups as follows: Group I ranged from 

fivo to seveu y0ars in f:'•.[_~e, Group II, from seven to nine years of 

U[_;e., and Group III., from nine to eleven years of e.ge. 

Since Stanford Binet tests were available for only about one-

third of the children., teacher 1 s ratings were used to divide the 

subgroups into below avcrace, o.verac;e., 0nd above average groups. 

11he boys o.nd e;ir ls were quite r o ughly equated as to intelligence 

o.nd in the first c;roup oven as to age. Because of these factors 

the tm1denci os ro.[)Ortod n.ro in:t~ere r3 t:i.ng rather than conclusive 

n.nd conv:i.nc:i.nc;. 
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Stavrianos concluded that girls in their Rorschach responses 

sho· .. red more intellectual maturity tha.11 boys of the same chrono-

logicul age. The r;reater ma.turi ty was evidenced in the follovring 

areas: 

1. Location. Girls shift a··aay from vague ·wholes and show 

greater differentiation in the choosing of sub-wholes 

or parts, (D and d), at an earlier a ge than boys. 

2. Determinants. The girls betvreen five and seven shovied 

a number or l:I responses, the boys none. 

The girls shorrnd a. greater impulsiveness than boys from the 

ages of seven to nine e.s indicated by the fact that ( a) the color 

relationships as evidenced by the ratio of FC to CF and C, were 

less mature in the j_;irls' responses than in the boys'; (b) the 

form accuracy vrn.s not as t;ood at th:i. s age among -the girls as 

among the boys. 

3. Content. The girls between five and seven gave more 

mature content responses including many H and Obj. 

respornrns whorens the boys gave JY:ore nature, anatomy., 

und sex responses. 

A prelimi n r.ry :::; tudy was carried on by Gair ( 40) the purpose 

of V{hich -rrn.s to shovr how the Rorschach protocols of a group of 

t-vrent-y--nine seven-yen.r-old children, with hi ghly superior intelli-

gence, compared vtl th ·i.-.he protocols of more average groups of chil-

dren rnne;inG bet vrcen seven nnd eleven years in chronological age. 
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The ranges and the averac;es of the chronological ages., o:r 

the mental ages., and of the Intelligence Quotients were: 

C. A. 

U. A. 

I• Q. 

Range 

7-1 - 7-6 

9-11 12-8 

135 - 174 

Average 

7-3 

10-8 

146 

Gair compared the responses of these very superior children 

to the responses of the different age groups used by Stavrianos. 

The follmving trends are of interest: 

Humber of Responses. The averag;e number of responses of 

this very superior group is 15.1 and above the average for the 

seven- and ei cht-year-old groups o_f Stavrianos., who found for 

that a ge group a.n average of only 13. 3 responses. 

1/{o.nner of Approach. 'rhis group of superior children gave 

more H and fewer D responses than the seven-year-old children of 

a.vernr;e mental a.bili \y, or even averat;e children of slightly olde 

groups. The f i' s from the superior group 1nere of superior quality 

Many of the a.ddi ti ona.13 were D. 

Determinants. Analysis of the determinants showed greater 

maturity in t .he following : 

(a) The F' porcentnfie vmn lower than for the average seven"". 

year-old croup , shovrins proportiona. toly a greater use of other 

dete:rminn.nts. Tho f orm was of' superior quality. 

(b) The L porcen-b1r!;e of Gnir rs study is similar to that of 

the nino- to elcvon-yo11r-old r;roup of Stavria.nos. 
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(c) Crude C's were lacking. Hov;ever, the CF responses were 

high., perhaps because of the refusal to use crude C responses, 

:md perhaps because of' the greater emotionality of this particular 

superior group. The FC percentage is above that found by Stavrianos 

in either the nine- or eleven-year-old groups. 

(d) The present group gave more shading and achromatic responses 

than did the Stavrianos e;roups, showj_ng greater di.fferentiation 

and perhaps indicatins factors of emotional significance. 

Con -tent. Tl10se highly superior children shovred: 

(1) As high a use of Hand Hd responses as did the nine- to 

elev'en-yoar-old group of Stavrianos. 

(2) A much ·wider ro.nge of interests as shmm through variety 

of content than was evidenced in the average nine- to eleven-year-

old group. 

Gair' s study suc;gosts tha:c superior children show finer differ-

entiation and a r;renter breadth of interest than do average children 

of the same mental age level as the superior children. 

Emoti ona.l l.Caturi ty. 'J.1he children were judged by their teachers 

to be wel 1 adjusted children. As a group they s ho-wed six of Davidson's 

rrsi gns" (40., pp. 36 and 37) indico.ting good adjustment namely, the 

swn of color i.-rn.s c; reater than t he achromatic and surface texture 

:responses, the F1~ vi-as less thnn 50}~, Dd o.nd S were less than 10}{; 

FC war; creator thru1 CF., t.hero vms an absence of pure G res pons es, 

and tho 0 r1·i1,·1al ·
1
·:, 0

1 , ,10,r? 1 o\!~ • ... ,.·· thn•·1 5r'\/ : u. .... - - I •'-'-'- ' ,JI ., . Moreover, when the group vvas 

dividod into t h ree u; r oups accordinG to comparativo degrees of 
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adjustment it was found that five signs "all show a trend in the 

expected direction in differentiating the three maturity groups." 

These signs were the sum of C is greater than Fe~ c C', P, R, 

FC is greater than CF and the percentage of responses to the last 

three cards is equal to 40% or over of the total responses. 

The very interesting suggestion is made in relation to the 

possible significance of the high number of GP responses that 

superior children may show a slower pace in emotional development 

than in intellectual growth. 

Hertz, who has made the outstanding contribution in estab-

lishing norms for adolescents, has turned her attention in a recent 

investigation to the problem of establishing norms for young chil-

dren for the manner of approach, that is the relative number of 

responses that fall into each of the several Lo cation Categories. 

Aware of the spuriousness of attempting to evaluate children's 

Rorschuchs on the basis of adult Rorschachs., Hertz and her co-worker, 

Ebert ( 65) investigated the manner of approach for six-year-old and 

eicht-yen.r-old children. 

The subjects vrnre 242 six-year-old children, 111 boys and 

131 girls, and 208 eight-year-old children, 90 boys and 118 girls. 

Tho avero.6e Intelli 0ence Quotient for the younger group was 117 

o.s juci r;cd b:r tho 3t1mforcl-Binet Intellic;enc0 Test. For the older 

Group, the avern.c;e Intelligence Quotient was 124 as juclr;etl by the 

Torrnon-Merrill Hevision of the Sto.nford-Binet '£est. It is important 

to note in this connection that n. six-year-old child ,;;i th an In-

tolli r~onco Cluoti ent of 117 ·would hn.ve o. mental age of seven years. 
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And an eight-year-old child with an Intelligence Quotient of 124 

would have a mental age of nine years, eleven months, or almost 

ten years. So Hertz is not using an average group on which to 

establish her norms. 

Hertz and Ebert (1) present norms for usual and rare details 

which they offer as "scoring criteria for Rorschach records of 

similar aE;e, mental aJ6e and cultural status;" (2) discuss the 

propensity each card has for eliciting whole, usual detail., rare 

detail and space responses; and ( 3) swm:nari ze the characteri sties 

of the . mental approach of eacri of these tvm age· groups., comparing 

the characteristics of each group with the other and vri th the 

tvrel ve- and fifteen-year-old groups which Hertz had studied earlier. 

Whereas for adults the generally e. ccepted ratio of ~'i to usual details 

is about 1:3, Hertz reports that the six-year-old group gave 41 

per cent W responses arid 39 per cent usual detail responses. 

Hertz and :Ebert conclude that "vrhile six-year-old children 

grasp certain large corrrrnon und obvious factors in objective situations., 

they more characteristically react to the ·whole., often unanalytically 

and illlcri tically. Ei1;ht-year-old chihlren likewise embrace the 

whole of a situation on occasion, but they show ability to analyze 

it into its obvious n.nd essential fe9.tures. TherJ show more capacity 

-to react differentially to the different aspects of objective 

situations. It mo.y be said that at least from eight years on., 

children tend to become more ano.lytical and more specific. At this 

ac;o, tho begim1i11e:,s oi' mature patterns of mental procedure become 
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evident. ~1.1he characteristic manner of approaching problems and 

si tuatioris is little different in eight-year-old children from 

tr~at of older children or adults. 11 (65., p. 23) It should be kept 

in mind that these eight-year-old children were approximately ten 

years of age mentally. 

In 1944 Swift (131) reported on 82 children., 37 boys and 45 

girls., who ·were enrolled in the Preschool Laboratories of the 

State University of Iowa. 'l'he chronological age range was from 3-1 

to 6-4., the average being 4-8. The average Intelligence Quotient 

·was 124.6., 1·rith a ran zo from 92 to 165. Svlift presents normative 

data showing the frequency of various categories., the relationship 

betYreen a. number of the categories and mental and chronological. 

age factors ond a comparison of the performance of the two sexes. 

3he investiGated (1) the validity of the test., using the 

matching method imd (2) the rcliabili ty of the test., which has 

been mentioned briefly on pages 52-53 <.of the present study. 

She also reports he:r investigation of the relationship that 

existed between a sin:; le personali t-y varia.1)le such as insecurity 

as measured bJ the Rorschach test and behavior that is symptomatic 

, of insecurity. Fifty children of the above-mentioned group., 22 

boys and 2U cirls., were studied. These children, all of vrhom were 

"nornal.," ro.n u;ed in a r; e from 4-0 to 6-0., the 2~verage being 5-1. 

Tho a.vera , e Intellisence Quotient Yms 12~5., the ranc:e being from 

100 to 156. 
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The data on the degree of the child's insecurity in his day 

by day behavior were collected by means of ( 1) a teacher rating 

sen.le and (2) interviews with the parents. nData concerning the 

Rorschach measure of -insecurity were obtained from two so-urces: 
. 

(1) ratings of insecurity made by an experienced Rorschach inter-

prctcr on the basis of t1·ro complete Rorschach records for ea.ch 

criild., and (2) quantitative analysis of the Rorschach records in 

terms of ele:v-en 'sig;ns' oi' insecurity or maladjustment. 11 (133, p. 205) 

The signs ·used by Sv,ift are listed below, tho relationships 

indicating good adjustment are shovm in the parentheses. 

"(1) Relatio·n between FC, CF' and C (FC should equal or ex-

·ceed CF and C) 

(2) Relation betrrnen Surn-C and l?c + c + C' (Sum-C should 

exceed Fe+ ct C') 
(3) Relation of LI to FM (U should equal or exceed n~) 

(4) Frequency of F responses (F should not exceed 50%) 

(5) Presence of C' (There should be few C1 responses) 

(6) Presence of . pure C responses (There should be not more 

than one pure C response) 

(7) Presence of K responr,es (There should be fevr K responses) 

( 8) Pror.:cnce of m responses ( There should be few· m responses) 

(D) Sum-C should. exceed zero (There should be some responses 

ur.i:i.n ;; color) 

(10) 1;umucr of rejections (:, ~ore than t·wo cards should not be 

rejoctcd) 
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(11) Frequency of Popular responses (There should be at 

least four Popular responses)" (131, p. 57) 

It seems to the ·writer that S·w:i..ft' s study illustrates excellentli 

the need o.f establishing norms for children. It is fallacious to 

suppose that one cen meaningfully superimpose patterns indicating 

maladjustment in adult Rorschachs upon children's Rorschachs. The 

signs are inappropriate for children for tr.-rn reasons: (1) some of 

the so-called "signs" are characteristics that are usual in chil-

dren's Rorschachs. They become significant of maladjustment on 

the adult level because they represent an innnaturity comnonly 

found in children; and (2) some of the signs are dependent on a 

level of maturation no·l:; yet reached by the child. 

It is not surprising then., that Swift found that the signs 

of insecurity in n.dul t Rorschachs did not serve to distinguish 

the protocols of the four- to six-year-old children who were emo-

tionally insecure from those ·who vrere not as judged by teacher's 

and parent's eva.l ua tions. She concluded., ho·wever, that 11more hope-

ful data. with re6o..rd to validation of the Rorschach measures of 

insecurity ·were found ·when situational or stimulus factors were 

used as criteria." (133., p. 205) 

In o. recent b~ok., 'l1he A:pplication of the Hor schach Test to 

Youn,-:; Children (37)., Ford has reported on her studies of (1) the 

rolinbili ty of the Rornchn.ch 'l1cst., ( 2) the validity of the deter-

mirw.nts of persorali ty 1.ncl ( 3) tho validity or the determinants 

o.f' intellit;cmco. She twecl 123 children rarq:;in6 in chronological 
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age from three to eight years and in mental age from four to nine 

years, eleven months. The average Intelligence Quotient was about 

124. 

This investigator used fifty-f'ive of the children in her 

study of reliability and found by the test-retest method that 

there were positive correla ti. ons ranging from .c.. 38 to ""• 85. 

·,.hen evaluating the Rorschach 1I1est as a method of studying 

personality, Ford centered her analysis on (1) the M:C-sum ratio 

which is supposed to indicate the introversive-extroversive pattern 

of the personality; (2) the significa.."1ce of the number and kind 

of color responses as being indicative of emotional stability; (3) 

the use of P as ref'lecting social co:nforrni ty; ( 4) the Manner of 

Approach or Mode of Appercoption as compared with that of the 

adult r.md ( 5) the succession or pattern of sequence as far as the 

location areas are concerned. 

l'he lfa.rston Introversion-Extroversion scale was used vd th 

thirty of -the children as a check on the introversive-extroversi ve 

pattern or Erlebnistyp as reflected by the LI:C-sum ratio in the 

Rorochach test. Ford fotm.d that the correspondence betvreen the 

two vms 60 p0r cent when only the T.'I.:C-sum was used, but that it 

rose to 73 per cent Y1hen the }\~:C-sum vri th the a.ddi tion of the R 

(VIII-X) :R H.a.tio was used. li'ord further found that ·when the subjects 

Wero di viued into ·U1roc Groups on the bo.sis of their emotional 

adju:1 tment rw indi co.ted by the teacher's ratings on four i terns 

on tho OlBon Behavior Rs.tinG Seo.le and the group -vms divided into 



three groups according · to the social adaptation as , indicated by 

the color responses on the Rorschach ~L1est that there we.s a. contin-

gency coefficient of +.50. 

In studying the validity of the determinants of intelligence, 

J?ord divided the total group into three sub-groups of varying 

chronolocical ages Rnd mental ages but of approximately the same 

average intelligence quotient level. She compared these groups 

and found the follovnng: 

Number of Responses: The total R increases with chronological 

and mental e.ge. 

Location: That there is little correlation between the mental 

age and the number of Ti. Small chil dren give many poorly orga..n.ized 

W. The number of W decrease slightly as the mental age increases. 

D and Dr increase vri th mental age. 

Determinants: There is a marked increase of F, F+, F1-%, H+~{ , 

0+~~ with chronolot;ical age and mental age, and a less marked in-

crease in l!l+, ?.I~{, FM and li1M:;l . There was a decrease of F}~ as other 

determinants become relatively more f'requent. C-sum (including C, 

CF and FC) showed almost no variation vn. th age. 

Contents: The A a,nd H increased slightly. The H% increased 

' 'Ti th mental n. ; e but the K;; remained about the same this not bearing 

out, on the children's level, Rorschach' s assumption that the A% 

was inversely related to intelligence. The variety of content 

tends to increase vii th 0.60. 
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Frequency of Responses: P responses tend to increase with 

the age but was highest for the middle group. 0 and O~{ increase 

with age. There is a marked increase in 0+% with increasing age. 

Tvro measures have been introduced by Ford in evaluating in-

telligence: 

1. Obj., which stands for the total number of persons., animals 

or objects mentioned in the entire protocol and hence gives an 

additive summary of the total differentiation in the content area. 

2. 01 is a symbol used to denote ·organizational links. "This 

represents the number of logical connections within a record. 

For example, the response, 'a man walking a fence' would receive 

the score of 2 OL." (37, p. 28) 

Both of these categories show decided increase with increased 

mental age. 

F'ord also attempted to compare the results of her group in 

relation to various levels of Intelligence Quotients. This com-

parison does not seem particularly meaningful because of the -wide 

variation of chronological and mental ages represented within 

these groups. 

It is evident that most of these investigations deal with 

nuperior or h:i.t;hly superior children. There are only two studies 

that deal to any greed~ extent with average children: (1) that 

of Paulsen in Y:hose group there a very vdde renge of intelli-

gence as she divided different age groups into below average., 
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average, and above average subgroups. The groups which Hertz studied 

had very high average or superior intelligence. No reports have 

appeared in the literature of si:udies made on children of just 

average intelligence. 
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CF.APTER V 

THE PRESENT STUDY 

A. The Purpose of the Study 

Several diverse opinions of the value of the Rorschach Test 

as an instrument for evaluating intelligence were discussed in 

Chapter II. Some investigators such as Hunter, Klopfer, and 

Krugman, have reported very favorably on the test as a test of 

intelligence, and yet there are no established norms for young 

children of average mental ability at the different chronological 

ages to demonstrate the extent to which the Rorschach.Test does 

differentiate the different mental age levels. 

The present study which is exploratory in nature has the 

following purposes: 

1. The mo.in purpose is to find out both the qualitative and 

quantitative characteristics of Rorschach protocols of average 

children at the age levels, five, six and seven years, and to evaluate 

the differences among these groups to see if the differences are 

sharply enough defined so that they could serve as a. basis for 

judging o. protocol to belong to one group rather than another. 

2. A second purpose is to find out ·what differences exist 

betvreen groups of children who are chronologically five years of 

age but who vary in mental ability. 'Vie have chosen for this com-

parison children of average, superior and very superior mental 

ability. 
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3. A third purpose of the study is to compare the protocols 

of children v1ho are of similar mental age but who differ in chrono-

logical age. We have chosen to compare the protocols of children 

who are five years of age chronologically but approximately six 

years of age mentally with the protocols of average six-year-old 

children and to compare the protocols of children who are five 

years of age chronologically but approximately.seven years of age 

mentally with the protocols of average seven-year-old children. 

(See Table I., page 8) 

B. The Subjects 

The present study was carried out in Lawrence., Kansas., a city 

of about 15.,000 population. The population is relatively homogeneous 

and relatively stable. The subjects came mainly from the five 

elementary schools in the city. A few subjects., children of resi-

dents of Lawrence., vvere not yet enrolled in school at the time of 

the study. 

The following criteria were used in choosing the children 

of whom the above mentioned groups were composed: 

1. The child had to be of the correct chronological ag~ and 

within thirty days of his birthday at the time the Rorschach Test 

was given. 

2. The mental age of the child was judged on the basis of 

t-vm tests, the tests used being the tvro forms, M and L., of the 

Turman-Merrill Revision of the Stanford-Binet Test. Only children 

whose In tolligence Quotients on both of the tests fell betvveen 90 
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o.nd 110 were pl~ced in the average groups. The two Intelligence 

Quotients of the superior children fell between 115 and 130 and the 

two Intelligence Quotients of the very superior group fell between 

124 and 147. The two tests were given in order to determine as 

accurately as possible the levels of intelligence with which vve 

·were working, since there may be considerable variability of per-

formance between the test and retest on the above mentioned scales., 

especially vri th young children. Such vari abili 'bJ has been pointed 

out by many authors among whom is Katz (73) who found that on retests 

forty per cent of the three- to five-year-old children showed fluctua- ' 

tion of tvrenty or more Intelligence Quotient points. 

3. The children were all making a.n adequate enough adjusi:m.ent 

in school so that their behavior had not presented any particular 

problem in the class room. A·few of the protocols., however., ac-

cording to the usually accepted criteria for maladjustments., did 

show some signs of maladjustment. 

The tv/0 Intelligence Quotients on the tvm intelligence tests 

for eo.ch child were averaged so that a single mean Intelligence 

Quotient wo.s assigned to ea.ch child. Since the intelligence tests 

were r;iven nt vo.rying time intervals from the Rorschach Test., a 

correction .for the mental ases had to be made by establishing a 

mcmto.l ace us of the do.te on which the Rorschach Test was given on 

tho bn.sio of who.t the wmta.l age had been at the time of the in-

telligence tents. 
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C. The Procedure 

The Cards: The original ten Rorschach Ink-blot cards were 

uEJed. These ce.rds have been widely enough used so that it scarcely 

seems necessary to describe them here. 

The Examiners: All the Rorschach Tests were given by two 

examiners, the writer and an assistant who was trained by the 

vrri ter. The writer had worked with the Hor schach Test -with adults 

for four years and had given over fifty tests to young children 

before the present study was begun. 

Good rapport was established before any testing with the 

ink-blots was begun. Each child was given the Rorschach Test by 

the same person who previously had administered at least one form 

of the intelligence test. 

Places: The tests were administered in testing rooms furnished 

by the schools during school hours or in the Psychological Clinic 

of the University of Kansas. The child was alone with the examiner-

at the time of the test. 

Position of the subject: The subject was placed' slightly 

in front of and to the left of the examiner. 

'£he Administration of the Test: The administration of the 

test is divided into three parts (1) the performance, (2) the in-

quiry ond ( 3) testing the limits. 

(1) The performance. The instructions v1ere very simple; with 

tbe cards face dovm the examiner picked up the first ca.rd and said., 
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"This card has a kind of picture on it.," and when the exa.rniner handed 

the first card in an upright position to the child she asked, "What 

do you see on the card?" Vfo also told the child that he could turn 

the card over face dovm. when he was through with it. If the child 

said it looked like paint or ink., he was asked what the paint or 

ink looked like. If he was at all curious about how the blots 

were made., we explained briefly the procedure., promising to show 

him how to make ink-blots at the end of the test. We demonstrated 

the making of the ink-blot at the end of the test to only seven 

or eight children. 

Responses end remarks were recorded verbatim. Notes were made 

of ~overt reaction to the card. Encouragement with a nod, a smile 

or a simple comment was given but never with the suggestion _that 

mo re responses were expected. 

The reaction time., that is the time between the presentation 

of the co.rd o..nd the first response., vras recorded for ea.ch card. 

The timing ·was done -vri th an ordinary watch 11ri. th a second har.Ld. 

The vrri ter wore a -r,rist watch on the inner side of the left 1vrist 

thereby makinc the timing so tmobtrusive o. part of the procedure 

that the child was not aware that he ·was being timed. 

(2) The Inquiry: The inquiry 1yas not given tmtil after the 

performance proper on all of tho cards had been completed. The 

purpose of the inquiry \·ms (1) to clear up any uncertainties about 

tho locv.:tbn, determinnnts or con tents and ( 2) to g;ive the subject 

nn opportunity to 1Jvo further responses if' he so desired. All the 

ad.di tlono.l responses "aero recorded nncl tabulated separately from 

tho mCtin rcGponson. 
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Al though the relationship between . the responses given in the 

performance to the responses given in the· inquiry may be quite 

significant in relation to the personality pattern, the dividing 

of the two groups of responses, as far as evaluating the general 

intelligence is concerned, seems a somewhat quest,ionable practice. 

It is interesting to note that Kay -and Vorhaus (74) in analyzing the 

quality of the wholes combined the main and additional responses 

because they were "interested in what the child had been able to do 

any time during the pc~cformance." That a response is given in the 

inquiry by a child rather tha.'11. in the performance proper seems to 

be largely a matter of the child's fresh attention to the card 

and the result of his having a longer time for maturation of per-

ceptual experiences in relation to the card. Several of the chil-

dren gave one diffuse response to Card X in the performance and 

then in inquiry gave four or five rapid responses to different de-

tails. 

The inquiry presents special problems in relation to children 

because of the follovJing factors: 

(a) The relative lack of interest or ability of the child to 

analyze what about the card made him respond as he did. When a 

child is at a strtGe vrhere he is giving diffuse and global responses, 

he is probably also at the stage where he is unable to analyze the 

reason for ltls giving tha response he did. 

(b) Tho cho.nr;e in the child's perceptual experiences which may 

lo:-.i.d him to clony the first concept assigned to the card., to vacillate 

boixrecn the two concepts or to fuse the first and second concepts. The 

child's own conftwi on complicates the problem of inquiry. 
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(c) The suggestibility of children. A cooperative child 

will try to be accommodating and to assign some reason for his choice. 

He may try to find reasons (1) on the card or (2) from his associa-

tions vd th the concept given. ltr.:. example of the first type is to 

bo found in the protocol of the child who explained his choice of 

concepts on all the achromo..tic cards with "cause it's black," 

al though blackness had little or no corm.ection with the concepts 

~iven. .An example of the second variety is found in the response 

of a child who, when asked what kind of a butterfly he saw on Card 

V, said, "Yellovr." In an attempt to explain his choices the child 

may give a narrative or fabulatory explanation that may have only 

a devious connection vri th the original perception. 

Bccirnse of the sur;gestibili ty of the child one has to be very 

careful abou.t the type of questions asked. This point wil+ be dis~ 

cussed more fully shortly. 

In the inquiry D.bout the location we most frequently asked, 

"Where on the card do you see • • • ? 11 If uncertainty about the 

locution still existed, we used two other methods of approach: 

(1) we asked the child to show us a part of the concept mentioned, 

for instance, if the child had given the response "bear" we might 

r.tsk the child to point to the nose, tail, pavrs, etc.; or (2) we 

pointed· to different o.roas of the card and asked what they were. 

This pointinc to a nr>ecific part o.f the card may focus the child's 

nttcntion on thnt o.ren of the curd with the result that an addi-

tionn.1 res pon::rn mo.y bo 6iven. 
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In the inquiry when in doubt about the determinants., we asked., 

"What about the card makes it seem like • • • ?" In ·ttrying to find 

out whether a child had seen movement., ,:~e most frequently used two 

types of inquiry, (1) pointing to the various parts of the card 

·where movement ·would be most likely to be seen and asking what that 

part was, and (2) pointing to a part of the card adjacent to the 

concept and asking what that was., to see if there was any action 

relationship between the concept and the surrounding area. For 

e~ample, on Card III when the black area had been seen in the per-

formance as men, vr.i. thout motion being stipulated., in the inquiry 

we would point to the lower center black area that is often seen as 

a basket and ask V'liiat that rras. The question., "Is he alive?" 

when epplicd to a human or an animal seems to us of questionable 

value. 1/iost children, preferring the idea of the creature's being 

alive vrnuld answer in the affirmative while some of them vrnuld 

amnver la.conically, "It's dead!" 'V'Jhen one asks the child how he 

lmov;s it is alive, one is rather demanding that action be given as 

proof. We have not followed the practice of assigning an additional 

movement response when movement is suggested to the child through 

analogy. 

~J11on try:i.n::; to find out if the child saw color, we asked first 

what a.bout the card made it look like the concept mentioned. If 

this brouGht forth no sur;c;estion of color, 1v-e asked., "lThat kind of 

a. • • • • is it 7" Also, when in doubt, we painted to the figure 

on the locnti on chart and asked the child, "Does this look as much 

like n • on hero?" This .frequently elicited color., although 

that a child does not point out a color difference does not 
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necessarily meru1 that he has excluded color in lus original perception. 

Vorhaus., in correspondence, suggested in doubtful situations that 

the examiner close his eyes nnd say to the child., nLet' s play like I 

can't see it end you tell me all about it so I'll almost see it. 0 

HoVTever., this practice was not followed in the present "study because 

it seemed to stimulate the child to describe the blot area, rather 

than -to aid in finding out whether or not color had helped to deter-

m.i.ne the concept given originally. 

(3) Testing the limits: The purpose of this part of the test 

when testing an adult is to find out to what extent the subject can 

use location areas, determinants and contents which he did not use 

spontaneously in the performance or give in response to the .questions 

which are permitted in the inquiry. Since none of the responses 

gi vcn during the testing the liwi ts are scored, the exeminer is 

free to use various types of suggestions to find out the degree 

of a person's ability to respond to various aspects of the card. 

This pari~ of tho test usually proves to be quite unproductive vri th 

mnall children tmd hence is rather generally omitted. The inquiry 

generally teBts the limits of the child's ability to respond. 

However, i)ocause of the apparent si gnificonce of the populars as 

reflecting intel lic;encc vrn decided, sometime after the present study 

wns bocun~ to test the limits of the child's abiliii'J to give popular 

responr.es. Hi th the majority of the chilciren tested., at the end 

o.r the inquiry v;o would point to ea.ch of the popular areas to which 

the child hod not already e;ivcn a response and ask himvrhat it was. 

In some inntnnces y;o oven nnrnod the usual popular concept and asked 

the child if he could sco it. 
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Record.inf£: The responses were recorded verbatim. as 1Tere also 

any remarks made by the child. Hotes were ms.de of any significant 

physical reactions. The resl)onses vvere recorded on a mimeographed 

blo.nk ·which vms so divided that it had a margin on i nch ·wide for 

recording the scoring at the extreme left of the sheet, this margin 

being followed by two very narrow colurLO.s for the recording of the 

-t-:ime a:nd the position of the cards. The remainder of the sheet was 

divided into two fairly vridc colum.ris, one of vvhich vrns marked Per-

formance and the other Inq uirJ. At the top of the sheet there ·were 

blanks for the name of the subject, the birthdate, the date of 

test, the school and the grade. 

The responses were tabu.19.ted on -l-..he Individual Record Sheets 

prepared by Klopfer and Davidson. 

The Goodenough Dravring of a I.fan Test was given at the same time 

or close to tho time of the Hor schach Test. The children were also 

u:::ked to draw their conception of the follovfing which are frequently 

r;i ven o.s res pons es by child ren: dog, cat., rabbit., butterfly, bird, 

spider, ond tree. ~fo Yr.i.shed to discover what characteristics were 

used to dif;:'erentiate one animal from another and the comparative de-

grees of differentiation betrrecn the various levels. These dravrings 

will be r eferred to asain but only briefly in the present study. 

D. Scorini; e.nd Interpreto.tion of Scoring Symbols 

Tho protocols of tl10 present study -rrnre scored according to the 

lGor,i' er ny stem . After e::1ch 1·ecord nas scored, it vms rechecked at 

lco.d; t rdco t o eliminate as f o.r as possible any inconsistencies in 

r;corir;. t; . Controversi0,l points v;ere referred to Mrs. Pauline Vorhaus, 
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a teacher of the Rorschach method at Columbia University, for decision 

since she had published two studies on the Rorschach ·with young 

children which were scored according to the Klopfer method. She is, 

of course, in no way responsible for a:ny errors in this study. 

The difficulty of scoring children's Rorschachs is evidenced 

in the statement made by Paulsen that ''there was no question about 

scoring (except for F+) in at least tvfo-thirds" (103, p. 25) of 

her records. This statement also suggests the importance of re-

porting the criteria used in scoring and the caution that should 

be observed in comparing the results of different investigators 

1,vi thout a know1edge of the scoring methods. 

Because the standards for scoring are so variable i11 different 

systems and there are so many controversial points within a system 

it has seemed wise to record in some detail the criteria used in 

scoring in the present study. The numerous problems encountered 

in the scoring of children's Ror schachs seem to arise from three 

main sources: 

1. The indefiniteness and diffuseness of a child's perceptual· 

organization and of' his thinking in relation to concepts given in 

the response. 

2. 'l'he inability of children to analyze the reason for their 

response, so that even the inquiry may not clarify uncertain points. 

3. There are no published norms for young children of average 

intelligence at the different chronological age levels. There are 

no norms for average children for determinants, content, populars 

or originals, nor are there any norms for evaluating the quality 
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of 1Y., l :~., F and O responses., even though the quality is clearly of 

significance in evaluating the level of intelligence. 

The individual investigator has three possible choices in 

evaluating the quality of responses. First., he may use the adult 

standards~ To judge the quality of a child's perception by the 

standard of the average adult's perception the or eti cally seems to 

be as spurious as judging a five-year-old child's· drawing of a man 

by the standards used for the average adult's dravn.ng~. However., 

using adult standards in Rorschach for scoring children's responses 

does have the advantage of giving a relatively stable and familiar 
I 

framevrnrk for evaluation. Second., the investigator might choose 

with care a sufficiently large number at each age level so that he 

could eventually establish standards for judging the quality of 

responses in terms of each age level. A third course ' that the in-

vestigator might follow is to use the adult standards of scoring as 

a background for superimposing judgments of the quality of chil-

dren Is responses, basing those judgments on the restricted samplings 

that the investigator has gathered., This individual modification 

of scoring increases the difficulty of making meaningful comparisons 

between atudies. 

We have followed the first method of scoring except in respect 

to the scorini:; of originals which will be discussed at the end of 

the present section on scoring. 

The first problem of scoring is to decide what constitutes a 

scorable respo nse in counterdi stinction to a remark or connnent such 

as "That's pretty," or "pretty colors" which is not scored. A real 
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response must have the potentiality for being scored and must be 

scored in relation to three aspects, location, determinants and con-

tent which will be discussed shortly. 

Another of the basic problems of scoring is to define a main 

response in counterdistinction to an additional response. We have 

followed Klopfer and have given the status of a main response only 

to those responses that are given in the performance proper and 

which are not subsequently rejected in the inquiry. The responses 

scored as additional responses are (1) those which appear for the 

first time in the inquiry or (2) those which are given originally in 

the performance but are rejected in the inquiry. We question the 

soundness of dividing children's responses into the main and addi-

tional responses as far as in-cerpreti ve ·significance in relation 

to intelligence is concerned. That a response' is given additionally 

rather than in the main seems often to be a matter of (1) attention 

and (2) increased time for maturation rather than because a child 

has emotional reasons for not accepting one concept as readily as 

another. Some problems related to rejections of responses will be 

discussed h ter in the chapter. 

Additional scoring symbols may be added to a main response if' 

elaborn:cion of the response either in the perfonnance or in the 

inquiry would make such symbols appropriate. In like manner addi-

tional scoring symbols may be added to an additional response. 

The incli vl duo.l responses in a protocol can be so numerous and 

infinitely varied that they me.y defy analysis and summarization for 

purpoacs of comparing protocols until they have been reduced to 
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certain conunon classifications or categories. These categories can 

be subsumed under the headings listed below. Each response must be 

analyzed in relation to the follovr.i.ng general headings: 

I. Location. This term has a specialized meaning in Rorschach 

terminology. It refers to the type of perceptual organization used 

in response to the blot area of the card. The location indicates 

·whether the subject responds to the card as a whole, to sub-gestal ts 

that are commonly perceived, or to parts that are seldom perceived. 

Location should not be confused with merely the position of the 

area on the card. 

II. Determinants. In evaluating a response,one must judge the 

chief determining factors that led the subject to give the response 

which he gave, whether that factor .be form, color, shading or one 

of the other possible determinants. 

III. Content. This heading includes the various conceptual 

categories such as human, animal, object, etc. 

IV. Frequency. Responses at the two extremes of statistical 

frequency are recorded; at one extreme is the popular response that 

is given by one out of three persons and ~t the other extreme is 

the original response, which by definition is given by only one out 

of a hundred persons. 

The categories listed below are those which have been used or 

referred to in the present study. For more complete information 

a.bout scoring according to the Klopfer and Kelly method see The 

Hors cha.ch ~rechnique. ( 84) The scoring symbols given are a sort of 

shorthn.nd used to represent the various categories. 1:Ye shall limit 
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our discussion o.f interpretation almost _entire1y to those points 

that ha,;e a direct be9.ring on the present study. 

I. Location 

W is the symbol used to indicate that the whole blot area 

vms uG0d in ·the response. Previous studies have shovm that the quality 

of Yi in a child's protocol is of more significance than the total 

number of H responses as an indicator of intelligence. Since the 

quality is of such significance., we have attempted to evaluate 

the quality of II in this study. VJe have divided the W responses 

into four general categories. In the first three of the'se categories., 

form is the dominant determinant, and the classifications are desig-

no:ced ao W-, W and W+ according to the quality of the form of the 

11 response or accordinc: to the quality of the logic used in combining 

parts of the co.rd vn. thin the vrhole. The fourth category includes 

all those W responses in which form is not the chief' determinant. 

H- responses include the following: 

1. Arbitrary responses are those in which there is no possible 

1.oc;i cal connection between the card ru1d the concept · given. lu.1 example 

of this would be the response "piano" to the whole of Card VIII. 

Only a few such responses were given in this study. 

2. Porseverated responses are those in which an idea, given 

perhaps appropriately to one whole card, is superimposed illogically· 

on to the whole of subsequent consecutive cards in a series. The 
) 

sub.joct continues to ci ve the idea he has in his mind in spite of 

the fnct that tho stimulus o.rea logically calls for another concept. 

F'or r):xru11;_)l0, if a child responds to the whole of all ten cerds with 
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butterfly., Cards III., IV., VI., VII, VIII, IX., and X would be scored 

as Y{-, Cards I and V which are on the popular level of form accuracy 

would be scored as plain W., as would also Card II for which butterfly 

is considered to be as accurate a form response as it is for Cards 

I or V. 1ie have included under the heading of perseverated responses 

only the W response ·which is a repetition of the response given to 

the immediately preceding card and which is inappropriate to the card 

in question. Other poor responses even though the concept was used 

previously., but notinrrnediately preceding the card in question., we 

have listed merely as F- because of inaccurate form. 

3. Responses with poor or inaccurate form are those in which 

the form accuracy is below the level of popular responses. Examples 

of such responses would be "alligator" or "man11 to the whole of 

Card VI. 

There are cases in which the response of just animal would 

warrru1t a plain W., ·v:hereas the stipulation of a specific animal 

might make the form of the blot inaccurate in relation to the con-

cept given. For exrunple, the response of 11animal" to the whole of 

Card IV vrould warrant a plain Vl, whereas the calling of the card a 

rabbit would call for the use of a 1:Y-. 

4. DV-i, response is one in which a meaning has illogically been 

n.ssic;ned to a whole on the basis of some differentiated part. This 

is what iG ordinarily called a confa.bulatory response. Although 

this type of response is always scored F- for an adult, it may 

actually represent a step in advance of a diffuse whole in that the 

child has differentiated out a part and attached a. logical meaning 
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to the part even though he illogicalljy' extends the interpretation 

to the whole. An .. example of this type of' response given to Card 

VII would be., uThat looks like a little door (small white area at 

bottom oi' card) and the rest is a house. n In inquiry the child 

explained that it looked like a house "because this thing right up 

here is a part of' the roof • 11 The little door had suggested the 

house but later in explaining ·why it was a house he chose the roof 

as the determining factor. The door is an adequate response; an 

adult would reject the idea of the house as illogical. Another 

example that is frequently cited is that of ucat0 to the wl~ole 

of Card VI "because it has whiskers. u 

This scoring category seems to the writer to be one of the 

least satisfactory from a logical standpoint especially as it is 

applied to children's responses. One scarcely seems justified in 

assuminr:: that the child is assign:i.ng meaning to the whole card on 

the basis of one small area because he mentions only that one area. 

He may be responding configurationally to the whole of the ca:rd 

but when pressed for an explanation he may point out but one part. 

One six-year-old child responded to the ·whole of Gard VI vri th "a 

cat stnnding on its hind feett 11 and pointed subsequently to the 

whiskers. That whiskers is not an essential part of the concept of 

cat for n child vrnuld seem to be evidenced by the fa.ct that of the 

thirty-three six-yeo.r-old children drawing a series of animals., 

twenty-one of the children put no whiskers on the cat, five put 

whiskers only on the cat, and five of the children put whiskers on 

all their animals. 
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However., vre have used the mr category when the child has given 

a verbali za.tion that makes it seem appropriate. 

5. Positional Responses. This type of response is one in which 

a child assigns rather illogical meaning to parts of the card on the 

basis of position. For exarnple., on Card IX one child called the 

top orange peaks on the card., the ears of a monkey., the long narrow 

slits in the center., the eyes., and the pink at the bottom., the feet. 

Such responses often occur along with perseveration. The child 

superimposes his subjective interpretation and then with 1ogic that 

is acceptable to him., but not to a -more critical -person., explains 

the interpretation. This type of response can be combined vri th a 

DW response so that a differentiated part may perhaps give the original 

suggestion for a response that has to be supported from the child's 

point of view by pointing out the position of other parts of the 

concept. In our present study these positional explanations seemed 

to indicate a greater maturity than the plain DW responses. They 

seem to indicate an attempt to explain logically more than one part 

of the card or response. 

6. Fabulation. This term is used in the ·way that Vorhaus and 

Kay have defined it, that is as rra response in -vrhich the subject 

facetiously combines several blot areas, each of which is sensibly 

interpreted (like snake, whiskers and wings in the top area of Card 

VI) combininG them into a new fantastic concept in which the various 

ideas are merged" into a single concept such as tta snake with whiskers 

nnd wings." (74, p. 74) 
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7. Fabulatory Combination is a term which when applied to the 

whole means the illoc;ical organi zat~on of parts 1vi thin a whole., each 

part of wluch independently may have good form and be an adequate 

response. It is the logic of the organization that is poor., the or-

ganization being based on -the spatial proximity or juxtaposition of 

the parts with a disregard of the relative size of the areas rather 

than on a logical connection between the individual concepts. An 

exru11ple of such a response was given to Card VIII when a child said., 

"'rl:lis man (top blue-gray D) is reaching dmm for th.is candy (lower 

orange-pink D) and these candy wolves (side pink animals) are cli:r_nbing 

upon him." A..'1.other child gave the following response to Card VIII., 

"A bear climbing on those butterflies.n Both the top blue-gray D 

and the lower orange-pink D were seen as butterflies. The form 

quality of each of these parts is acceptable. It is the combination 

that has been fabulated and hence the Y{vrould be assigned a Y~ 

quality. In this study ·we have assigned main D to the parts and have 

scored the W- additionally. This particular problem will be dis-

cussed more fully later in the chapter. 

It should be pointed out that in children's responses some of 

the parts in a fabulatory combination may not be of as good quality 

as others as is illustrated in the following responses to Ca.rd IX., 

11ICind of like round things on the bottom (bottom red) and monlre ys 

standing on top ( green and orange togetherj., 11 and in the inquiry the 

child_ added, "They are climbing up a big Easter egg (light area. 

between top oro.nr~e). The balls are dovm here. They are red." 
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The part of the Easter egg which shows and the red balls are acceptable., 

the monkeys could not be considered good form. 

Combinatory -..;holes - are assigned a Vf- only if they a.re illogical 

or fabulated. If the organization is logical., they may be assigned 

a plain W or if the organization and the dif'ferentiation are superior, 

they may be assigned a W-s-. 

8. Contaminated responses are those in which ti.vo discrete concepts 

have been fused illogically in response to one spatial area, as for 

example, the response of 11the inside and the outside of a cat" to 

all of Card II. In the inquiry the child repeated his original 

statement and also pointed out the lower red area as "the little red 

tail," the upper d (castle) ~rea as the tongue., the space immediately 

above this and betvveen the t1vo upper red areas as the open mouth, 

and the center space as "a piece bit out by a dog." The i,•;hole 

upper portion vras both the outside of the cat and the inside of the 

mouth. 

When the concept of a hwnan and the cone ep t . of an animal have 
;_ 

been merged into a hwnan-like nnimal interpretation., if the form is 

reasonably good we have scored the response as a plain W since such 

• concepts a.re conrrnonly used in our culture. Such responses are given 

rather frequently to the black area on Card III. 

Kay and Vorhaus (74) have pointed out in their report that 

fa.bula tions, confabulations, the fabulatory-combina tions and the 

contaminations increase with age up to seven years. 
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W responses include the following: 

1. Popular responses. Popular responses have been so .desig-

nated because at least one adult out of every three gives these 

responses. The form quality is established on a statistical basis. 

There are ten responses that have been designated as popular by 

Klopfer and Kelley (84, pp. 179-181). The popular response most 

frequently given by the children in the present study was that of 

bat, butterfly or, bird ( or any ·winged creature ·with the body in 

the center) to the whole of Card V. Eighty-eight per cent of the 

seven-year-old children gave a popular response to Card V. The 

same concept that is popular for Card Vis also for Card I. 

2. Responses to the whole cards in which the form accuracy 

is comparable to the accuracy in the popular responses. This cri-

terion is indefinite and calls for subjective evaluation. Examples 

of such responses are "Hallowe'en face," to Card I., "butterfly" 

or "clown clapping hands" to Card II, "tree.," "gorilla, rr or nma:n" 

to Card IV, "hammock" or "necklace" to Card V, and "turtle 0 to 

Card VI. 

3. Indefinite but not inaccurate form. There are many con-

cepts such as maps, leaves, bushes, etc., that logically could 

have any one of a number of forms. 

4. Combinatory vvholes that are on a popular level. The com-

bina tory ·whole most frequently Given by children in this study is 

that of the "bear climbing a tree" on Card VIII. The bear (pink 

animal) is a popular response and the remainder of the card makes 

a tree of acceptable form. The combination is logically acceptable. 
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Another such response would be "A butt~rfly by the watern for Ca.rd 

VI. Although the combinatory wholes are tabulated with the whole 

responses in the evaluation of the quality of whole - responses., they 

are scored in this study according to the principles discussed on 

pages ·109-110. 

w.,. responses 

Since three of the _groups in this study are of average intelli-

gence and since we have used adult standards of scoring., one would 

expect to find few., if an:'P rv+ responses to most of the cards. 

W-t- responses are those which are superior to popular responses 

in (1) the degree of accuracy existing between the ·blot area and 

the concept given., (2) the degree of dif'ferentiation and (3) the 

quality of organization. The responses may be superior in any one 

or in a.11 of these aspects. However, we shall give responses to 

illustrate each area of superiority. The responses we have chosen 

are borderline be~Heen 11 and Yf+ and have been judged perhaps too 

leniently because they are superior to the most of the responses 

given in this investigation. 

Illustrations for each aspect of superiority follow: 

(1) Accuracy. Vle have scored as W+ the response to Card IV 

of "Just the bottom part of a man sitting on a post" because the 

response seemed more accurate than the response of "man" to the 

whole of the ca.rd. 

(2) Differentiation. One very superior five-year-old child 

inverted Curd VII and said, "Two elephants dancing around on a stage" 

and in inquiry added, "the elephants a.re dancing on one leg. They 
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have such little eyes (seen in shading) they can scarcely see. The 

top is the stage. 11 Even a popular response may be superior if it 

is highly enough differentiated. 

(3) Organization. The response to Card V (inverted) "When 

the ·wind blows" was scored as a W.., since the child explained in 

inquiry that the main part of the blot was the cradle ttcause it's 

made round like this a..YJ.d here is the baby falling out. Here are 

its hands and feet." 

W responses i.."11. which form is not the dominant determinant in-

clude such responses as clouds to Card VII in which the determinant 

is K, indicati~g that diffuse shading is the chief determinant, and 

"an autumn -vroods" to Card IX in which the determinant is CF, indi-

cating that color is the chief determinant. 

1~ response to the major pa.rt but not to all of' the blot area. 

As far as perceptual development is concerned the use of 1i (called 

a cut-off ri) may indicate an advancement beyond crude and inaccurate 

whole responses, depending, of course, on the quality of the Vh 

The ·1~ areas to which children respond most freqi1ently are probably: 

(1) the entire black portion on Cs.rd III vrhich is generally seen as 

men, animals or birds; (2) the entire portion between the pink animals 

on Card VIII -rrhich is connnonly responded to as tree., mountain or 

house, ( 3) the entire black area on (fard II which is interpreted as 

being "bears," "do Gs r heads II or "smoke;" ( 4) all of Card VII except 

the small v;hi te area at the bottom of the card vmich is commonly 

seen n.s a little white house, the remainder of the card being per-

coivod as smoke or clouds. 
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The quality of Tr has been evaluated on the same basis as vr re-

sponses. 

D., response to large- usual detail. We have used the Klopfer 

and Kelley .tables · (84., pp. 95-99) for scoring these details. Klopfer 

did not use a statistical basis for establishing these usual details 

as did Hertz, who labeled a detail as n-Jrmal if it was given by 

one out _of five persons. The studies of Hertz and Ebert (65) indicate 

that children tend to perceive the same sub-gestalts that adults do. 

The use of usual details on the part of young children gradually 

increases with age showing an increased ability to differentiate 

parts vri thin the whole. 

d., responses to small usual details. These small usual details 

are the ones defined by Klopfer and Kelley. (84., pp. 95-99) 

Dd., symbol used to cover all the categories of unusual details. 

This heading includes the following symbols: 

dd., response to a tiny detail. The tiny detail must be a very 

small but easily discernible area definitely demarcated from the 

surrounding area by an abrupt change in shading., color or the white 

of the card. The use of the dd category indicates an ability to 

differentiate clearly very small areas of the card. Comparatively 

few such areas are used by small children. '11he most frequently used 

cld o.reas probably o.re "The little white houseu area at the bottom 

of Cn.rd VII and tho small orange-brovm area inside the inner yellow 

a.rous on Co.rd X. 

de, response to an edge detail. Such a response uses just the 

cd;;e of tho cu.rd and docs not go back into the card. All the profile 
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responses using just the edge of the card fall in _this category. 

This category was not used by any of t~he children in this study. 

di., response to an inner detail. These responses, vrhich vary 

in size.,are imbedded within the shading of the interior of the blot 

and are not sharply defined as the dd responses. This type of 

response was not used by the children in this study. 

dr., response to rare details. Any locations not falling under 

any of the above symbols or within the category of a space response 

would be a dr. It may vary in size from that of a dd to half the 

area of the blot. If the response is to a blot area that exceeds 

half the blot area of the card but is less than the whole blot., the 

response is considered a W. The only exceptions to this are the areas 

that have already been designated as D areas., such as the entire 

lovmr part of Card VI. The dr category may include unusual ~rga....-li-

zations of' several· usual areas or it may cut across usual details. 

A dr response may vary in quality from the poor quality found in 

the arbi tra.ry organization of a young child to highly superior 

quality. 

S, response .:· to space. A space response may include all or any 

po.rt of tho vrhi te area. The use of space for the main part. of a 

response shows a reversal of the usual figure and ground manner of 

percci ving. Theoretically a high incidence or space indicates nega-

t:i.vism or obstinacy in a person. This theory has not been proved 

in rclr.ttion to children. The children in this study gave compara-

tively fov; main space responses., but they gave many responses calling 

for an o.dditional scoring for space, such as the response of "an 
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animal face" to the whole of Card I,. pointing to the s:iiace as eyes 

and mouth of the animal. Vorhaus suggested that an additional space 

response be scored when the subject expresses the feeling of need 

for space to be filled in as did the child who said in response to 

Card VII, "If there were more of' it, it would look like a rabbit.," 

and in inquiry added, 11 ears and front paws and tail. It's ·supposed 

to go dovm here, and the back legs. If there was more here (center 

space) it would be the rest of his head and body." · (Just one rabbit). 

A number of the children expressed a need for filling in this space. 

One important problem in scoring needs a fairly full discussion 

and that is the problem of scoring parts or details in relation 

to the whole. The method of handling this problem assumes importance 

in relation to two aspects of the test that are taken into consideration 

in interpretation, (1) the total number of responses and (2) the 

relative proportion of D and W responses that are scored as main 

responses., the main responses being considered of prime importance 

and the additional responses being relegated to a place of relative 

insignificance. The method of handling this problem should be 

taken into consideration in comparing data from different studies. 

Differences in method of handling this problem may be in part 

responsible for the ~reat variation in the number of responses re-

ported by different investigators. 

Differentiated wholes seem to fall into two main categories 

(1) those in which different parts are differentiated ·within a 

whole o. r.id the parts are differentiated according to a central closely 

k:ni t concept and (2) thosG in which the whole blot is differentiated 
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into several discrete parts, ·each one of which could stand .inde-

pendently, and these discrete parts are brought toge~her by some 

llllifying idea to form a combinator,r whole. We have scored the closely 

knit wholes as Ti in spite of the differentiation of the parts, -not 

listing separately the parts, whereas we have scored the combinatory 

wholes so that the Dis given preference over the Vf in the main. 

This may not be an entirely satisfactory method of scoring but it is 

the one vie have followed in the present study. 

1. Perhaps one of the simplest patterns of differentiation in 

1.vhich -the central concept dominates or determines the meaning of the 

parts is that in which a card, such as Card IV, is perceived as a 

"man with big feet, big face and a body. n This respo1ise is scored 

as a W in spite of the fact that if the fac'e or feet had been men-

tioned separately; either concept would have been scored as a usual 

detail. lfuon the unifying concept determines the interpretation of 

a part of the blot as an object seen in close relationship to the main 

concept,the response is still scored as a whole without the object's 

being scored separately as to location. For example, if the subject 

gives a response to Card II of "two clo1ms with red hats on, clapping 

hands," we score the response as aw. The upper red areas would not 

likely be interpreted as hats were it not for their positional re-

ln tionship to the clovms and hence, . in this instance, they are not 

scored as separate D areas. 

This principle of scoring is extended still further to include 

thoso responses where larc;er portions of the card are interpreted 

o.ccordin i.:; to a central co11cept, for example the response "The cradle 
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vlill ·fall, 11 to Cord V (i:q.v~rtedY in which the central figure is,_ 

seen ·as the baby falling from· th~ cradle. This response was scored 

as a W·without the parts being scored separately. 

2. Combinatorywholes are those in which the whole has been 

differentiated into discrete parts each one of which might stand 

independently but which ere combined according to a unifying idea. 

As has been said previously, we have follov;ed the policy of scoring 

the details as main responses and scoring the W or n as has seemed 

appropriate in different types of responses. 

We shall give several examples of how we have scored combina-

tory whole responses or responses -vn th such tendencies. 

( a) If a. combinatory whole has been made up of just a D and a -rh\ 

we have scored each one separately as a main response, , but bracketed 

them together. The most frequently occurring response of this kind 

in the present study was "Bears climbing on a tree.," on Card VIII 

·when the entire area between the bears was seen as a tree, 

In a simil0.r manner when a child has responded to Card II vvi th., 

"It's all fire and smoke, we have given the fire a main D and the 

smoke a mo.in W. The response to Card VII of, nrt ts a little white 

house vli th a chimney and smoke all around it., n we have scored in the 

main u dr for the house and a \'~ for the smoke. If the white area 

al.ono was respon ded to as a. "white house" the location was scored 

us add; if tho center black area was added as the chimney, the house 

and tho chimney to6ether ·were scored as e. dr. 

(b) If two D responses were g:i. ven together in such a way that 

nhon they y;ore combi r1ed they ·would cover the area of a 1Y or 1~ we 
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scored each D separately as a main respoxise and bracketed them 

toc;ether, giving an additional W or a ·~ as the part:icular response 

demanded. An exa.inple of this would b e the r .esponse to Card VIII 

of "'l'vro bears walking on· a tree.,~, when only the upper blue-gray D 

area vms seen as a tree in vrhich case two main D were scored and an 

a.ddi ti onal was used. 

(c) If the entire area of the card is responded to in terms 

of separate D entities that are combined by a unifying concept., we 

have scored the several areas vlith D in the main bracketing them 

together but Giving the whole an additional W. For example, if to 

Card VIII, the response is given '·'Two bears climbing on-fo a tree 

( upper blue-gray area) from these rocks dovm , here, 11 (lovrer orange-

pink area) we have scored the response with three main D and one· 

additional YI. In such responses the quality of the main D may vary, 

some rn ay be of more accurate form thrur others. 

This method of scoring has (1) increased the total number of 

main responses and (2) the relative proportion of main D responses 

in the present study. 

Al thout,;h the combinatory W are given an additional scoring., 

vre have not ignored them in evaluating the quality of the total 

number of Ii. \fo have added these to the main W for consideration 

in j11dginc; the quality of W responses. 

II. Determinants 

rn , response to human 1aovement. A response is scored M if human 

rnovernont i 8 seen in a complete fi Gure or any part of a human figure 

or in u.n o.nimal fi r;ure or in part of an animal figure which is seen 
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as in human-like movement. Interpretively M is one of the criteria 

for evaluating intelligence, the use of M indicating an interest in 

human activity and indicating a level of differentiation that has 

permitted the discrimination of parts and articulation of one part 

in relationship to another. M is also supposed to be indicative 

of the inner. resourcefulness or inner creativity of the individual. 

Rorschach considered H to indicate a person's ability to experience 

kinaesthesi a empathetically. M responses are not found generally 

in children under five unless they are of superior intelligence. 

Children project human movement most fr.equently on to the black 

areas of Card III. interpreting the figures as men carrying something• 

or as little animals in human-like motion. 

Fl.1 6 response to animal movement. This symbol is used when the move-

ment is seen in a whole animal or in any part of the animal. FM is 

much more frequently given tha.l} M by children, probably because the 

differentiation of the hwnall figure is more difficult than the differen-

tiation of an animal figure which may have any one of numerous shapes. 

m6 responses to abstract or inanimate movement. This covers 

o.11 movement not covered by the M and FM symbols, such as the rising 

of sriloke, the blowing of clouds, whirlpools, volcanoes in eruption, 

gro.vi VJ• magnetic forces drawing, etc. Such moveri1ent is compara-

tively rare with children. A large n.wnber of m responses theoreti-

cally indico.tes anxiety or tension. 

Small m in used additionally v;hen the face of a human or animal 

is interpreted o.s hnvinr; some facial expression, such as grinning, 

ferociou:,, mn.d 6 otc. such interpretations were not assigned to any 

of tho renponaos by the children in this study. 
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mF., is used if inanimate movement is dominant but is combined 

with indefinite form. 

Fm indicates that form is dominant and movement is used sec-

ondarily., or closely combined with definite form. 

K., response in which shading is used to represent three-di-

mensional diffusion. This symbol is used for clouds., smoke., etc. 

If a child says in response to the black on Card II., "It's smoke 

because it is black.," we have scored this just a K for the deter-

minant without further consideration oi' the black at the suggestion 

of Vorhaus. A large proportion of such' responses in adults theo-

retically indicates anxiety., inner tensions and insecurity. With 

srriall children these may have a different significance reflecting a 

diffuse undifferentiated perception that is not uncommon with children. 

ICF., response in ·which some form is used along with shading 

representing tlu·ee dimensional diffusion. In cloud responses where 

some attention is given to form, this syrribol is used. 

FIC., response in which form is used with shading to give per-

spective or vista responses. This symbol is us·ed i'or vista responses 

even though the fonn is perceived as indistinct and obscured by the 

disto.nt shading. The use of shading is essential to the use of FK. 

Linear perspective interpreted as giving distance without the use 

of shadinG does not call for a.ri FK. Just as young children do not 

use perspective in dravring so they do not interpret shading in terms 

of perfipective until about the seventh year. This symbol has been 

uacd very infrequently in the present study. 
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F., responses in which form is the only determinant. The majority 

of' children's responses fall in th..is category. Since the quality of 

the form responses is one of the major criteria for estimating in-

telligence., it is important to establish as definite criteria as 

possible for evaluating the quality of the form. Rorschach himself used 

a statistical basis for evaluating form as he judged ·the accuracy of 

a form response on the basis of the frequency vvi th which that response 

occurred in 100 protocols. The infrequently given responses were 

evaluated subjectively in relation to the form quality of the more 

frequently given responses. Rorschach used ·tv·ro categories., F- .and 

F+ as does also Hertz., the F~ responses including the form responses 

that are on the popular level or which are superior to the popular 

level a:nd the F- response, including the form responses that fall 

belovv the popular level. Rapaport. uses four levels of form accuracy 

F'-, F+., p! and F+. Klopfer divides F into only three categories 

u.s far as quality is concerned F-., F and F+. This classification 

will be used in the present study. 

Since different svstems use different criteria for defining 
" 

the quali t:t of F.., responses., the significance of the proportion of 

F+ to the total number of form responses., generally expressed in 

terrno of F+7~., vmuld naturally vary from system to system. This is, 

an important consideration to keep in mind since the F+i~ has been 

accepted ns one of the main criteria for evaluating intelligence~ 

1,, .. respom;es include the arbitrary., persevetated., fabulatory., 

fo.bulafory-combinn:tion, confabulatory., positional.,, contaminated 

n.nd inaGcurate rosponson discussed under W of this section., and 
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the same types of' response,s when they a.pply to pa.rts of the card 

rather than the whole. 

F responses include popular responses, those judged to be on 

the level of popular responses in accuracy and responses which 

though somewhat indefinite are not inaccurate j_n relationship to the 

concept given. 

All ·!:;he large (D) and small (d) usual details are considered 

as plain F responses if they are not elaborated or more highly 

differentiated than the usual detail responses. 

F~ responses include those responses which are superior because 

they have unusually accurate form., a fine degree of differentiation~ 

an unusually good organization or combinations of any of these three 

attributes. Popular responses which have unusually good differen-

tia. ti on may be scored as F .... 

It seems that more than three categories of quality would have 

a decided advantage in trying to differentiate the genetic levels 

in children's responses. 

c, response in which shading is used as the sole determinant 

of a perception of surface texture. Surface texture could include 

ideas such us rough, soft, glossy, etc. If a person responded to 

the interior of Ca.rd IV with "fur" and ignored completely the , form., 

such o.. response would be a plain c. 

cli1, response in ·which shading has been used for surface texture 

and in which form is indefinite and of secondary importance. Responses 

such as o.. "scrnp of fur" and "a. piece of cotton11 would be scored cF. 
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Fe., response in which f'orm is of dominant consideration but 

shading used for surface texture is also used. An example of such 

a response is "a dog vv.i. th long vv0olly furtt to the top two-thirds 

area on Card VII when it is turned sideways., or "a vrnman with fuzzy 

ho.ir" to -the top D of Card VII. Vihen hair responses are given in 

which form is definite and shading is used to give the impression 

of hair., Fe is used. A response such as .r1whiskers" to the top of 

Ca.rd VI., when only the shape is used, does not warrant the use of 

Fe. The use of texture shows a sensitivity to the nature of shading 

and theoretically indicates tact or a desire f or contact depending 

on the relationships vri thin the protocol. Very young children •will 

often respond to a heavily shaded card by patting it and perhaps 

saying.. "Nice kitty!" as if they might be responding to the · texture· 

without verbalizing it in w'hich case texture would, of course., not 

be scored. Description of the surface effect indicates that the 

child has reached at least a level of maturation in which he is 

able to respond to more than the mere outline of the card. 1'Tone of 

the children in this study gave the popular response of an animal 

skin to Card VI. 

c .. response in which color is the only determinant. This sy111bol 

is assi s ned to such responses as blood, fire, sky, etc., where the 

color is used ,·;ithout consideration of form. Color responses may -

also include color description., Cdes, color symbolism, Csym.t and 

color nruning, Cn. 
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Cn., response in which the color is named. For a child interested 

in designating colors a Cn response has interpretively a very different 

significance from a Cn in an adult who has theoretically passed that 

primitive level of interest in color. 

Theoretically a number of plain C responses is supposed to 

indicate an explosive, uninhibited emotionality., an affective 

labili ty in which the individual is not restrained by logical con-

sideration. Although one would expect a number of C responses in 

very young children, plain C responses would suggest emotional 

difficulty in the adult. 

CF., response in which color is dominant and form is of secondary 

importance. Responses such as "a splash of blood.," na smear of 

lipstick.," and ua scrap of blue clothn would be scored CF. This 

symbol indicates a slightly greater control of primitive affective 

reactions than does a plain C. The CF symbol appears frequently 

among the color responses of five and six-year-old children. Yvhen 

"this is fire and smoke" is given to Card II or III., we have used 

two main scorings., D., CF., Fire and W., K., Smoke., bracketing them 

together. When a child responds to the middle part of Card VIII 

vri th "tre0 because it is green and pretty" we have used Yf., CF., Pl 

(for plant) in scoring. If -lihe child., however, brings in the shape 

by m0ntioning either the trunk or the top, we have scored this an 

Fe., tho qua.li ty of' the FC depending on the area included in the 

response. 

C/Ji1 ., response in which color is the main determinant and form 

is uned. .An example of such a response would be a.n indefinite map 
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response in which the color suggested the idea and the shape is of 

relatively little significance., or in anatomical charts where the 

color is dominant e.nd the form of minor significance. 

FC., response in which form is primary and color is secondary. 

In such a response the color logically fits with the form of the 

concept mentioned., whether the concept belongs in the realm of nature 

or falls in the category of man-made objects. FC theoretically 

represents a more mature stag_e of affective control than the CF or 

C responses. Hence vri th increased mental maturity., if it is accompanied 

by an increased emotional maturity., one would expect an increase of 

FC. A response of "a red bow" or a rrred butterfly" to the middle red 

area on Card III would require a scoring of FC for the determinant. 

F--C is a type of FC response in which the color is used more 

arti.ficially than vri th the natural FC combinations. A score of 

F--C would be used for the response., "It's a pink elephant, n (bottom 

of Card IX) the color being ex-plained by the statement that "it is 

like an elephant in a story book." Comparatively f'ew such responses 

were r;iven by the children in this study. 

Color is scored additionally when it is used in addition to 

another main determinant., or is used in only part of a concept. 

For extL;1ple, the respo11se of 11 Ti'iO clovms with red hats on that are 

clapping; hn..ncls.," to Card II ·would call for W., M., · H (for human) in 

tho muin, ond FC scored additionally for the red of' the hat. 

In a oirnilar manner if a child vvould give the response to the 

entire black and lower red of Card II that "Two bears are f'ight""ing 

o.nd blood is nmninrr out of them, 11 one would score the response 
0 

viith '.'i, H.' ., A (for the nnirr;als) in the main., and with an additional 

CF for the blood. 
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The scoring of color responses represents a particularly difficult 

problem not only in respect to i-Jhen to use color at ail but also 

as to v:hen to use FC in preference to CF for reasons mentioned on 

page 2 3. The difficul ~r in deciding what responses should be con-

sidered FC and ·w}:lat CF should be kept in mind in comparing the 

findin 2;s of different . investigators. 

In this study some scoring of color was done by conjecture in 

cases such as the following: 

1. When a child expressed a feeling of delight in the color and 

followed such an expression by a response that implied color., or when 

the child used an adjective such as pretty., indicating a responsive-

ness to the color., in conjunction iNi th the concept named. 

2. 1Tnen the concept itself strongly suggested color such as .the 

response to Cr:1.rds VIII and IX of "decorations. n 

3. When the child expressed a responsiveness to color in one 

card and perseverated on subsequent color cards., as when a child 

6i ves a response to Card VIII of "tree because it's greenn and in 

response to Card IX and X says, "It's a tree., to9.n 

C', responses in which the sole determinent is an achromatic 

color. Th.is response vrould be used chiefly in the naming of black 

a.s a color. 

C'F, responses in which an achromatic color is the primary de-

tcrminaut and form n secondary detenninant. "A black spot where 

it hns been burned " would be scored as a C 'F. The adjective dark., # . 

if it is uned to describe surface impression., calls for achromatic 

scorin~, o.s vrould be the case in the response to Card VI., 0 A telephone 
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pole ( top D) vii th the explanation in the inquiry that the lower part 

was· "ground because the ground really is dark." This response would 

be scored D, F, Obj. (for object) with an additional Vf and addi-

tional C 'F for the "dark ground." An additional W is given on the 

supposition that the bottom part would not have been perceived as 

ground without the telephone pole. 

FC', responses in which form is primary and achromatic surface 

color is secondary. The response of 1'black butterfly" to Ce.rd V 

would call for FC' as a determinant. A predornina.l'l.ce of black and grey 

in a.n adult may indicate depressive tendencies or color shyness. 

With small children black seems to ·be used frequently just as a 

color and vrhen so used seems not to . have the significance that it 

does with adults. 

III. Content 

H, response in vrhich. the whole human. figure is used or so much 

of the figure that the response presupposes that the rest of the 

figure is there. For example, when Card V is inverted, the small 

area. (head of rabbit) is occasionally seen as the bottom of a dancing 

figure or the bottom of a small child's figure. Such a response is 

scored d, ?.i , H. 

Hd, response in which a part of a human figure is used, such as 

a head, arm, hand, etc. Hd should be differentiated from a human 

anatomical response, the former always being used if the part , is 

~cen n.s a portion of a living person in co.unterdistinction to 

c.1.nntorny (At) ;·i.1ich is used if some dissected or inside portion of 

the hwno.n anatomy is seen. 
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(H), response in ·which a human-like creature is named. (E) 

is used for fairies, bravmies, witches and other imaginary creatures 

that have human characteristics without having full human status. 

Such responses occur comparatively frequently with children or immature 

adults. A human skeleton if seen as a human being either in action 

or not in action is scored vn th an (H), according to Vorha.us. 

(Hd)., response in which a part of a human-like creature is seen. 

A., response in ·which the ·whole or the major part of a.."11 ani1Jal 

is used. The A responses aro much more frequent ru:nong children's 

responses than any other category within the Content area, and even 

normal adults may he.ve up to 50;% animal responses. The high percent 

of animal responses v.ri th children may be due in part at least to 

(1) their interest in animals, (2) the numerous varieties of sizes 

and shapes that are subsumed under the animal concept., (3) their 

level of differentiation does not perrni t them to see the more highly 

differentiated humo..n form and ( 4) the cards themselves lend them-

selves to being seen as animals as evidenced by the high frequency 

of animal responses even among adults. 

Ad, responses in which a part of an animal figure is seen • . 

rrhe line of demarcation between Ad and animal anatomy, A At, is 

analog;ous to the difference between Hd and At. The more intelligent 

persons tend to have more H and A than Hd and Ad, in f.'a.ct the criteria 

for a satisfri.ctory relationship for the adult is a ratio of 2 to 1 

between H + A to Hd + Ad. 

A Obj., responses in which an object derived rather directly from 

n.n un:i.mal is llOed. A Obj. would be used to cover fur skins, skulls., 

otc. 
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At., response in ·which human anatomy is used. rrhe human anatomy 

may be seen as a dissected part, as in an X-ray picture or in an 

anatomical chart. The type of response that becomes most proble-

matical in this area is the response which children so frequently 

give of bone. The sraall child generally does not differentiate 

between an animal bone and a human bone. · iifo have scored the bone as 

At when the subject indicated that it vras a human bone. 

A At, response in which animal anatomy is used. Y'fo have scored 

bone as A At only vihen the subject has made clear that he sees the 

area in question as an ari..imal bone. 

N., response in vrhich nature concepts are used. Such concepts 

include landscapes., mountains., s1IDsets., rivers., scenery., etc. 

Pl., response in which a plant is used. Flowers., shrubs., leaves., 

plants., etc • ., are.within the Pl category. 

Geo., response in vrhich a geographical concept is used. Topo-

graphical maps, outline maps, islands., gulfs., etc • ., not seen in 

vista are geographical. 

Art., response used to designate design., paintings., finger 

painting., statues., etc. In the present study there was an unusually 

high instance of design. We have included just plain paint under 

this category also. 

Arch., response in which architecture in some form is mentioned. 

We ho.ve scored churches., houses., and bridges under this category. 

'de have scored chimney as architecture., but a fireplace as an object. 

Fire., response in which fire is used. Such responses are often 

given to Cards II and III because of the bright red., ·but occasionally 
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such a response is given to black such as on Card IV where the child 

is .influenced by the smoke. 

Cloud, response in which clouds are ·used. This concept is 

frequently given to Card VII where the s?ading is the chief deter-

mina.nt, but may also be given to colored portions., especially the 

pink portions of certain cards. 

Blood, response in which blood is used. Such responses are 

most frequently made to the bright red areas on Card II or Card III. 

Smoke, response in which smoke is used. · Smoke is g,'i ven most 
( 

frequently· in conjunction with the fire responses on Card II and III 

and to the heavily shaded cards, that is on Cards IV, VI and VII. 

Bones. A response of nbones" that does not fall clearly into 

At or A At is scored bones. 

IV. Frequency 

There are three groups of responses that are defined in ac-

cordance with the frequency of their occurrence. These groups are 

made up of popular responses, the usual large and small details 

and the original respor1ses. These groups might be thought of as 

on a continuum of frequency, the populars being the most frequent, 

the usual details being given by approximately one out of eve'ry 

five porsons and the originals being given very· infrequently. Since 

1·10 have already discussed the usual details., ·we shall discuss here 

only the popul n.r and original responses. 

P, popular response. The basis on which a popular is so 

dcsi r;nnted vo.ri es with· cl.if ferent investigators. Rors cha.ch, hims elf, 
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···established a response as popular if one out of every three persons 

gave that response. Hertz :uses the statistic•al frequency of one out 

of every six. We have used Klopfer' s definition of populars. (See 

84, pp. 179-181) He, as Rorschach~ es the criterion of one out 

of three as the basis for defining a popular. 

If a subject gives two popular responses to one area, t1vo popu-

lars are recorded for that area. For example, if a subject responded 

to the inner red area on Card III with n(l) It's a red butterfly and 

(2) it's a red ribbon too.," one would score two P for the area, one 

for each response. Only one child in the present study gave tv;o 

popular responses to the srune area. Although there ~e ten popular 

responses, one might theoretically give more than ten populars by 

giving to some areas two or more concepts that are designated as P. 

Actually., this rarely happens. 

The scoring for one of the popular areas needs some clarification., 

that area being the entire black on Card III. This is scored as a 

popular only when., with the card in an upright position~ the subject 

gives a response indicating that he sees hun1an beings in motion or 

animals such as the Walt Disney animals in human-like motion. Examples 

of the latter vmuld be "monkeys car~ying pocket books" or "Those 

are little dogs vri. th coats on and they are carrying little cushions." 

No additional popular is scored for this area. Neither human 

beings seen without action nor animals seen in action are scored 

as a.ddi ti onal populars. This policy scarcely seems consistent with 

the prE\ctice tho.t is followed in Card VIII of assigning an additional 

popular if the animal is not seen in motion. 
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The average well-adjusted person is supposed to be able to 

see at least four P responses. Their presence indicates that he 

·perceptually organizes the· cards or analogously his world., as the 

ma.jori ty of oth0r people do. The presence of populars in children 

is significant not only from this angle but also because they 

appear to be quite impor·tant as an index to general mental maturity 

as it is reflected by perceptual maturity. 

In reporting the incidence of populars, Swift a.ssigned populars 

given in the main a numerical value of one and those given addi-

tionally, a value of 1/2. We have merely indicated the incidence 

o·f each. 

O, originals. Al though authors have varied in their practice 

as to tho designation of popular responses, most have agreed that 

an original response is one that occurs not more often than once 

in a hundred responses, although Rapaport states that an original 

can occur once or twice in a huuclred responses. E11aluating a 

response as an original even on a.n adult level is difficult and 

is done sometimes without any objective verification. Consider-

ing our o.lmost complete lack of norms in children's Rorschachs, 

it seems spurious to attempt to evaluate originals, especially 

if one adheres to such an exclusive statistical definition of 

8.11 original response as that it occurs only once in a hundred 

protocols. In spite of the ir.defini te basis for judgment, the 

numb or and quali t:1 of o ha.vo been considered among the chief 
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criteria for evaluating intelligence by many investigators... This 

practice seems rather questionable ~der the circumstances. 

As has been mentioned previously., we have scored the protocols 

in general on the basis of the performance of adults. Yfe have., 

hovrever., deviated from this practice in the matter of scoring 

originals. He have assigned the tentative status of originals 

to responses in Y:hich a given concept is attached to a given area 

not more than once in -this group of 116 protocols. However., ·we have 

evaluated the quality o{ the original on the basis of adult standards. 

Although this is not an entirely satisfe,ctory method of assigning 

originals, it seems to be the most adequate one to follow in view 

of the present state of our lmovdedge. It does indicate the general 

type of responses that would be originals at these age levels if 

statistical frequency were used as the sole basis for assigning 

originals. One ·would expect naturally with this procedure that 

some responses comm.on to adults might be considered as originals 

for . children. 

The originality of a response must always be judged on the basis 

of the relationship of the concept to the blot area; a rather usual 

concept may be applied to an unus _ual area., an unusual concept may 

be applied to an unusual area, an unusual concept maJ be applied to 

a uaual detail area or concepts not tmcom.nonly assigned to different 

blot area may be combined in original ways. Most of the responses 

tentuti vely desicno.ted ns originals in this study belong to the 
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last two classifications. In appendix A we hnve listed the concepts 

given for ca.ch card and have plac_-ed O after the concepts we have 

considered as tentative originals for this age group. We have 

indicated the quality of the original by the signs 0-, O, and O+. 

At the end of the list of single concepts given for each card, we 

have listed the responses in which the combination of concepts seemed 

to be original, and ala o some which are unusual but in which the 

basic organization is repeated more frequently than once in the 116 

protocols. We have indicated the unusual responses by the use of U. 

In an attempt to clarify our criteria for judging originals, 

we decided on the follol"ling points. 

1. We have excluded perseverated concepts regardless of the 

main determinant. It has seemed to us, because of the very nature 

of porseveration, that such concepts could not be considered as 

original in relation to the card in question. 

2. Vie have not included those concepts as original ·which are 

either so indefinite or primitive in fonn that they could be applied 

to almost any urea. Such concepts include :worms., mountains, clouds, 

trees, bushes, masses of flovrers, rocks, sticks., designs, etc. 

3. Vie have 1Jot considered the names of individual animals 

or birds as original merely because an unusual mune has been given 

to an urea that is ordinarily perceived as some kind of animal or 

bird as the ca.so may be. Hov1ever, if a child has responded to some 

unusual aspect of the en.rd and has attached a concept on the basis 

or that differentiated port we have not excluded the concept from 
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consideration as an original. · For example, one highly superior 

five-year-old gave the responses of ·nweasel" to Card VI, "Because 

it iG so long." We scored this as an add. 0--. 

We have not considered slight variations of names of objects 

as sufficient for considering a concept as original if the basic 

or[;anization for both objects is similar. For example, although 

necklace and collar ,;rere each ci ven only once for Card VII we con-

sidered neither to be original. 

The Scoring of Tvm or Hore Responses to the Sa.me Loc·ation Ju-ea 

Many problem.s in scoring arise as the child changes his mind 

about various aspects of his responses. A ·child generally responds 

quickly, [~i vLl[:; perhaps the first idea that comes to him. He seems 

sometimes "to think out loud" as he criticizes, rejects and changes 

aspects of his responses along with the maturation of his perceptions. 

Por exo.mplo, one child. resporlded to Card VIII with "Oh that's pretty. 

You know superman can see ri ;;ht through that but I don't know what it 

is in that," and in inquiry added, 11 I can see mice~ one foot a.11.d a..YJ.other 

and another. Oh no ! 'rhi s is o. bear. You see we are getting some-

i.rhore nov1 !" A superior five-year-old child responded to Card IV 

vlith (1) "fire" nncl (2) "tree" and in the inquir-J said, "The tree 

caucht on 'fire boco.usc it' G black all over. I mean a flovrer caught 

on fire. H ovr it looks like a tree not on fire. (Examiner, "You say 

tho.t i. t is blnck nll over?") Smoke. It's been turned black." 

\fo r.fr:all mention some of the corrmon patterns of response that 

rniso quostionc about scoring. 
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1. A child may give t-rro concepts in the performance of vrhich 

he appear~, to reject one, yet on inquiry- he . may be able to see both., 

in v;luch case each response vrould be scored as · a main response. 

Ii'o:r example., a child mii:;ht say in response to the outer red area 

on Ce.rd III (1) "It's a little girl." (2) n·ifo., I mean it's a rooster.tt 

If in the inquiry it becomes evident that the child sti 11 accepts 

both conce}.:ts, eacl.1 is scored as a main response. 

2. He may 6i ve two concepts, such as in the above-mentioned 

c):ampl0., and in the inquiry reject the one in favor of the other., 

in Yihich case the rejected response is scored as an additional, as 

is nlso., of course, the one given in the inquiry. 

3. A slichtly dif.ferent problem arises vvhen the child gives 

severnl munes to one location all of ·which 1\roulcl be subsumed under 

u s:inr;le category, as frequently happens when a child is trying to 

decide o:b v,hat J.:ind or an animal he is looking. If in the performance 

a child says., "n. sheep, :no, it's a dog.,n vre have scored but on~ 

rospon:rn if tho child has definitelJ' rejected the idea of the sheep 

:Ln f c..voJ· of' tho do 6 • If., hovrnver, the area still continues to look 

a li ttlo like each, '.'.'O score two :responses. If the concepts., al though 

boloni::;ing to the sru-;ie catogory., are quite different in appearance., 

such as cats a..nd tnrtles, vre folloi;r the so.me principles as indicated 

unuer hon.cl in6 ( 1) and ( 2). 
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E. Findings 

1. General Findings 
We vrill shovr the generul trends that have occurred in the 

groups as a whole before we make more specific comparisons of the 

individual groups. rre shall discuss these findings tmder the 

hcadin::;s indicated: 

Uumber of Responses. 

The following table shows the av:erag;e number and the range of 

res pons es, both main and additional, for each of the groups. 

Table III 

Number of Responses 

Main ,Additional 

Group Average Range Average Range 

V-f., 12.6 9-23 2.3 1-5 

v-s 13.2 10-20 3.3 1-9 

V-VS 12.3 8-20 2.9 0-9 

VI 12.4 5-21 2.5 0-10 

VII 13.00 7-22 2.8 0-9 

It in evident that there is a neGlit;ible difference in the 

number of responses given by the different groups. These averages -

compare favorably with the findings of Stavria.110s (126) who re-

ported n.n avorn.c;e of 11.6 responses for her five- to seven-year-old 

group o..nd 13.4 responses for her seven- to nine-year-old group. 

It will be recalled that she, too, vrn..s testing children of about 



average intelligence. Paulsen (103) reports an average of fifteen 

responses for her six-year-old children. 

Reaction Time 

'rable IV on this page shovrs that the average reaction time 

of the average groups becomes appreciably longer with increased 

age. The increased time may reflect greater criticalness that 

accompanies maturation or may be due possibly ~o other factors 

which will be discussed later in the chapter. There is a tendency 

for the superior five-year-old children to be slightly more de-

liberate in their reaction time than the average five-year-old 

children. 

Table IV 

Average Reaction Time to Each Card in Seconds 

Group V-A Group V-S Group V-VS Group VI Group VII 

Ca.rd N • 12 N • 12 N = 12 N\= 40 N = 40 

I 6.83 12.75 8.00 10.81 12. 58 · 

II 5.75 8.75 6. 70 8.49 10.14 

III 5.17 5.33 5.73 6.24 11.03 

IV 4.50 4.50 5.83 6.11 10. 78 

V 4.17 4.08 5.83 6.28 5.96 

VI 5.42 6.90 8.45 8.19 14.69 

VII 5.57 9.00 5.08 7.23 16.88 

VIII 5.75 6.33 4.45 5.59 7.97 

IX 5.08 5.55 6.64 9.49 11.11 

X 5.25 7.09 6.75 10.79 12.32 
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Rejections. 

The percentage of initial and complete rejections £'or each 

card separately and for all the cards together is shown for each 

group in ~fable V. It should be pointed out that the table does 

not shov; the number of responses originally given which were 

subsequently rejected. For example, although Group V-A shows 

no rejections in this table, tvro children each rejected in inquiry 

o. very poor response to Card VI that had been given in the per-

formance. This type of rejection is not sh01vn in the table. 

Card 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

I ·v· .... 
... 
.. o .. 

Table V 

Percent of Rejections 

Group V-A Group V-S 

N = 12 N = 12 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

17 

8 

0 

8 

0 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8 

0 

0 

8 

0 

3.3 1.7 

Group V-VS 

N = 12 

I C 

8 8 

17 17 

8 0 

0 0 

0 0 

8 8 

0 0 

8 

8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5.8 3.3 

Group VI 

H = 40 

I C 

7.5 2.5 

2.5 2.5 

5 2.5 

5 2.5 

0 0 

10 7.5 

0 0 

5 0 

12.5 5 

2.5 2.5 

5 2.5 

I = Initial :rejocti on. G = Complete rejection 

Group VII 

N = 40 

I C 

5 2.5 

10 7.5 

0 0 

10 5 

0 0 

10 7 .5 

15 15 

12.5 5 

10 5 

7.5 5 

8 5.3 

t/foto.l i a the percent of the total number or rejected cards in re-
lution to the total number of presentations of the cards in the per-
formance proper n.nd in the inquiry. 
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The number of rejections compares favorably -vri th the number 

~eported by Kay and Vorhaus (74, p. 72) who found that their five-

to seven-year-old groups rejected 6.3% of the cards. Our results 

confirm the statement of Swift, (131) that rejections increase 1rnth 

age on the early levels, vrhich is in contrast to the flind.ings of 

Kay and Vorhaus who noted opposj_te trends. 

The possible reasons for both the increased reaction time and 

the increased number of rejections will be discussed later in this 

section. 

Location. 

The distribution of the location categories that have been 

scored as main responses are shovm in Table VI, both in terms of 

the avern.60 number of responses and in terms of the per cent of 

the total number of responses. 

'l'able VI 

Distribution of Location Categories 

Group V-A V-S V-VS VI VII 

H 12.0 12.0 12.0 40.0 40.0 

R Avera.go 12.6 13.2 12.!3 13.0 12.4 

Yi Averace 8.3 7.7 7.7 7.4 7.3 

D ... d Avoro.60 4.0 5.3 4.4 5.0 4.8 

Dd + S Avcruse .3 .3 .2 .7 .4 

tt;~ 66.2 58.2 63.5 57.0 58.3 

D ... d/ '. 31.8 39.8 35.1 37.7 38.6 

Del ... s7; 2.0 1.9 1.4 4.9 3.0 
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It b.eoomes apparent upon exruninati on of this table that the 

intellectual levels could not be differentiated on the basis of 

location.categories even though there is a very slight general 

trend toward the use of more differentiated parts with increasing 

men to.l age. The decrease in the average number of 7l and the per 

cent of W may be due in part to our method of scoring combinatory 

vrholes with the details scored in the main and the wholes scored 

additionally. Other authors report a similar decrease in percent 

of n. 
The D and d cn.tegories were placed together since compara-

tively few d were given; only one child in Group V-A responded to 

ad area., two children in Group V-S each used one d area as did also 

two children in Group V-VS. Six children in Group VI gave a total 

of thirteen main and fourteen a.deli ti onal d responses. Eight children 

in Group VII gave a. totn.l of sixteen main and four addi ti anal d 

responses. 

Almost o.11 of' the Dd responses fell into the dr category., a 

few· fell into the cld category and none into the de or di categories. 

Including both main and additional responses, only two dd responses 

\'rnre given by Group V-A, three by Group VI, and six by Group VII. 

Of the S responses Given in the main only one was given by Group 

V-VS, throe by Group VI, and four by Group VII although many addi-

tiono.l space responses vmre given to Card I by different groups. 

Par tho distribution of the detail responses in relation to 

tho different co.rdo., see Appendix A, pages? OC. to 2. 31{, where the 
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contents are 1i sted in relation to the different location areas. 

1..lnny of the usual cletail areas, both large and small, were not 

responded to by o.ny of these children, and some that vrere used 

Viere responded to so infrequently that on the basis of statistical 

frequency they might be considered originals at this age. 

The one large area not listed among the large usual details 

is that ·which is located between the tvm orange areas on Ca.rd IX. 

'l'he small area, not listed among the usual details that was rather 

frequently used by these children is the 0 1i ttle vrhite house" area 

at the bottom of Card VII. 

Table VII 

Q,uali ty of ifuole Responses 

Indicated by W-, W, u ... and *W (F.N .D.) in Terms of Percent of the 
'rotal 1Tumber of ·whole Responses and the Average Number of Responses 
in Ench of These Catcgorie~ 

Group V-A Group V-S Group V-VS Group VI Group VII 

N • 12 n. 12 N • 12 N • 40 N • 40 

W-~~ 36.3 30.4 22.8 23.9 27.6 

Y~}~ 42.0 44.6 53.3 51.0 51.8 

V:1-;~ 1.0 l.O 4.3 2.2 .3 

if\1 (F.H.D. )?~ 20.6 23.9 19.6 23.8 20.2 

W- Avern.go 3.0B 2.33 1.75 1.85 2.08 

W Avornr;o 3.58 3.41 4.08 4.0 3.83 

n ... .Avero.c;e .os .08 .33 .18 .02 

>!<~'.[ (1,, H 1) ) 1.75 1.83 1.50 1.88 1.5 
• '- .... \ . ----. 

*~fl10los in which .form in not dominant 
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The Quality of m1oles. 

'l'he quality of v.ihole responses show greater differences from 

group to group than does the number of v1b.oles. Table VII shovrs the 

per cent of and also the 'avers.ge number of W responses that fall in 

the categories of TI-, plain W, and W+ and F. ?J. D (fonn not the 

dominant detenninan t). The number of rr- tend to decrease vvi th 

increasing mental maturity and plain W tend to increase. However, 

the nwnber of W responses in ·which form is not dominent remai:ns 

about the same. 

The very superior five-year-old children in Group V-VS show 

not only the lo1vest per cent of Yi- but also decidedly the highest 

per cent of W-t responses. 

Yie have shown not only the comparative qvali ty in the total 

number of W responses but also the comparative quality of the W 

responses to each of the cards. ~ife have presented the actual number 

of w-, -vr (F. N. D.), plain Wand w.,. given by each group to each 

card as vrell as the per cent of the total munber of W responses for 

en.ch card that fall into each of the above mentioned W categories. 

'fable VIII shows these relationships for groups V-A, V-S a.rid V-VS 

end Table IX. shows the relationship for Groups V-A, VI and VII. 

These t.o.bles show that the first five cards elicited good form 

respon~:cs much more frequently than the la.st five cards. Cards VI, 

VII, IX, o.nd :{ were comparatively difficult for all the groups to 

perceive as wholes with good form. 

'11 ~ble VIII shrr;rs that quali 'bJ of the vino le s did not differ 

nucJ1 from crou1) to cr::>up on Cards I., II., IV, and VIII for the 
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TABLE VIII 

THE ITU-: .. :B I:ZFt o·, ,, n-, w (vr7D) * . -· , -1¥ Al-ID W+ 1um THE TOTiJ...., 1J Ulill ]~H. OF W FOR 
EACH Ci:\i.tm FOR GROUPS V-A, v-s Alill v-vs 

AED THI~ ER CE::T OF n-, Yf (liiTD )*, W AED Yf,1, m RELL1.11r on TO THI~ TOTAL :N1fo.!B Till OF w 

Group V-.A Group v-s Group v-vs 
n • 12 H = 12 H :: 12 

GJ.Iill \ i{ .. -,-{ (F1TD)* H w ... TOTAL W- T7 ,J (FND )* w 'Vf-t TOTAL w- 1Y (FiID )* w VI+ TOTAL 

I 7 l 8 l l 9 11 l 1 8 10 
887~ 12;~ 9% 9;; 815~ 10;~ 10{~ 80% 

II 6 1 5 1 13 6 1 5 12 3 2 2 2 9 

46% ac1 /0 397; 8.:r/ /0 5oJs 8% 42Js 33J~ 22;{ 22;{ 22% 
III 3 9 12 2 2 3 7 11 11 

25}; 75% 28% 2ar~ 57% 100% 
IV 5 1 4 10 5 2 6 13 4 8 1 13 

50-fo 10~~ 40% 39% 15% 46% 31J1v 61% 8''/ ;o 
V 3 8 11 3 1 8 12 1 10 11 

27;; 73% 251~ s ol /0 67% gcr/ /0 915"{ 
VI 6 3 9 3 3 6 5 1 2 

67'f~ 337; 50% 50% 63% 12J~ 25;t 8 
VII 3 5 2 10 4 2 1 7 2 2 ,1 1 6 

30% 50% 20% 57% 285~ 14% 33% 33% 16f~ 16;~ 
vrm 4 4 3 11 3 4 3 1 11 2 5 4 11 

36% 36% 27J& 271{ 36% 27% 9 18% 45% 36}$ 
IX 4 7 11 3 3 2 8 3 5 2 10 

36% 64% 37% 37% 25Js 30;~ 50% 20;{ 
X 2 4 1 7 4 2 6 3 1 4 

29% 57% 14% 66% 33% 75;; 25% 

*FND means that form is not the dominant determinant. 



TABLE L"t 

rp}-f:j1 ---U l;LL~BBR 0}' ·i-i-, rr (FtD)*, W Alm WI- JJ-JD TOI'AL rTUI:lBE.i.-q OF W :b.,OR 
EACH CARD FOR GROUPS VA, VI AND VII 

}JTD Tl-iE ?3R CI2TT OF W-, w (FND)* W Alm W rn REL.A'l1ICRT TO THE TOTAL lnJ1)BER OF W 

Group V-A Group VI Group VII 
ir = 12 1r = 40 1T = 40 

CA."q_D .,- .. (FHD)* w H+ TOT.AL lf- Yr (FWD)* Tf W+ TO:C.AL w- w (HTD)* w VI+ TOTAI 

I 7 1 8 5 10 21 36 4 6 28 38 
88;{ 12% 14% 287; 58;:~ 11% 16J{ 74J~ 

II 6 1 5 1 13 7 7 22 36 7 3 21 31 
46;~ act jO 39% 8"1 ,o 19;~ 19% 61% 231~ 105t 68;S** 

III 3 9 12 5 3 27 2 37 12 4 18 34 
25% 7571a 14% 8% 737; 5% 35~~ 12% 53% 

IV 5 1 4 10 8 5 22 3 38 9 2 20 1 32 
50% 10% 40% 21% 13% 58% 8% 28% 601 ,o 63%** 3;'.'.'. 

V 3 8. 11 4 2 28 1 35 3 35 38** 
27% 73% 11% 6% 80;t 3J~ sot ,o 92%** 

VI 6 3 9 15 2 12 29 19 2 7 28 
67% 33;1a 52% 7d /0 4l;t 6§% r' 70 25% 

VII 3 5 2 10 11 13 7 31 9 8 7 24 
30% 50% 2o~t 35% 421~ 23~{ 38Jl 37..a-f 070 29.%** 

.--VIII 4 4 3 11 7 9 16 32 6 11 12 29 
36% 36% 27% 22% 28% 50J·s 21% 38% 41% 

IY ..... .4 7 11 6 13 4 1 24 9 12 4 25 
36% 64% 25% 54% 17;~ 4~{ 3'"'0-f O;o 48% 16%** 

X 2 4 1 7 3 10 3 - 16 3 12 2 17 
29% 57% 14% 17% 56% 17% 187~ 71,~ _. l2J~ 

*F'ND means that form is not the dominant determinant. 
**Cards not significant in different rating levels of intelligence. 



five;,_year-old children. The highly superior group., Group V-VS showed 

marked improvement in form over the other groups on Cards III, IV, 

and V. No child in the average five-year-old group gave a good form 

response to the whole of Card IX while tvm emerged in each of the 

other five-year-old groups. 

Table IX shovrn a consistent increase in the use of good form 

from 6roup to group o.mong the average children 011 Cards II, IV., V., 

and VII. That the seven-year-old group gave a compe.rati vely higher 

per cent of poor forr.1 perceptions to Card III., tl'~an did the six-year-

old gr'-mp 1 may be accounted for in po.rt by the rather frequent or-

6artl zation of Card III as a face by the former group. 

Determinant 

The per cent of the total number of responses in the different 

deterwinant cate[;ori es is shown in the upper part of Table X and in 

the lo,rer part of the table the average number of responses in the 

more iml_)ort:m t of the determinant categories is given. 

There were only trro categories in ·which there were entirely 

consistent trends; K shovred a decrease vvi th mental age and Fe showed 

o.n increase v,rl th mental ace. See both parts of Table IX. 

There was a slight tendency for M and H.I to increase w-l th mental 

mo:L-uration but the trend is not consistent. The F~s tended to decrease 

sli[;htly us other dcterminan ts became more frequent. The FC and CP 

cater;ori os reflecte.d variability in the use of' color without a pro-

nounced ·trend being manifest. 
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TABLE X 

DETERVIIl~AJ.ITS 

Per Cent of Total Responses in Different Determinant Categories 

Group V-A Group V-S GroupV-VS Group VI Group VII 
Determinants N = 12 N az 12 H = 12 J:T a 40 1:T = 40 

M 2. 1.3 7.5 5.9 2.6 

FM 9.3 5.7 13.6 12.l 13.7 

m 

K + ICF 4.6 

FK 

F 56.9 

Fe 

cE "' c .7 

FC' 5.3 

CF' + C' 

FC 7.3 

CF 13.9 

C 

Total : :overnent 11. 3 

Total Color 21.2 

4.4 

67.7 

.6 

1.9 

.6 

2.5 

5.1 

10.l 

7. 

15.2 

2.0 

2.0 

47 .6 

2.-0 

.7 

2.7 

2. 

8.2 

9.5 

2. 

23.l 

19.7 

.2 

4.4 

53.2 

1.0 

3.8 

2.7 

5.4 

10.7 

.6 

18.2 

16.7 

.8 

1.2 

53.5 

2.2 

.8 

2.4 

.8 

9.5 

12.3 

17.1 

21.8 

Avera:_;e 1:ur1ber of 1:espo:nses in Different Determinant Categories 

I: + KF 

T""" J..' 

FC 

.25 

1.17 

.58 

7.17 

1.75 

.17 

.75 

.42 

8.92 

.92 

1 .67 

.25 

5.83 

1.0 

1.17 

• 78 

1.58 

.58 

6.95 

.7 

1.4 

.33 

1.70 

.18 

6.65 

1.18 

1.53 
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TABLE XI 

"D7;'i.:> CEi:T (v-' CHILLRE.:~ \frIO c~.i\ 'ij~ It~8Sl:;C;~-T s~s - ,- 'lI-IB DI ~?FER.J~·;T DETER •I r fJ_,"J T C ;,~ TI~}JORI 3S .. _;_JJ. ·. .._. !} .L, 

Gr~up V-A V-S v-vs VI VII 
Deterrrinant ... 

,.:.\j = 12 N = 12 1T = 12 II = 40 ;\T = 40 

l I A T ":", -~ A T E A T .. ,.. A T } tI ~1 T , . : 

17 0 17 17 25 42 58 25 83 45 13 58 30 13 48 

.L•'Li 58 8 67 4:2 0 42 67 8 75 78 3 80 68 5 73 

:rr:. 0 8 8 0 8 8 17 17 33 3 10 13 10 18 28 

Tl" 
.l.~ + KF 42 0 42 tJ:2 0 42 25 0 25 33 0 33 15 3 18 

lrK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 0 3 

F 92 0 92 100 0 100 100 0 100 100 0 100 100 0 100 

Fe 0 0 0 8 0 8 17 0 17 10 8 18 18 8 25 

cF + C 8 0 8 8 0 8 8 0 8 0 5 5 13 3 15 

FC' 17 17 33 33 0 33 42 25 6 7 33 10 43 - 25 25 50 

FC 50 8 58 42 8 50 17 0 17 45 20 65 58 25 83 

CF 67 0 67 58 8 67 58 11 75 58 8 65 68 13 80 

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 17 5 3 8 0 3 3 

The J\1 column represents the per cent who gave the determinants in main responses. 
The A colur:nri_ represents the per cent who gave the determinants adcii. tionally but not as main responses. 
The T colu1m1 represents the total number of children using the determinant ei t her in a main response or 
addition ally. 

...., 
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The incidence of the use of color is J:i.igher in the groups 

in the present study then in other studies that have been reported. 

This hic;her i ncidence may be explained in part by possible differences 

in scoring, but the difference also night be an outgrowth .of the 

un.usual emphasis that is placed on art in the city schools. The 

children are unusually aware of color and designs. 

The determinant categories in general evidence slight change 

from croup to group. The changes are surely not pronounced enough 

to serve as a basis for judging that an inoi vidual protoco~, belongs 

to one group rather than another. 

'rable XI shov;s the per cent of children in each group who 

c;ave responses in the di i'ferent determinant categories. 

The number of children giving :M responses i~ groups VI and 

VII is especially interesting in the light of Klopfer' s remark 

that "the avera6e per child never reaches 1 M., and it is most likely 

that ~',l 's are to be found al most exclusively in superior chi lclren 

bclorr the ei Ght-year level." ( 85, p. 21) According to this study 

one would expect to obtain E responses from at lee.st fifty per 

cent of aver'.::.:;e children at ac;es six: and seven. However., the very 

GUI)Orior £i ve-yem~-old chiidren do give the highest percentage of 

J.: responses. 

Tho large per cent of children giving Kand KF responses should 

be noted. Apps.re:ntly at these age levels the use of diffuse, 

undifferenti n.ted iC responses may represent a lack of perceptual 

clifforenti at:i.on re.thcr than anxiety unless one assumes a ·widespread 

rm::J.o ty in averac;o children at these age levels. In evaluating 
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the significance of K responses., it should be kept in mind that 

the symbol K is used in the Klopfer system., for smoke end cloud 

responses even though the subject says in inquiry that response 

occurred "because the card was black." 

There is also a high usage of' FC' which should be kept in 

mind when an examiner is tempted to use the presence of the FC' 

as a sign of disturbance or depressive tendencies. In many incidences 

black seemed to be used much as any other color would be used. 

The increase in the numb er of children in the average groups 

giving responses in the FC category is noteworthy. The fact that 

the use of FC in the highly superior five-year-old group does not 

increase in like manner may be due in part to smallness of the 

sample. It may also be due in part to the fact that the, emotional 

development of children does not necessarily parallel their mental 

development., a point made by Gair in her study of highly superior 

seven-year-old children. 

~'hereas the percentage of children giving FC responses increases 

,·nth age., the use of the CF catego~J., as shown in the average number 

of responses., remains about the srone. 

Contents 

The per cent of the total responses in the dif f'erent content 

categories and the average number of responses in the most important 

of the content categories is shovm in Table XII. 

The combined H and Hd contents tend to increase vrl th age 

al though the trend is not consistent in relation to Group VII. 

Al though the combined A and Ad per cent decreases w:i th the 
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TA13LE XII 

COJJTlilNT 

Per Cent of Total Responses in. Different Content Categories 

Content Group V-A Group V-3 Group V-VS Group VI Group VII 
Category N • 12 N = 12 11 = 12 11 = 40 N = 40 

H 5.3 3.8 10.2 12.5 6.0 
Hd .6 4.4 .7 3.1 3.0 
A 46.4 34.8 41.5 44.5 46.8 
Ad 1.3 3.2 4.1 4.4 4.2 
Aobj .6 .2 .8 
Obj 10.6 12.0 15.0 7.7 9.7 Pl 16.6 17.7 10.2 5.9 7.6 
1\T 2.0 6.3 3.4 5.6 5.0 
Geo 5.7 .8 1.8 
Art 1.3 1.3 2.0 3.8 5.0 
Color 2.0 .4 
Arch 1.0 3.8 3.4 1.9 1.0 
Clouds 1.3 2.9 .8 
Smoke 3.3 1.3 2.0 1.3 .G 
Fire 4.0 4.4 4.1 2.9 2.0 
At .6 .7 .2 
AAt .4 1.0 
Blood .6 .4 
Dones 3.3 .7 2.0 
I7isc. .8 2.0 

Combin0d Gn.te r;ories 

H Hd 5.9 8.2 10.9 15.6 9.0 
" - Ad lJ:7 • 7 38.0 45.6 48.9 51.0 ....... 

Avernc;e l:umber of Responses ir1. Different Categories 

Ii .67 • 50 1.25 1.63 .75 
Hd .08 .58 .08 .43 .38 
A 5.83 4.58 5.08 5.80 5.83 
Ad .16 .42 ~50 • 58 .53 
Obj 1 '7'.' .J.avv 1.58 1.83 1.00 1.20 
?l 2.08 2.33 1.25 .78 .95 
lT .25 .83 • ,12 .73 .58 
1\.rt .lG .17 .25 .50 .63 
Arch .50 • 50 .42 .25 .13 
3nio)rn .,12 .17 .25 .18 .08 
Fire .50 .58 .50 .38 .25 



TABLE XIII 

PS .. .::"1 CI:fT 0..., C ::ILD IU f \ ,·a 0 GAVE RI:;SPCIISES TIT THE DIF'FBRElJT CONTEI·fT CATEGORIES 

Group i!-A -I-S V-VS VI VII 
Content n = 12 1T • 12 N = 12 N = 40 N = 40 

H L::2 8 50 42 17 58 67 17 83 78 3 80 53 8 60 
Ed 8 8 25 25 8 8 17 20 20 25 3 28 
A 92 8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
.Ad 17 8 25 25 8 33 25 8 33 35 35 35 3 38 

.r\.Obj 8 8 8 8 3 5 8 5 5 
Obj 50 50 67 8 75 75 8 83 58 13 70 68 5 73 
Pl 67 67 83 83 67 67 48 3 50 43 15 58 

.1'' 25 25 ,12 42 25 17 42 30 10 40 35 5 40 
Geo 8 8 33 33 5 5 13 13 
Art 8 8 17 17 17 17 15 3 18 35 5 40 
Color 17 17 3 3 
Arch 25 25 42 42 17 8 25 23 8 30 8 10 18 
Clouds 17 17 23 3 25 8 8 

Smoke 25 25 17 17 33 25 25 13 3 15 
Fire 25 25 25 25 25 8 33 25 25 15 3 18 
AtadA.A.t 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Blood 8 8 17 17 5 5 10 5 5 10 
Bones 17 17 17 17 8 17 25 13 5 18 
Food 3 : 3 8 8 

Per c ents are given in terms of near est ·whole number. 



five-year-old children as menial age increases., there is but 

little difference in the percen:tages for the groups of average 

mental ability. 

The plant., architecture and smoke categories show. a decrease 

v:i th mental age and also with chronological, age. In contrast to 

the decline in. the diffuse s.noke responses fire responses remain 

relat-l vely high for all the five-year-old groups but show a slight 

decreaf3e for the six- and seven-year-old groups. Theoretically 

the consistent use of fire by the five-year-old groups might indicate 

that emotional lability may occur at this chronological age level 

regardless of the mental age level. 

The per cent of children vn10 gave responses in the different 

content categories is· shown in Table XIII. 

Populars 

The criterion according to Klopfer for designating a response 

as a popular response is that one adult subject out of three gives 

the response. 

In this study vre have been interested not only in finding out 

·with \·fha.t frequency children give the reguiar adult popular responses 

but also in finding out what responses., not popular on the adult 

level., approach or reach the frequency of populars with children. 

Table XIV shovrn the percentage., in round numbers., of the 

children who gave popular responses as main responses., as additional 

responses a.nd n.s either main or additional responses. The children's 

respm1ces in relation to the responses that are popular for adults 

could ho Grouped as follovrn: 
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TABLE XIV 

"PSC"::"-''11' ":? ;_)? cr::nx·IG:; GI"ITL;:G P(\PlTL.t .. Jl J-:.ES? :-2-:·s?s AS DEF:C:SD BY ICLOPF?::R JJ:D KELLEY 

Card Popular Group V Group V-S Group v-vs Group VI Group VII 
I·i"o. Re sponses :n = 12 i'T = 12 n = 12 N = 40 1-J' = 40 .\ 

A E F A .,.., !I A i;'I 'fr .A. E I.I A E ~,. J... i .!!I .;..J J.~ 

I Y,'inged Creat11re 25 25 8 8 42 17 58 23 3 25 33 33 

II Animals or 
Animal's Heads 42 8 50 8 8 23 23 25 3 28 

III People 8 8 17 8 8 33 8 42 40 8 48 20 10 30 

III Bow or Butterfly 17 8 25 25 33 58 17 33 50 15 23 38 15 20 35 

V Winged Creature 58 58 67 67 75 8 83 63 5 68 85 3 88 

VI .Animal Skin 

VII.I Animals 17 42 58 17 33 50 33 25 58 55 28 83 55 13 68 

X Spiders 17 8 25 42 8 50 42 42 23 8 30 28 3 30 

X Rabbit's Head 8 8 25 8 33 20 8 28 8 3 10 

X Green Worms 8 8 17 3 5 8 10 5 15 

Average Number 
Per Person 1.9 2.7 1.8 2.7 2.7 3.7 2.7 3.5 2.8 3.4 

M C Main Response; .A = Additional Response; E = Either Hain or Additional Response 
These Percentages are given in terms of the nearest ·whole number. 
*One child gave both a main and an additional -popular response to the srune e.rea. 



A. Responses popular for adults which are also popular for all 

the groups in the present study. 

B. Responses popular for adults that do not reach the popular 

level of frequency for any of the present children 1 s groups. 

C. Responses popular for adults that reach the popular level 

of frequency in some groups but not in others. 

A. The only adult popular response that all of . the groups 

r;o.ve Tr.i th the frequency of a popular was to Card V, for which the 

populo.r concept is e:ny vn.nged creature with the body in the center. 

It will be noted in To.ble XIV that 58J:; or more of all the groups 

ond 887; of Group VII gave such a concept. Since almost all of the 

a.vero.:;e seven-year-old children v.;ere able to see the popular concept, 

it vrnuld seem especially si 61.1.ificant diagnostically if a child does 

not mnl:0 an adequate response to this card. 

B. The responses, popular for adults., but which vrnre not given 

by any of the present groups with the frequency of popular a.re: 

l. The response of n.ri animal skin or fur rug to the ·whole or 

lower D area of Co.rd VI. Thie response was not given by a ·single 

child in tho study., nor would most of the children accept the 

concept when it vras su6gested to them. Eany of the children gave 

the response of some kind of animal to -the card as a ·whole vn. th-

out us inc; shading as a determinant. 

2. The rec pons e of green Trorrns or green. snakes, etc., to the 

contor dark Green D en Carel X. Very fevr children in any group 

perceived these. 
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C. The responses which are popular for adults but which reached 

the popular level in only some of the groups are listed according 

to the sequence of the cards in the series. 

Card I. The popular response to this card is any winged creature 

with a body in the center. Groups V-A and V-S did not give this 

response frequently enough for it to attain a status of popular; 

both Groups V-VS and VI approached the popular frequency and Group 

VII a ttaj_ned it. 

Card II. Fifty percent of the 9:verage five-year-old children 

used the responso of animals or animal heads to this card whereas 

only one of Group V-S and none of Group V-VS used the concept. 

This may be explained in part by the fact that these l'nentally more 

mature children used the same general organization of the blot 

but they tended to assign human contact, indicating a more mature 

level of interest. The same tendene"J was followed also by Groups 

VI and VII ·who approached but did not reach the ·standard of fre-

quency required for a popular. 

Card III. The Entire Black Area. Younger children tend to see 

the mo.in black figure as a.11.imals rather than human beings in motion, 

hence in Groups V-A and V-S there ·were scarcely any popular responses 

"ahoreo.s Group V-VS and VI vrent ·well above the popular level of fre-

quency and Group VII approached it closely. 

The Center Red D. The popular response to this area is either 

a bow or a. butterfly in which color may or may not be used. Group 

V-A approached the popular level; all the other groups reached it. 
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Card VIII. A·popular is scored ·in the main if the side piy,Jc 

figures are seen as some kind of animals in m.otion in the performance 

proper. An addition al popular is scored if· (1) an animal in motion 

is gi val'J. for the first time in the inquiry, (2) en animal without 

motion is seen in the performance or inquiry or (3) if a response 

of birds or fish is given instead of animals. Only tvm children in 

each of the Groups V-A. and V-S gave main popular responses. Hmvever., 

so many of the children gave addi ti ona.l FM responses that animals 

in motion could be considered as a. popular response for all ·the 

groups if the performance and the inquiry are considered together. 

The appearance of animals in motion in the inquiry seemed to be the 

result of a longer period for perceptual maturation. 

Ga.rd X. The Light Green D in the Center Green Area of the Card. 

The usual · popular response of rabbi i1s: head v;as given by only 

one child in either group v~A or V-S., the area apparently being a 

little small or difficult for them to differentiate. Many of the 

chi ldre:n. did not even accept the concept when the area was spe-

cifically pointed out to them. The concept was given by a third 

of Group V1VS. Group VI approached the popular level of frequency, 

v.rhereFts Group VII fel 1 below the level. 

The Outer Blue Area. For this area the popular concept is 

any many-leg~ed creature such as a spider, crab or octopus. Groups 

V'-A, VI and VII approached closely -the popular level. Groups V-S 

and V-VS reached it. 

The average five-year-old group achieved the frequency level 

requirod of adult populars on Cards II, V and VIII; the average 



six-year-old group on Cerds III ( on both the entire black S.:..'1.d inner 

red areas), V and VIII, and the average sever.-year-old group on 

Cords I, the inner red on III., V, and VIII, and approached the 

popular level on Gard II, the black area of Card III and the outer 

blue area of Card X. 

'ro the writer, one of the most interesting findinr;s of this 

study is the apparent relative inability of the five-year-old 

children, ree;o.rdles s of their mental age to see popuiar concepts 

that they did not see spontaneously ·w-hen they looked .at the card 

before the period of testing the limits for populars. This pro-

cedure ·was carried out 011 _seven of the children of Group V-A, six 

of Group V-S and six of Group V-VS. Of these children only six 

res9onGes vrere made that ho.d not 1:,een given originally. Many of 

the children irrespective of the mental age could not see the 

popular concepts even when they were named and pointed out. Perhaps 

others folt as did the little girl who when 1?.sked vrhat the outer 

blue area on Card X vms, replied., "I can't quite tell. I'm not 

qui tc old 011:,ugh to knovr -vrhat it is. n 

The inability of the five-year-old children, during the testing 

of tho limits, to soe psrticularly the populars on Card X is in 

contraGt to Group VII. The testing of the limits vrns done on 

-b.-rnnty-oic;ht of the children of this group. Of the twenty who had 

not seen U1.0 outer blue as o. spider previously, eleven savr it 

ilrnnodiutely vrhon t ho n.roa y.;as pointed out to them without its being 

nn.mod. Sorno, hovrevor, could still not see it even when it w-as 
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named. In a like manner el'even _out of the twenty-six who b.ad not 

seen the rabbit's head nruned it immediately as soon as it was 

pointed out. 

The procedure of testing the limits for populars was not 

a part of the original plan and hence was not carried out as uni-

formly or systematically as we wish it had been. 

Vie shall now mention responses o·ther than the adult populars 

which the children give often enough so that they approach or reach 

the level of frequency of populars in at least one of the groups. 

The percentage of children is given in terms of the number who 

saw the response either as a main or additional response. 

TABLE }CV 

THE PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN GIVING RESPOl'TSES THAT 
APPROACH OR REA.CH THE FREQUENCY OF POPULAR RESPONSES 

BUT WHICH ARE NOT F10ill\JD IN THB REGULAR ADULT POPULA ... RESPONSES 

Cards 

I 

III 

IV 

VII 

VIII 

Response 

Face (Vf) 
(Entire Black Area) 
Animals 
Birds 
Winged Creature (W) 
Trees 
Human 
Animal 
Smoke or (W or W) 
Clouds 
Trees (W) 

Group Group 
V-A V-S 

42 

33 7 
25 
25 

25 

42 25 

42 25 

Group Group Group 
v-vs VI VII 

42 10 23 

25 18 10 
25 15 10 

25 28 15 
25 28 25 
17 28 13 

25 20 5 

The oingle most interesting finding here is that diffuse responses 

( smoke or clouds) are given frequently in the five- and six-year-old -

groups but that they tend to diminish on the seven-year level. 
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It is also interesting that Card IV which Rorschach said was 

more difficult to organize as avmole than in parts is responded to 

by over 50% of the six-year-old children as either a man or an 

animal, the response of man, gorilla or bear being considered an 

acceptabl0 answer even on an adult level. 

Originals 

It will be recalled that we assigned a status of original 

to the responses that have occurred only once in the 116 protocols. 

The responses gaining the tentative status of originals· at these 

a.ge levels are listed in Appendix A1 -v;here it will be noted that 

many of the responses designated as originals vtould be considered 

very usual responses for a.dul ts. 

Q,uality of 
Original 

o-
0 
0-

Total 0 

TABLE XVI 

AVERAGE 1Hil'1IB11R OF ORIGIHAL RESPONSES 

Group V-A 
N • 12 

.08 

.08 

.17 

Group V-S 
M • 12 

.42 

.75 

1.17 

Group V-VS 
N • · 12 

.50 

.25 

.25 
1.00 

Group VI 
H • 40 

.30 

.60 

.18 
1.08 

Group VII 
N • 40 

.35 

.33 

.03 

.70 

The above table shovrs scarcely any originals among the 

average fi ve-yeur-old chilc.1ren. There is a slight increase in the 

giving or originals with the increase in mental age with the ex-

ception of the seven-year-old group. The increase is not pro-

nounced enou~h to be used as a criterion for discriminating levels 

of intelligence ospeciaJ.ly considering the variation in the number 

of orit;ino.ls given by different individuals Ytl thin the r;roups. 
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The superior and very superior five-year-old groups give a 

fairly high proportion of poor original responses along ~Qth their 

good originals. 

Al though certain trends show a:u. increase vr.i.. th mental age; it 

is apparent from the several tables that the trends are very gradual 

and slight. The difference in the use of location areas:, determinants:, 

content categories and populars as reflected by the average for the 

different groups is not grea. t enough to differentiate one mental age 

level from another., -w-l thin the age range covered by the present study. 

It will become apparent; from the protocols presented in Ap-

pendix B, pp. that the individual differences in the total 

protocolo is great. It is so great, in fact, that 1nany protocols in 

each group are very similar to protocols in each of the other groups. 

One of the interesting incidental findings of this study is 

that in the performs.nee on the Terrnan-l!i:errill Revision of the 

Stanford Binet Test, Form L, there was greater variabil'i ty of per-

fonnanc e on the predominantly perceptual i terns or items stressing 

perceptual dii'ferentiati on than on other types of items. Thirty-

one of the forty average six-year-old children took their Form L 

tests Yd thin i~hirty days of their Rorschach test, the range being 

from O to 30 days and the averac;e number of days between the two 

tests being 5.5 days. On the VI-year level of Form L, twenty-eight 

of the thi rt~-one children ob ta.i.ned credit for the vocabulary i tern, 

twenty-two on tho memory for the bead pattern, twenty-two on the 
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mutilated picture., twenty-sfjven on number concepts, twenty-five 

on pictorial likenesses and differences and only twenty on the 

maze tracing. Vocabulo.ry and number concepts., areas ·where there 

might be o. greatest uniforrni ty of training reflect the least varia-

bility of performance. One might suppose, theoretically, that the 

chi ldron would e.ls o show· greater variability in their perceptual 

experiences on the Rorschach cards than on vocabulary and m.unber 

concepts. 

2. Comparison of the Three Five-Year-Old Groups 

The average five-year-old group, Group V-~ ,:ill be discussed 

in some detail and will be used as a basis of comparison with the 

other five-year-old groups ·which -will be discussed somevmat more 

briefly. 

This group of five-year-old children with high average intelli-

gence had an average reaction time for all the cards of 5.35, there 
. 

being no appreciable difference between the reaction time to colored 

and a.chromatic cards. 

'l'he average number of responses wa.s 12.6 with a range from 9 

to 23. Four of the children gave only one response to each card. 

Card X vras the mozt provoco.tive ca.rd vd th Ce .. rds III, VIII and IX 

follov:ing closely ~ftor. Card VIII called forth four popular responsen 

in nddi tion to tho omrn i'lhich had been given in the performance. 

Thi~ iz interesting to boar in mind when considering the inter-

pretive signifi en.nee o.ttachcd m a.deli tional responses. Of the 
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(2) The Position of the Card. Some inve~tigators permit a 

turning of the cards at will while others, such as Ford, do not 

permit the card to be turned at all. 

(3) The Amount of Urging of the Subject to Respond to the_ 

Ca,rds. 

(4) The Inquiry. Some investigators give the inquiry immediately 

after each ca.rd, while others leave the inquiry until the end of the 

main performance on all the cards. 

('6) Testing the Limits. This phase of Rorschach testing is 

usually omitted with very young children. because of the unproductive-

ness of the procedure. However, the prese:it study ·would indicate 

that the procedure of testing the limits for popular responses 

might prove to be very rewarding. 

(b) In the scoring of the test the follmung problems are 

among those tha.t need cla.rific a.ti on: 

(1) Definition of Scoring Symbols. The lack of uniformity in 

the standards for scoring is particularly evident in the scoring 

of usual details, movanent, shading and color responses, 

popular responses and original responses. 

(2) Evaluation of the Quality of a Response. The quality of a 

response is generally evaluated in rel a.tion to form accuracy., degree 

of differer.1.tiation and organization. This tri-partite standard is 

applied to evaluation of YI responses, F responses and all responses 

in which form plays a dominant role, and to O responses. At present 
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2. The five-year-old chHdren are in the kindergarten., where 

they are encourac;ed to communicate their ideas freely. Emphasis is 

placed on commur.i.ication rather than on criticalness of what is 

cormnun:Lca ted. 

Em1.11or of Approach. 

About two-thirds, or 66.21{, of the main responses vrere to 

cards as a whole. Of the D and d responses (31.8/{) only one response 

·was to a d area. There were no spo.ce responses given either in the 

nnin or additionally. 

q,uali ty of the Yn1ole 

The percentage of wholes falling into the 11-., W., W+ and W 

(FWD) v.rhere form is not the chief determinant., vvill be seen in 

Table 'V'!I., end the o..na.lysi s of form according to cards in Table 

VIII. Tho content of these Yi responses to different cards vrill 

be s eon in the nppendix on pages 202 to 233 • 

Cards IV, V, VI., end X elicited no whole responses in which 

there was interaction or interrelation among the parts. Cards IV,, 

VI, and X".\·,ere: difficult to organize as wholes vii th interrelated 

parts. Horscbach so.id of Card IV that 11Form and movement answers 

both (arc) comparatively difficult. Hore difficult to interpret 

as a Yrhole than are details;" of Ce.rd VI that it was "generally 

considered the mo3t difficult figure., 11 and of' Card X that "'whole 

ansvrors (nre) o.lraon·!; impossiblo. 11 (116., p. 52) It is not surprising 

thn.t tho form on these cu.rds was comparatively poor and loosely 

orcunizcd. Cord V, in contrast to these three qu.rds., is so easily 

orgnnizccl n.s a vr.i.nc;cd cree.turo that ono would not expect at this age 
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level a more complicated ore;a.ri..ization for this card. Card VII~ 

called forth only three responses in -vrhi ch the side animals were 

seen in rel a:tion to the center area. 

Determinants 

The per cent of and the average number of responses that fall 

into the different deternunant categories is shovm. in Table X; 

and the number of children usini; each determinant category in Table 

XI. 

Five ou.-t of the twelve children used K responses., these being 

given to Cards II and III, Y1here the black was seen as smoke in 

c anjunction to the red ·which was seen as fire. Since K appears so 

commonly at this rr..ental n.ge level, it may be an indication of 

diffusion in perception accompanying the level of mental development., 

rather than an indication of anxiety as it is theoreticaily supposed 

to be at the a.dul t level. There ·vrere no k or FK responses. Only 

one child gave a rather diffuse surface texture (CF) response. 

Two children gavo 1.1 responses., and seven gave FM responses 

in the performance proper. Only one child gave no color response. 

Tvio ch:i. ldren cave achromo:t.ic responses. 

Tho F co.togory had the highest per cent of the responses., there 

beinr; a F;~ of 56. 9. The catoGory having t.he next highest per cent 

of :responses was CF (13.9~n which was almost double the FG?; of 

7.3. 

Content 

The per cent of and tho o.verage number of responses c;i ven ·within 

tho different content cato6orics is sharm on Tr;.ble XII. The per cent 
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of children ·who gave responses in the different content categories 

is shown on Table XIII. The animal per cent was 47. 77s whereas the 

human per cent was only 6.9~{ . Rorschach found vrith adults that 

the animal per cent varied betv.reen 25 and 50J£, the higher animal 

per cent being associated with stereotypy and being conversely 

related to int ellie;ence. The plant per cent is · 16.6, higher than 

that for any other category except the anbnal category. Three 

of the children {;ave fi:re r·esponses to the red on Cards II and/or 

III. Tvro children g;ave responses of bone. 

Populars 

The percentage of IJopulars and the average number of popular 

responses, both main and additional, to the various cards is shovm 

in Tabl0 XIV. 1rhese children s hovred less abili VJ to attach the 

usual concept to the popular areas than eny other group. They also 

showed much less ability in perceiving the popular concepts when 

the popular areas were specifically pointed out to them. To seven 

children in this group all the popular areas to which they had 

not responded were pointed out. Of the possible fif"t:>r-five responses 

only three popular responses were given. Host of the c hi.ldren 

persisted in the original response given to the whole card or the 

part of tho card, as the case mi ght be. In this they shovred a certain 

rigidity of thinking mentioned in Chapter II. Generally, even though 

the popular concept vm.s named for the child and pointed out to him., 

he still could not see it, \Then the children did chance their con-

cepts, the chonr;e was to some other concept equally far removed 
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from the popular. For example., when the blue (spider) top side 

area was pointed out., different children gave the response of fire., 

bones., and flower. 

The behavior of this average group of five-year-olds in relation 

to testing the limits on the popular areas is in enough contrast 

to the other groups so that it would seem that it might be a profitable 

routine practice since it seems to help differentiate the average 

five-year-old child from more advanced mental age levels. 

Perseveration end Repetition 

The term persevera.tion is used to denote the pattern wherein 

the subject~ having once given a response applies that same response 

inappropriately to subsequent consecutive whole cards. The term 

repetition of ideas is used to denote the repetition of an idea in 

response to different cards or parts of cards the idea or concept 

being more or less appropriate to the card in question. The amount 

of persevem tion and repeti. tion is most pronounced in Group V-A 

as one might suppose. 

The most frequently repeated or persevcrated concept is trees 

repeated by four children. The next most frequently repeated con-

cept is fire., r;iven by three children. The same kind of animal 

,·ms persevera ted by only tvm children. The most interesting single 

finding from a:no.lyzing tl1is material is that eight of the twelve 

children 6 ttvo the some response to Cards VIII and IX., seven of 

the cldl 6ren givinc; perseverated color responses. According to 

Klopfer, Cord IX is the most frequently rejected of any of the 
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cards. 17ithin the present age group, it apparently proved to be 

the most difficult card as far as establishing an appropriate 

individual response. The patterns of perseveration are shown 

below. The individual in the series is represented by the arabic 

number. 

Subject Concept Cards 

1 Butterfly I and IV to X Inc. 

2 Tree I , IV, VI , VI II , IX, and X 
Fire II, III, VII, and IX 

3 Birds I to IV and VII 
Bones VI 
Bloody Bone s VIII to X Inc. 

4, Bear I and II 
Grasshopper VI and VII 
'rree VIII and IX 

5 Tree IV, VI 
Colored Trees VIII and X 
Fire III, VII, IX 

6 Tree I, II and XIII (W) 
Animals Climbing Houses VIII, D~, X 
Fire II, III 

7 Decorations VIII and IX 

8 Flowers VIII to X Inc. 

9 Flower VIII and IX 

10 to 12 None 
Inc. 

Persevero.tion and repetition of ideas is evident in all the 

other groups to a somev1hat less degree than in the average five-

yenr-old children. Klopfer and Margulies reported that only one 
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five-year-old child and none of the six-year-old children gave 

perseverated responses to over tbree cards. 

General Attitude 

The children for the :most part gave their answers in a rather 

matter-of fact vmy as if they felt that their comparatively un-

differentiated answers were qµite adequate. A few children voiced 

some uncertainty about their percep·ti ons as did the 1i ttle girl 

who said, "These are what I say they are, aren't they?" There was 

scarcely any real criticism expressed either toward the cards or 

tov.rard themselves as is frequently found in the older children. 

Only tvm of the children in this group expressed the idea that one 

of their responses had been "silly. 1t Only t··vrn children changed 

a response that had once been given. Both of these responses had 

been given to Card VI. 

1Yhen a child was asked what about the card made him respond 

vrl. -th the particular concept given, he was likely to say, "It just 

does," to repeat the original response, or to give some general 

answer as for example, to tho question "What a.bout the card makes 

it look like a. butterfly, the child vras likely to answer, "It has 

w.ings" or "It has a. head and tail. 11 The pictures that the children 

drew of the concepts which are frequently given as popular responses 

shoned such lack of differentiation that it was often difficult to 

discern ru1ything that differentiated one dravdng from another. 

'fhese children did not seem to be particularly disturbed by 

illogical aspocts of their resp:mses. There seemed to be four 

Eenoro.l patterns dealini; v;i th v:hat the adult would consider dis-

c:repo.ncios: 
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1. Being apparen tlJr unaware of the lack of logic as was, for 

example., the little boy who having given the response tree to Card 

IV explained in the inquiry that it was a tree ncaus e I can see the 

t wo hands and legs and the arms and the mouth. 11 Vfuen -the examiner 

asked him ·what the arms and mouth belonged to., he resp onded de-

cisively., "The tree!" 

2. Leaving the concept as it is., but voicing a question about 

it. For example., a little girl responded with bird to Card V and 

then asked., "Do birds have ears? 11 Another child wro had responded 

to Card IV with bears added that the upper sided were 0 ears or 

hands. Bears surely don't have hands., do they?" 

3. Thinking up some logical solution to explain a discrepancy 

i.Jetvreen the blot area and the concept mentioned as di_d the child 

vrho having given the response of cat to Card VI, exclaimed., nwo 

tail! Oh v-reJ.l., play like these are its tails (lower side D). Ho., 

its tail is back ( of it) play like." 

4. Deciding between tvro concepts susgested by different aspects 

of the card as did the boy who to Cord III responded., "Some men., 

t-\'fo men. They have shoes like women., 11 and in the inquiry he pointed 

to collars and the tie thinking that they 11iade them look more like 

r.ien. The fact that the boy noticed of a sudden that the men ·were 

"playinc; football" seemed to be the deciding factor in the decision 

thnt the figures ·were men. 

As a whole, hov:over, these children were much less disturbed 

by illoc;icul o,spects of their concepts thon vmre children who were 

somewhat more nv1turc mentally. 
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The quantitative differences between these two groups, as 

indicated by the average number of responses., have been shovm on 

the several tables which demonstrate that there is a slight general 

increase in the degree of differentiation in al 1 areas: Location., 

determinants., contents, and original responses. 

Greater differentiation is reflected not only v,ri thin the cate-

gories but also within the responses themselves. The superior 

children have more highly differentiated perceptions and concepts. 

They tend, :more than do the children of the less able group., to 

point out one or ma.."ly parts of the ca.rd in order to explain their 

responses. The evidenced awareness of details leads to a greater 

number of TJvY responses and may le ad to poor form responses. However., 

the poor form may., in many instances., reflect greater intellectual 

maturity than vague undifferentiated., though not necessarily in-

accurate, responses. In the superior group one child responded 

to the whole of C2rd V with "dog" and another child responded with 

"rabbit" on the basis of the head and feet; these hvo children had 

differentiated aspects of their concepts with out being able critically 

to exclude the "wings" in their perceptual experience, as a slightly 

more mature child would do. 

The greater differentiation of the superior children is also 

evidenced in the widened interest in faces. No face responses 1vere 

given by Group V-A but five children of Group V-S responded to Gard I 

al one wi. th some type of face response. The idea of the face was 

carried over to Card II by one of the children. 
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Only five of these twelve superior children gave perseverated 

responses to Ce.rd IX in contrast to eight of the twelve average 

five-year-old chi..lciren. The former group also gave better form 

to the more diffirult cards., Cards Vl., VII and IX.· 

Increased mental maturation was accompanied by greater cri ti.cal-

ness as was evidenced by one child who., having given the response of 

"a tw-o-eyed wolf" to Card I said in inquiry., "It doesn't really look 

like a vrolf. It just makes me think of one. n The greater critical-

ness may be one of the reasons for the· slight increase in rejections 

of cards. 

The same trends shovm by Group V-S were carried still further 

by Group V-VS as is evident in the several tables. The very superior 

group gave a lovrer per cent of W- and higher per cent of W and W+ 

v than did the average group o~· superior group. Eighty-three per cent 

of Group V-VS gave M res pons es ei thcr in· the performance proper or 

in the inquiry in contrast to 17 .per cent of the average five-year-

old chiluren. The superior group also gave more popular responses. 

For comparison of oon tent see Appendix A. 

As a group the very superior five-year-old children seemed the 

most self-assured of any of the groups. In spite of the differences 

in the averages of the categories given by .the three groups of five-

y0ar-old children., individual records in each group were similar 

eno~h so that one could not differentiate them as belonging i:o one 

group ruther than another. 
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3. Comparison of the Average Five-, Six-, and Seven-Year~Old Groups 

We ha:ve shown in several tables the quantitative data pertinent 

to these three groups. 1Ve have also discussed at sorr~ length the 

protocols of the average five-year-old children. Tie shall limit 

our di scu ssi on here to the material not already covered. 

Of the average six-year-old children, thir°bJ-five were in 

kindergarten and only five were in the first grade. The group as a 

whole shovrnd a spontaneity of expression characteristic of kinder-

garten. They were for the most part less restrained than the average 

seven-year-old children, who were in the first grade. 

In comparing the perceptual experiences of the average six-year-

old children with the average five-year-old children two factors 

should be kept in mind: (1) that the older children can perceptually 

differentiate more details from and within the whole, and (2) that 

their concepts also o.re more highly differentiated. The increased 

maturation which enhances the potential ability to give responses 

also enlarges for the child the problem of reconcilfug the differ-

entiated parts of the card with concepts that arise. 

Apparently, vn. th increased differentiation, the reality demands 

of the stimulus itself are accentuated, making the cards more 

problematical for the child of six than for the child of five. 

'rhe increased dif fict.1.lty is reflected in the increase of expressions 

of doubt ond cri tica.lness of the children directed both toward 

themselves for not being able to respond to their satisfaction and 

toward the card. 
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This enhanced perceptual complexity of the cards is apparent in 

several areas, which are not mutually exclusive, such as the follow·-

ingi 

a. Increased number of rejections of the whole card in the 

performance or in inquiry and the rejection of parts of 

responses. 

b. Fxpressions of uncertainty which might be divided into: 

1. Remarks about the cards. The records are full of such 

remarks as, "I don't know. It looks like a. • • • ; 

"That looks more like a ••• 11 ; "I'll call this a •• 

"Goodnight! A butterfly sort of O; "I don't know what. 

ti. . , 

Nothing is on here. Probably it's some kind of an eaglen; 

"This is a long r;uess, I' 11 cal 1 it dirt, 11 and "I don't 

know· what the red is. (Center red on Card II.) I can't 

even guess this red. 11 

2. Respc:n ses. In analyzing the responses the uncertainty 

seems to accompany: 

(1) Difficulty in clearly differentiating a sub-whole or 

sub-Gestalt, centering attention on that area and 

excluding the rest of the card. This type of diffi-

culty is frequently seen on Card V. The rabbit figure 

in the center of the card transiently emerges or 

partly emerges from the whole and pres en ts a problem. 

The difficulty six-year-old children had with their 

perceptual experiences on this particular card is 

shown in such responses as the following: 
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"It looks like a rabbit but it doesn't look like one 

to me because it has vdngs. It looks like a bat. n 

"It looks like a rabbit between it., 11 and in the inquiry 

there was added, "These ears and feet are like a 

rabbit. I don't know vm.at i t 1 s in between1111 (referring 

to the wing areas of the card). 

"It's a bmmy with great big long feet., three pairs of 

feet.," and in the inquiry the comment was made., "It's 

a rabbit because his ears are like a rabbi t--funny 

rabbit." 

"A big bunny and there is something over there ( usual 

wings), I don't knov; -wnat he is carrying." 

One of the 1 east ab le cbi ldren of this group gave 

two responses in the main, "Rab bit and butterfly," 

but in the inquiry added in a syncreti c manner saying., 

"It's a rabbit-butterfly. The rabbit has got two wings. 

It's just one rabbi "b with wings." 

(2) Changes in concept. Various details of the blot area 

sug;gest different concepts so that it\ is difficult for 

a child to choose v1hich concept is to him the most 

appropriate. Different details frequently cause a child 

at this mental e..r;e level to change his resi?onse from: 

(a) One animal concept to another. An example of this 

first type of chan6e is shovm by a little girl who 

responded to C'..trd VI vwi th "Some kind of bug crawling.," 

n.nd in the inquiry added 11 The legs go down just like 

a turtle and it has those things (whiskers) almost 
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like a cat. u This same child when drawing various 

animals frequently given as popular responses drew 

a spider. m1en the spider vms completed she said~ 

"I-t;' s almost like a turtle." Another child when 

presented with Card IX said., "A piece of a dress or 

a piece of a head or something. I guess it's a tiger 

or an elephant." In the inquiry the child said., 

"It; doesn't look like a dress; I got it ' mixed up 

Yn.th that other one (Card VIII). It's a. giraffe 

but.it's not the right color. They have spots on 

them. This one doesn't. It's just one giraffe, 

part of its head," and to the question of what about 

the card makes it look like a giraffe, the child 

said, "Well., this pa.rt -there (orange) is sort of 

the right color. 

(b) An animal concept to a human or humanoid con-

cept, or vie e versa. Two children were ·not 

sure whether the figures on Card III were 

birds or humans; the first child said, "Is 

th.i.s little chickens or men?" and in inquiry 

decided that U:oy were mEn because "they ain't got 

no more leg. They have wings, funny head and a 

mouth like a chicken. The.t' s their little tiny 

birds they' re carrying with them." ( loi:rnr center 

black) and n secon<l child responded to the same 

ca.rd vn th "Tv.ro 
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women looking at each other., u ~d in the inquiry 

decided that they vrere not ·women but "birds looking 

at each other. Got long mouth. They are carrying 

pocketbooks." 

(c) One sex to another. Four of the children gave 

responses to Card III indicating that they per-

ceived the black figures., commonly seen as men., as 

a male and female figure. One of the children vrns 

puzzled because they "look so much alike you can't 

tell who is mamma and who is papa." The same child 

who gave this response said of Card IV., ttit's a big 

mamma bear or a papa bear sitting on a log" and 

finally decided it was a mamma bear because of the 

high heels. 

(3) Criticalness toward the cards. In the six-year-old 

children there is also an increased criticalness of the 

cards, as is shovn1 by these remarks given by different 

children: To Ca.rd IV "The::;e look like wings. I can 

draw better than that"; to Card I 11A black window., a 

silly windowtt with the explanation in inquiry that the 

window was silly because "It isn't square." and to 

Card VII "You should have nade another ear. v~'ho made 

that silly thing w.i. thou t an ear?" 

Proportionately less criticalness and uncertainty vras expressed 

by the loner third of this average s ix-yeer-old group than by the 

more nble children. 
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Although there _was much repetition of ideas within the individual 

protocols, there was not nearly so much perseverati. on. Only 13% of 

these children gave the same perseverated response to Card IX that 

they had given to Card VIII., vmereas 671{ of the -average five-year- . · 

old group gave a perseverated response to Card IX. Only one child 

out of the forty ·showed no repetition of ideas. The most frequently 

repeated idea ·was that of butterfly given in a repetitive man..-rier by 

fifteen children. ( One child persevera ted v.ri th the idea of butterfly 

to nine cards !llld another child to eight cards). The next most 

frequently repea:ted idea vras that of tree, repeated by eight children, 

which was followed closely by the idea of fire, which was repeated by 

seven children. 

The protocols of the avera.se seven-year-old children seem to 

represent a comparatively less able group than the protocols of the 

averac;e six-year-old children as is evidenced by the longer reaction 

time, the greater number of rejecti on.s, the smaller nu:rriber of M 

responses, the higher w-;~., and the less highly differentiated responses. 

The protocols' of the seven-year-old children shovf greater uniforrni ty 

and less resourcefulness than the average six-year-old responses. 

The [_;ree.ter tmiforrnity of responses may reflect the greater uni-

formity of educ nti onal experience and possibly that the average 

group selected on the basis of the Terman-t1errill Test shows less 

variation in ability than do groups at the younger age levels. 
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4. A Comparison of Group V-S with Group VI and 

of Group V-VS with Group VII 

Group V-S gave on the average only about a fou1:th as many 

M responses and a half as many FM responses as did Group VI. 

Tho younger group also gave fewer human and animal responses and 

many more object and plant responses and somewhat more architecture 

and fire responses. The younger group gave only 2.7 popular responses 

on the average (main and additional) as against 3. 5 for the older 

group. 

A comparison of Group V-VB -rri th Group VII show-s that the former 

group has a much shorter reaction time., fewer rejections., lower 

W-1~ and much higher Y{,1,7~. The average number of' H responses is • 92 

for Group V-VS while for Group VII it is only .l33. - The human content 

is higher. Object, plant., a.rcbi tecture., smoke., and fire responses 

a.re more frequent. 

5. Signs of b'motional Adjustment 

Al though it was not the purpose of this present study to in-

vestigate the validity of the Rorschach Test as an instrument for 

dis criminatinG the de6rees of personality adjustment., it neverthe-

less seems appropriate to point out that., according to our norma-

tive data., the signs o.f adju3·bnmt used by Davidson for differ-

entiating the degree of adj us iment in adults are not particularly 

o.pplica.ble for childre!1 five, six, and seven years of age. 
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A list of these signs with explanation follows: 

Adjustment Signs Usea by Davidson 

1. M FM or M .,. FM means that the number of }.JI responses (human move-

ment) is at least equal to or greater than the Bi responses 

(animal movement). Hormal., intelligent., ~11-adjusted individuals 

usually have more M than FM responses. 

· 2. M., 3 or more (including additional M responses) means that the 

number of M responses including those given addi ti.onally should 

be at least three. Three or more M responses are expected from 

a normal intelligent adult. 

3. Stnn C Fc+c+C' means that the value of the responses to the bright 

colors (½ number of FC + number of CF ,._ l~ number of C) is larger 

than tho number of resporIBes to the achromatic colors (gray., 

black., and white) plus responses using shading as texture. An 

individual adjusted to his surroundings will have more bright 

color responses than texture and achromatic color responses; 

those fearful of external situations., will want to play safe 

and retreat to the achromatic colors and shading. These people 

may as a result., appear outwardly adjusted but have inner con-

f'li cts. 

4. F<'/o., 50 or less means that the number of responses in which only 

the outline of the blot is used comprises half the entire number 

of responses or less. An individual with a satisfactory degree 

of rational control and., at the same time., a sufficient degree 

of spontaneity gives a.bout 20 to 50~~ F responses of the total 

numbor of responses. 
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5. Dd + S, 101~ or less means that the nmnber of responses in which 

a rare detail or white space is used is less than 10% of the total 

number of responses. More than 101s rare detail answers may 

represent anxiety or an inability to see the things most people 

attend to. 
/ . 

6. P, 4 or more (and less than 30%). It is expected that normal, 

healthy individuals give at ·least four popular responses but 

not more than 30% of his total responses. P responses indicate 

the ability to think along the lines of other people which is 

essential even of very intelligent individuals if they are to 

be considered adjusted. 

7. R, more than 20 means that the total number of responses is more 

than twenty. Normal, intelligent adults rarely give fewer than 

20 responses. 

8. FC CF or FC + CF means that the number of FC responses (form 

with bright color) is either equal to or greater than the nurriber 

of CF responses {bright color vn th indefinite form). A well- · 

adjusted individual usually has more FC than CF responses. 

9. FC, 2 or more indicates some capacity to make adequate social 

adjus-bnen ts. From a normal individual at least two FC responses 

are expected. 

10. No pure C means that a normal adjusted individual does not usually 

give color responses \Yhich disregard form and content completely. 

11. %age to last three cards., 401~ or over means that the number of 

responses to the last three cards is approximately 40% or more 
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(up to 60% the total number of responses. A socially well-

adjusted individual is stimulated as much by the three colored 

cards as he is by the other cards and, therefore, should give 

approximately one-third of his responses to these cards. However, 

40% instead of 30% is used because the possibility of seeing 

details in the last three cards is greater. 

12. FK + Fe, 2 or more meo:ns that a healthy, intelligent individual 

gives at least two responses involving the use of shading in a 

controlled rnanner. These answers represent tact and ability to 

introspect. 

13. W:M = 2:1 means that the optimum relation between whole responses 

and human movement responses is two to one. This is an index 

of productivity in relation to creative ability. 

14. A% less than 50 means that the number of animal responses (A ·+ 

Ad) does not exceed 50% of -the total number of responses • . Too 

many animal responses indicate stereotypy in thinking. 

15. No color shock means that there are no signs in the Rorschach of 

color shock which may indicate a neurotic make-up. 

16. No shading shock moans that there a.re no signs of shading shock. 

17. No refuse.ls means that at least one response is given to each 

of the ten cards during the performance. Normal individuals 

are expected to see something on each of the cards. (40, 36-36) 

For the signs of adjusilnent used by Gair in her study of superior 

seven-year-old children, see page 72 for the signs of adjustment 

used by Svvift in her investigation of preschool children see pages. 7rl;•.;!.7J7/ 

and for the signs that Ford found to be significant see page 7B . 
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TABLE XVII 

IlTCIDE:WE OF SIGNS OF .A.Dt.17.iSTUEl-TT USED BY DAVIDSON 

Signs of Adjustment In Terms of Averages Per Cent of Children 
of Groups Showing Signs 

V-A V-S v-vs VI VII V-A v-s V-VS VI VII 

1. M FM or M + FM 8 42 28 8 
2. M, 3 or more 8 5 
3. Stm1 C Fe .,_ c + C 1 (or = to) + + + + + 83 67 67 75 88 
4. F%, 50 or less + + 25 17 50 48 53 
5. Dd + S, 10% or less + + + + + 100 92 92 88 90 
6. P, 4 or more (and less than 30%) 8 
7. R, more than 20 8 3 3 
8. FC CF or FC + CF 33 33 25 28 48 
9. FC, 2 or more 33 25 33 18 35 

10. No pure C + + + + + 100 100 84 95 100 
11. 1~ age of last three cards, 40J~ or over 17 17 33 38 38 
12. FK•Fc, 2 or more 3 
13. Vi:1Ji = 2:1 
14. A% less than 50 42 8 50 50 55 
15. No color shock* ... ... ... + + 92 83 83 80 90 
16. Mo shading shock ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17. No refusals .. + +· + + 100 84 

*Number who used color in the main responses. 

-t Sign is used in colunm to indicate when the sign of adjustment is shown in terms of the averages 
of categories. 



There is little agreement among the various authors as to 

the signs of adjustment in children. Truce, for example, the number 

of P responses. Paulsen says that the complete absence of any P 

responses seems to be more significant than any other indication of 

pathological condition (and adds that as judged from the criteria 

appropriate to an older group about half of the six-year-old protocols 

seemed to some extent pathological. Gair found the number of P to 

be one of the most useful criteria in differen t:i.ating levels ~f adjust-

ment. Ford, to the ccntrary, ·wrote that "Rorschach' s claim that P 

responses are indicative of the individual's tendency to conform to 

sroup standards is not supported," ( 27, p. 93) by her study. The 

greatest agreement about criteria seems to be in the area of color 

responses al though there is not a uniformi VJ of opinion about what 

one should expect at different age levels in regard to the relative 

proportion of FC, CF and C within the color responses. 

Table XVII shows which of the adjustment signs used by Davidson 

appeared in each group in this s"b..ldy in terms of the averages of the 

groups and also in terms of the percentages of the children in each 

group in whose protocols these signs appeared. An inspection of 

this table makes it apparent that comparatively few of the signs of 

adjustment are shovm in the averages for each group. That so few 

signs of adjusunent appear seems to be due largely to the fact that 

these signs of adjustment in adults require a higher level of 

differentiation than these children have yet reached. The signs 

which do not appear because of developmental immaturity are 
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(1) M)FM or M -= IiM, (2) M, 3 or more., (6) P., 4 or more and less 

than 30%, (8) FC)CF or FC • CF, (9) FC, 2 or more, (12) ,FK ::i. Fe., 

2 or more and (13) W:M = 2:1. Sign number 7 R., more than 20., may 

be lacking for similar reasons. 

One of the signs that does appear in all the groups., namely 

number 5., Dd + S., 10% or less., is rather meaningless because these 

children have not yet reached the stage where they are differen-

ti a ti:ng many unusual areas., the predominance of the responses being 

W and D responses. 

It is interesting to note that at even these young age levels., 

the F% and are below 50~~ for the averages of the five-year-old 

groups and that the A% is below 50% for the groups VI and VII.. 

The criteria used for judging color shock in adults seems 

scarcely applicable for children, so we have indicated on the chart 

merely the children who have not given color responses in the main 

perfonnance. The criteria used for judging shading shock in adults 

seems also inappropriate to children., first becuase such a com-

paratively large number of young children apparently respond to 

diffuse shading and such a co:npara tively small number respond to 

surface or texture shading. Hmce w-e have placed question marks 

opposi-t~e the "no shading" category. With the high use of color 

one would naturally expect the sum of color to be higher than the sum 

of Fe ,. c + C' responses, as it is shown to be. One wo1.,:ld also 

expect scarcely any pure C responses at these age levels. 
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On Table XVII under the heading Per cent of children showing 

signs, the reader vr.ill note that (1) approximately 50% of groups 

V-VS, VI and VII have Ffo and A% of 50% or less (2) that 25% of 

Group V-A and only 17% of group V-S have F% of 50 or less, (3) the 

increase of responses on the last three cards with increasing 

mental age, and (4) that scarcely any children reached the criteria 

of P, 4 or more (and less than 30%). Although a nurnber of children 

reached 4 P responses, the P per cent generally exceeded 30% because 

of the comparatively low· number of total responses. 

Although the areas of relationship mentioned in Davidson's 

signs of adjus·anent may be very significant for these age levels, 

the absolute number and the percentages are for the most part not 

appropriate. 

The defining of criteria for judging the adjustment of children 

by the Rorschach Test logically should be arrived at by (1) a study 

of genetic levels as reflected in the Rorschach Test, (2) a setting 

up of criteria for judging degrees of adjustment at the different 

genetic levels by other means than by the Rorschach and (3) a 

discovering of the signs in the individual Rorschach protocols that 

reflect the degree of adjustment of the individual children. This 

type of investigation is at present most urgently needed. 
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F. Gonclusions 

_The conclusions of this study are presented under the following 

headings: 

1. Administration and Scoring. 

(1) The use of an additional introductory card before the 

regular set -of cards., as is the practice of some examiners., does 

not seem at all necessary., since the responses to Ce.rd I have not 

been marked by significantly longer reaction times., more rejections., 

or poorer form. Card I vvas placed first in the series by Rorschach 

apparently because it was a good introductory card. He wrote of 

it., "Failure is almost never encountered. It stimulates form and 

movement equally. Easy to interpret as a Ylfuole and in Detro. ls." 

(116., P• 52) 

(2) The urging of the child to give as ~any responses to 

euch card as he can seems to be a practice preferable to the one 

'\Ye follov;ed in which we suggested at the beginning of the test that 

the child could turn the card over -.as soon as he was through. The 

former method encourages the giving of fuller and hence probably 

more revealing protocols than the latter method. The former method 

also tends to increase the number of main responses and to decrease 

the number of additional responses. 

( 3) Thero would seem to be decided advantages when testing 

children of ho.vine; the inquiry for each card follow immediately the 

mo.in performance on each card rather than vm.iting for the inquiry 

until o.fter tho main performance on all the cards as we have done 
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in the present study. Immediate inquiry would eliminate difficulties 

that arise from the fluidity of a child's memory of hi~ . earlier 

perceptual experiences. 

( 4) Differentiating rigidly as we have done betvreen responses 

given in the performance and thos~ given in the inquiry seems to 

us to create an artificial divisicm in the child's percept\lal ex-

periences. That he gives a ·response in the inquiry rather than in 

the performance seems often to be due merely to the fact that a 

child had had a longer period during which his perceptual experiences 

could mature. 

(5) Although testing of the limits is generally omitted 

with children., the present study indicates that it is of value., 

especially in respect to finding out about the child's ability to 

respond to popular areas to which he did not respond spont~_eously 

during the performance, when these areas subsequently are pointed 

out to him. 

2. The Use of the Rorschach Test as a Test of Intelligence. 

(1) Although there are certain trends appare:1t with the 

increase of mental age, the differences in the.averages of the 

different categories at the different mental age levels of five, 

six, and seven years a.re so slight that they do not serve to dif-

ferentiate at all decisively one level from another. 

(2) The present stucy shows that the follo~~ng categories 

tend i:n increase with increased nen tal age,-+Yffo, FM, M, FC, H, and P. 

The ca.tegori es that decrease with :rr.ental age are as follows; in 
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locution area the W-~~., among the determinants Kand CF, and among 

the contents., A, Pl, Fire, Smoke., and Bones. 

(3) The individual. ·total protocols within each compara-

tively homogeneous group shQ!/r great individual differences when 

judged by the usual criteria of judging mental ability on the 

Rorschach Test. Moreover there is close similarity of many total 

protocols taken from different groups. 

( 4) The performance of thirty-one six-year-old children 

vmo were tested on the Terman-Merrill Revision of the Stanford-

Binet Test, Form L within a.n average of 5.5 days of their Rorschach 

tests., indicates that there is greater individual variation on the 

perforrrance items in vrhich perceptual experience plays a dominant 

role than in items such as vocabulary and number concepts that may 

reflect a greater uniformity of training. 

(5) Because of the great differences in individual protocols 

at the different mental age levels and because, according to the 

usual criteria for judging intelligence by Rorschach., some protocols 

indicate much more intelligence and sane much loss intelligence 

than is evidenced in other tests, we feel that one should be ex-

ceedingly cautious about making judgments that an individual Rorschach 

protocol indi. rotes more intelligence than is indicated by other in-

tolli~ence tests. 

3. Genernl Observations of the Different Age Groups 

(1) All the children of the average five-year-old group, 

without being particularly critical either of themselves or of the 
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cards., gave some response to each card. However., they shmv-ed a 

great deal of perseveration particularly on the last three cards. 

(2) Some of the protocols of the very superior five-year-

old children show more differentiation, organization., and inter-

action of parts ·vrithin the whole of the card than did the average 

five-year, six-year., or seven-year-old children. The superior 

children for the most part showed quite a bit of self-asst1:rance. 

(3) The average six-year-old group, the members of which 

·were for the most part still in kindergarten., showed greater re-

sourcefulness and differentiation than the average five-year-old 

child and also expressed many more doubts about their perceptual 

experiences than did the young er or older children. 

( 4) The average seven-year-old group seaned more critical 

of their respcnses and at the same time less resourceful than the 

other groups. This criticalness is reflected probably in the 

increased reaction time to the cards., in the greater number of 

rejections and ro.Uer obviously in the critical remarks directed 

toward the cards. This group of protocols as a whole were more 

uniform and less imaginative than the other groups. This may re-

flect (1) greater uniforntl.ty of educational experience ru.1d also 

(2) the possibility that the a.vera:_se group selected on the basis 

of the Terman-l!terrill Test shows f'evrnr differences at this age than 

flt the younger o.ge levels. 

4. Several Specific Findings. 

(1) Klopfer o.ssumed th.at r:I occurred under the age of 

eight yoarn Generally only in the protocols of superior children. 
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vfo have found that M responses were given either in the main or 

additionally by 17% of the aver age i'i ve-year-old, 58% of the aver age 

six-year-old, and 48f~ of the average seven-year-old children. 

(2) Among the average five-year-old children (a) the 

ability to give independent responses to Ca.rd IX, and (b) the 

inability to pick out or respond to populars in the testing of 

the limits, s eerned as significant as any specific responses that 

·were given as indice,tions of the general level of their development. 

(3) Much the most difficult cards to organize as a whole 

were Cards VI, VII, IX, and X. Hmce good organization on these 

cards deserves especial attention in the evaluation of intelligence. 

5. Signs of :Emotional Adj1rstment. 

An analysis of the average number of responses falling within 

each category and of the per cent of children. responding in each 

category sho!l that most of the adjustment signs listed by Davidson 

are quite inappropriate for application to the average five-, six-, 

or seven-y<:nr-old children. The following signs are inappropriate 

because the children have not yet reached the level of maturation 

vrhere the relationship indicated in the signs appea.rl3: 

lOFM or 11 = F'M; H, 3 or more; P, 4 or more and less than 30%; 

FC) CF or FC = CF; FC, 2 or more; FK and Fe, 2 or more end 11:M = 

2:1. The sign R, more than 20, may be lacking for similar reasons. 

One sign the chi.ldrw did shatr, namely that Dd and S is equal 

to or is lens than 10%, is meanm gless because these children have 

not yet roached the stage of development where they use many Dd 

responses. 
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The usual criteria for color shock and shading in adults do 

not seem to be appropriate for children. 

Even children as young as six years of a ge have F% and A% 

of loss than .50%. The low- F% is :p3.rtly d.ue to. the higher number 

of color responses. 

6. H orma ti ve Data 

(1) One of the main contributions of this study is the 

listing of all the main responses as to location and content for 

each card. These lists will be found in Appendix A. 

(2) We have also presented sample protocols ·which show 

(a) the r.iethod of sooring used in the present study, (b) and the 

contrast of a protocol of one of the most able children ~ith a 

protocol of one of the least able children in each group as judged 

by the usual criteria for judging mental ability. 

G. Suggestions for Future Studies of' 

The Rorschach Test with Children 

I. Among the major problems for research in this area are 

those of developiq; uniformity (a) in the a~inistration of the 

test, (b) in the scoring of the test, and (c) in the interpretation 

of the test so that data from different workers can be compared 

more meaningfully than it is possible to do at present. 

In the administering of the test it would be fortunate if , 

there could be uniformity of practice in the following respects: 

(1) The Use of an Introductory Ink-blot. 
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(2) The Position of the Card. Some inve~tigators permit a 

turning of the cards at will while others, such as Ford, do not 

permit the card to be turned at a 11. 

(3) The Amount of Urging of the Subject to Respond to .the. 

Cards. 

( 4) The Inquiry. Some investie;ators give the inquiry inrrnediately 

after each card, while others leave the inquiry until the end of' the 

main performance on all the cards. 

('6) ·Testing the Limits. This phase of Rorschach testing is 

usually omitted with very young children because of the unproductive-

ness of the procedure. However, the present study vrould indicate 

that the procedure of testing the limits for popular responses 

might prove to be very rewarding. 

(b) In the scoring of the test the follmving problems are 

among those that need clarification: 

(1) Definition of Scoring Symbols. The lade of uniformity in 

the standards for scoring is particularly evident in the scoring 

of usual details., movanent, shading and color responses, 

popular responses and original responses. 

(2) Evaluati 011 of the Queli ty of a Response. The quality of a 

resporise is generally evaluated in relation to form accuracy, degree 

of differeri.tiation and organization. This tri-partite standard is 

applied to evaluation of Y/ responses, F responses and all responses 

in v1hich form plays a dominant role, and to O responses. At present 
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there is almost no standard by which the quality of a response 

can be evaluated objectively on the lower age levels. 

(3) Akin to ,the foregoing problem is that of evaluating in 

some quantitative way the relative amount of accuracy, differentiation 

and organization in the whole protocol. Dif'ferent systems of 

quantifying results have been developed by Beck., Hertz., Klopfer and 

Davidson and Ford. They are difficult to apply because of a lack 

of definite criteria for evaluation and because of a lack of scoring 

samples. 

c. Interpretation. We need ma-a substantiation of the theo-

retical assumptions used in interpretation of single categories 

and of the inter-relations hips existing among the categories. 

II. A second outstanding need in this field is for large 

normative smdies at tre different age levels. These studies should 

be accompanied by studies of criteria of adjustment at the different 

age level.s aside from the Rorschach. Also study should be made of 

how· the Rorschach protocols reflect the degrees of adjustment of the 

individual children as judged by other criteria of adjustment. 

Rorschach himself suggested that a normative study should include 

at least 100 children at each level. It seems to the writer that 

using children of average mental ability at the different age levels 

would be preferable to using inferior:. average and superior children 

at each of the chronological age levels. 
/ 

III. A third need' is for the development of longitudinal studies 

of children perhaps at half-year intervals under five years of age 
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and at yearly intervals thereafter. Ideally such . studies should be 

accompanied by (1) studies of the child's emotional. adjustment 

in order to ascertain the extent to which the Rorschach reflects 

any changes in adjusiment., and (2) by tests of intelligence to 

ascertain (a) how· increased mental maturation is reflected by the 

protocols and (b) what differences there are in the protocols of 

wel 1- adjusted children of the same mental age level. These longi-

tudinal studies are important also in finding out the ialidity of 

clinical judgments of the level of intelligence as estimated from 

the Rorschach protocols as compared with the level of intelligence 

in die ated by the Terrllan-Merrill Tests or some other valid test of 

intelligence. 

IV. A fourth area, of investigation would be an extension of 

the type of study presented in this thesis., that is., comparing 

the average children with children of the same mental e.ge level 

but of different cbronological age. 

V. Studies of retests administered within a few days after 

the original tost w-ould seen t.o be a very desirable procedure not 

only f'rom the atandpoint of an evaluation of the reliability and 

validity of tho tcs t as o. whole, but a.ls o as a basis for deciding 

whether or not such a practice should be follow·ed routinely wherever 

poG sible in order to enhance the value of the tests in giving an 

a.ccurute picture of the individual. The obtaining of a second 

Rorschach Test theoreti. cally seems analogous to obtaining the 

second srunple of a child's drawing. 
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VI. It would seem that further study of the form accuracy, 

degree of differentiation and organization of young children's 

drawings of animals and of concepts frequently appearing in children's 

Rorschachs might be quite illuminating, especially in relation to 

DW responses a11d to the fluidity with which children change and vac-

illate between cone ept s. 
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A.PPEi:mIX A 

It is our purpose in this appendix to give the contents., of 

all the responses for each card that have been scored as main responses 

and also all the concepts scored addi tioi1ally that have not appeared 

in the main responses. 

-~-ie list the concepts not only to shovr those which the cards commonly 

elicit from children., but also to give some idea of the responses which 

appear so infrequently that one would be justified in considering them., 

t~ntativoJ.y at least, as originals. 

1.1e have arro.nged the concepts for the five groups of children in 

parallel colunm.s and in many instances . have placed the s:ame concept., 

o.ppenring in more than one group·., on the same horizontal line to facili-

tate comparisons. The concepts have been arranged also according to 
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locn. ti on catoGori es, which have been identified b~,r a brief verbal descrip-

tion. rJ110n the large and small detail areas have been mentioned., we 

have also :).ven a nwnl>er to each D and dd location that accords 1vi th 

the place assi 3ned to that particular detail in the lists prepared by 

IClopf er ond I(elly. ( 84, pp. 95-99) Vie generally have 11.ot noted the 

position of tho cards; horrever, ·when it has seemed important to cal 1 

attention to the f'o.ct that the response vras made to the card in inverted 

.pooi tion \·m have dono so by using the usual symbol V., the direction 

in v.-hich tho lines come together indicating the top of the card. 

lie have J11arked the responses which vre have considered as tentative 

ori cinn.ls n.t the five-, six-, and seven-Jrear-old levels, on the basis 

of t iwir nppoarin::; but once in 116 protocols (See discussion on pages 



124 to 127 ) • ·1.:Te have indicated the quality of the originals by the 

symbols O+, 0 and 0-. We have listed the combinatory whole responses 

that are either original or that have some original element, the 

latter being indicated by en additional original (Add O). 

We have also marked some responses with a U indicating that 

they are unusual but are not so infrequent as to warrant a desig-

nation of original. 
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Card I 

. Sunmiary .of Content and Originals 



Group V-A 
N = 12 

Birds 3 

Spider\'veb 

Tree 2 

Lea£ 2 

w 

Group V-S 
N = 12 

Jac..1<-o '-lantGrn 2 
Wolf's head 
Animal ' s head 
Owl's head 

Hand gren8.de 0-

Eaps 2 
Christmas tree 
Flower 

Card I 

Summary of Contents and Originals 

Group V-VS 
U = 12 

VI 

Jack-o'-lantern 
}.Ian's face 
Pumpkin face 

Birds 
Eagle flying 
Fledermaus (bat) 
Bat 
Bat's bones 
T\vo crocodiles 

Black design 

w 

Group VI 
N = 40 

lfan' s face 
Cat's face 
Sheep's face 
Dog's face 

Bird 2 
Eagle 2 

Butterfly 5 

Angel 
Fairy dress with wings 0 
Two birds together 
Two ghosts together 
Pinching bug 
Airplane 2 
River because black 0-
Silly black viindow 
Eountains v:i th snow 
rfountains 

Black design 

.w 

Group VII 
1'T = 40 . 

Jack-at -ls.ritern 2 
Face 
Cat's face 
Goat's face 
Bull dog's head 
Fox's head 
Mask 
Coyote's head 
Bird 3 
Eagle 4 
Owl 
Butterfly 4 
Jay hawker 
Witch 
Dress 
Lizard or alligator 0-

Airplane 
Bone 

1Iap 3 
Christmas tree 
Design 
Leaf 



Paint 

D, En.tire Center No. 1 
Dress 

D,Entire Side No. 2 
Bear 
Bird 
People 

(Add) d., Upper Outer 
Projections Wings No. 1 

(Add) Yi 
Skeleton face 
Fox's face 
Butterfly 

Paint 2 
Fire and smoke 
Dirt 
Scribbling 
Sky 2 
(Add) 1N 
:Mask 

Black paint 

Rock 2 

Two wolves carrying off another 

D,Entire Center lio. 1 
Squirrel (--Win tree) 
Lady 
Skirt (Dress) 
D,Entire Side No. 2 
Two foxes 
Two wolves 
Men 2 
Bears 

(Add) d., Upper Inner Clawlike 
Extensions No. 3 
Mittens 

Man hanging (--W on rock) 

Island 

dr, Whole Top Cut Off Beneath 
Wings 
Bird's vJings 
dr, Lower. Center '£high and 

. Legs., D,No. 3 and . Part of 
Upper Third of Center D, No. 6 
Man (very primitive) 0"'." 
S., Four Spaces 
Butterflies 

(Add) dd, Small Spots 
at Lower Side· of Main 
Blot 
Forts in snow 



Card I (Continued) 

Unusual e.r:id original responses: 

The follmtln;; responses ·were 6 i ven in -r;hich tl1e Center D area was differentiated and the rest 
of t .'-1e ca.rd interpreted in relationsriip to the central area. 

T'ype of 
Response 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Position 
of Card 

A. 

I\ 

I\ 

/\ 

Group 

V 

VI 

.VI 

VII 

Performance 

(1) A dress 

(2) Some people 

A squirrel sitting in 
a tree 

Looks like wolves 

(1) Looks like a rock. 

(2) A man is hanging on 
it. 

Inquiry 

It looks like some 
people carrying a 
dress. 

It's got squirrel ears. 
(Tree?) 

It's a tree because the 
squirrel is sitting in 
it. 

They are carrying 
another wolf be tvreen 
them. 

It has the shape of a 
rock. 

His head is down looking 
at the rock. · 
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Ca.rd II 

Summary of Con tents and Originals 



Group V-A 
l\f = 12 

Boys 

Elephants 
Butterfly 
Bird 2 
Tree 
Bears 2 
Dogs (V) 

Yi Black Only 
Dogs 
Pigs 
\food 

Smoke 

w 

Group V-S 
N = 12 

Witches 

Person's face 

Bird 
Flower 

Bug 
Where stuff ;;oes dovm 
(garbage?) 0-

Island 
Fireplace 
Smoke 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

w 
Clowns 2 
Witches 

Rabbi t 1 s face 
Dog's face 

Butterfly 
Eagle (Bones of) 

Cave with fire 

Black and red 
design 

(Add) Girl dancing (V) 0-

Card II 

w 
Clovms 
Witches 
Firemen 
Men 

Group VI 
N = 40 

Santa Claus 
Funny face. 
Pussy face ·2 
Elephants 2-
Butterfly 3. 

Christmas tree 
Wolves 
Goats 
Cow 
Frog o-
Explosion 
Black and red paint 2 

Y~ Black and Upper Red 
Children 
rr Ela.ck Only 
Puppies 
Pigs 
Burning house 
Elephants 2 
Hill 
Dirt 
Smoke 2 
Black paper 

w 
Clovms 

Group VII 
N • 40 

Firemen 2 

Mask 
Clovm' s face 
Cat's face 
.Elephants 2 
Butterfly 3 
Bird 

Bears 2 
Dogs 
State 

Finger painting 
Paint 
Design 
Bone· 
Inside and outside of cat 0-

Bears 

Dogs 
Airplane 0-
?ree 



V:' Black and Lovrer R.ed 
Elephants 
}fountain 
Witch's face (V) 

D, Levier Red, No. l 
Fire 2 Fire 2 

D, Upper Red, No. 2 
Shoes Red boots 

(Add) Red stockings 
Hat 
Birds, wings spread 

d., Upper Center, Ho. 1 

·S, - Center Space 
Tree 

Red candles 

Red stockings 
Red hat 
Red candles 0-
Sky 

Castle 

Elephants 
Bear's head 
Hen :without heads 
Eagle 

Dogs 

Fire 
Fire (with upper red D) 3 
Sunshine 
Blood 2 

Feet 
Christmas stockings 
Fire (with lower red) 3 
Cats 
(Add) Rabbi ts 

Castle (Add) 

Road 

Elephant_. 
Covr' s head 
Turtle 0 
Apron (Same front and 

back) 0 
Bears 
(Add) W Part of alliga;-4 
tor. Attached to end I 

·[,~-~ -::"!7~-

Explosion 
Fire 
(Add) · Gunfire 
(Add) Blood 

Feet 
(Add) Christmas stockings 
Hips, opened 0-
Milk bottles 0 
Witches 
Girls kneeling 

dr, Lower Third Inverted 
Ocean 
dr, Lower Red and Sur-
rounding Black 
:Machine gun nest 

Part of heart 0-

r:: . 
0 
fS'\ 



Type of 
Response 

u 

0-

0-

Add 0 

Position 
of Card 

A 

/\ 

" 

Card II (Continued) 

Unusual and original responses: 

Group 

v-s 

V-VS (Add) 

VII 

·.:II 

Per.fonnance 

( 1) 1\yo birds 

He' 11 like the 
mountains. 

Looks like another 
tree with peaches 

Looks like dogs 
reaching after 
bottles of milk 

Inquiry 

The tail of two birds 
are in the mountain. 
They are getting up 
close to each other. 
(Demonstrated. ~'hat 
kind of birds?) 
Peacock robin , 

Now it looks like a girl 
dancing. The sun is 
going dovm. Here are her 
feet (top red) and here 
is her dress (entire 
black). She doesn't have 
any face. 

There is fire on it burn-
ing the tree up. It's go-
ing to get them peaches 
hot.. You can see the 
branches through the 
leaves. (Pointed to shaded 
portion) (Peaches?) 'Cause 
when they get hot1 •. they 
get red like that and 
burst apart like that. 
Fire is red. 

(Milk bottles are upper 
red areas) 
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Card III 

Sunnnary of Contents· and Originals . 



Group V-A 
n = 12 

w w 

Group V-S· 
N' = 12 

Pigeon Flower 

1~ Black Only 
1,len 3 

:,Ionkeys 
Horses 2 

Turkeys 
Ducks 

Animals 

Furnace 
Wood 

Map 

Men 2 

Dinosaur 

Black from fire 
Burnt v;ood 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

Men 3 
Skeleton 
(Add) Witches 

Monkeys 
Horses 

Birds 2 
Ostrich bones 

(birds) 

Rabbits 

Fireplace 

Card III 

Group VI 
N = 40 

w 
Men with decorations 
Jack-in-the-box with box 
lining 

Cloud in sky~ black and 
red 2 

Black and red paint 
Dog's face· 
(Add) Frog·: (V) 

Men 11 
Boys 
Han and v;oman 3 
vYomen 
Twins 
Uonkeys 
Horses 2 
Ponies 
Birds 2 
Ducks 

· Chickens 
Roosters 
Lions 
Sheep 
Animals 
Statues 
Wood 

Vf 

Group VII 
N = 40. 

Girl V (outer red legs) 0-
Man (V) 
Ducks (vdth red ear muffs) 

Men 6 
Boys 
liother and father 

Monkeys 2 

Bires 
Turkeys 
Chickens 

Dogs 
Bones 

Tree 2 



~} S1tire Els.ck with Inner Red 

Black with Outer Red 

D, Inner Red l-To. 1 
Bow 2 Bow 3 

Fire 2 

Glasses 
liious ta.che 
Fire 

D, Outer Red No. 2 
Brushes O Flo\"rer 2 

Fire 2 Fire 2 

(Add) Poplar trees 

D., :Entire Lovrer Center- no. 3 

D., Entire Center Black No. 3. 
Baskets 
Mouth 

D., Lovrnr Side Black fro. 5 
Snake 
D, Upper Side Black No. 6 

Ducks 

D, Lower Center Light Gray No. 9 

d, Bottom Side Portion, No. 1 

Bow 2 
(Add) Butterfly 

Rooster (Heads 
of top) 

(Add) Drop of 
red ·water 

(Add) Birds 

S, Center Space in Lovier Center Light Gray No. 9 

Lion's face 
Dog's face 
Butterfly 

Ribbon 3 
Butterfly 2 
Glasses 
Blood 
Fire 

Horses 
Banjos 0 
Girls 0 
Snakes 
(Add) Monkeys 
Squirrel 

Lady vtl th out stomach or 
head 0-

Snake 

.Animals 

Foot 

Face (V) 
Frog (V) 

Birds (outer red tails) 

Ribbon 3 
. Butterfly 3 
Pair of glasses 
Blood 2 
Lips 0-

Lions 
Geese 
Candles 
E'xplosion 
Broken ear muffs 
(Add) Cane 
Paint 

Black butterfly 

Birds2 
Lamb's body 

Bones 

Ladies shoes 

Part of heart 
N 
0 
(D 



Type of 
Response 

u 

Add O_. 

0-

Position 
of Gard 

/\ 

I\ 

Card III (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Group 

VI 

VI 

VII 

Performance 

Somebody throwing down paint 

Looks more like a piece 
of a Jack-in-the-box 

Back of the head 

Inquiry 

Whole bucket of 
paint thrown dovm on 
the water (The small 
white area in lower 
light gray is the 
water) 

It • should have a box 
dm·m below and a 
cover over it. (Red 
area?) This is stuff-
ing • . Those don't look 
like feet; they are 
hands. I can tell they 
are Jack-in-the-box by 
this .head and this head. 
Maybe they are stooping 
over. 

It has a ribbon on. 
It's all the back of 
the head. It looks 
soft. (Subject points 
to light lovrnr gray 
area) 

N 
I-' 
0 
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Card IV 

Sunnnary of Contents and Originals 



Group V-A 
N = 12 

w 
Old man 

Tree 2 
Butterf'ly 
Bird 

Bear 

Dog 
Sna..1.ce 

2 

w 

Group V-S 
N = 12 

Man ,vi thout head 

'£ree 3 

Peacock 

A.-riimal 
Deer 

Bug 
Crawdad 
Pia.via 0 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

Card IV 

Group VI 
N = 40 

Vi W 
l\:Ian Man 2 
!.fan ·without hero. Man without head 2 
Man sitting on Black man 

stove 
Giant Man with big shoes 

King 
Clmvn 

heels 
Jack-Be-Nimble (Add) 0 
Mamma bear with high 
.Angel 0 

Tree 
Butterfly 
Fledermaus 

Bee 
Animal 
Bear 

Dog 

Cat's face 

Christmas tree 
Butteri'ly 2 
Black Eagle 
Apes 2 
Bwnblebee on fire 
Animal 
Bear 
Gorilla 

Dog 3 
horse 2 
Bull 
Possum do1m chimney 0 

Spider 
Ci~uwdad 
Lan's face 

w 
Man 

Group VII 
Na 40 " 

Man 1;vi thout head 2 
Lower part of man on 

stake 

(Add) Cuckoo man 
(Add) Giant 

Tree 2 
Butteri'ly 3 
Bat 
Owl 
Bee 
Animal 
Bear 
Polar bear 
Hippopotamus 
Cat 
Buffalo 
Bull 
Fox 
Elephant 
Bug 2 
Shark 



Smoke 
Island 
Dark 
Smoke 

Castle 0 
1i Whole Right Side and Central Portion 

-;~ Busts Excluded (V) 

D Lower Genter Animal 1 s Head No. 1 

D Lo·wer Side Black and Gray, No. 2 
Shoes 

d, Upper Side Extension (snake) No. 1 
Duck's head 0, Hings 0 

dr Upper Part of Vertical Dark Center 

d Uppermost Portion (Flower) No. 2 

dd Slight Projections on D, No. 3 

d Outermost Lower Side Extensions Jfo. 3 

dr Upper Half of Card 

Dirt 
Clouds 
Black paint 

Alligator on tree 0 

Man 1 s head and arms 

Shoes 
L'Ian' s legs 

Road 

Worms 

Rock 
Clouds 
Insignia 0 
Nest 

Frog 
(Add) Lion 

Funny dog 

Goat 

Shoes 2 
Man's feet 

Horns 
Ears 

Butterfly 

Twin dogs 0 

Butter.fly 



Type of 
Response 

u 

Position 
of Card 

I\ 

Card IV (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Group 

vs 
Performance 

(1) Fire 

(2) Tree 

Inquiry 

Tree caught on fire 
(What about the card 
makes it look like fire~ 
Because it's black all 
over. I mean a flower 
caught on fire. How it 
looks like a tree not on 
fire. It has been 
burned and it is black. 

Note: The idea of a tree burning has been used by several different children and a number of different 
cards. 

u A VI 

u I\ VI 

0 A VI 

They look like vdngs. 

A big mrunma bear or papa 
bear sitting on a log. 

Jack-be-nimble 

rrhe vdngs are on an 
angel and he has the 
great big feet. 

It' s a mamma bear ! Look 
at its high heels. It's 
a 1 ady like you with 
arms, hands and fingers 
of a bear. 

He is jumping over the 
candles ti.ck. 
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'Card V 

Stumnary of Contents and Originals 



Group V-A 
N' = 12 

Y[ 
Butterfly 5 

Bird 2 

Rabbit 

Group V-S. 
N = 12 

Vi 
Butterfly 5 
Bat 
Bird 

Rabbit 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

w 
Butterfly 6 
Bat 
Bird 

Grasshopper Grasshopper 
::ouse 

Tree 
Hecklace 0 

Dog Dog's head 
Dark puddle of water · .l( (from above) 

D, Entire Side 1! o. 1 

D, Center Vertical (rabbit) Ho. 2 
Tvm sn a:.< es rtULY}.ing O LonG lt"'ace 0-

d, Bottom Tv.reezers lfo. 1 
Bones 

Card V 

Yi 

Group VI 
Na 40 

Butterfly 18 
Bat 2 
Bird eating snakes 
Ovrl 
Bird with horns 
Eagle 
Rabbit 2 
Rabbit vd th three pairs of 
feet 

Two rabbits (Heads in 
center) 

Cradle with baby falling 
out o+ 

Bumblebee 
Deer 
Black water 

lian u-
. Spider 0-

Snake 0-
. Black paint 

Rabbits 2 
Rabbit ( --Yr) carrying 

something 
Rabbit (--rI) in paint 

People's legs 

VI 

Group VII 
N = 40 

Butterfly 24 
Bat 4 
Bird 

Eagle 

Rabbit (4 feet) 

Two rabbits (Heads in 
center) 

Bee 3 

Tree 
Gate (with rabbit (D) 
peeking oi-rer) 

Red Cross 0-

Alligator's mouth 0 

Rabbi ts 2 



d, Side E.,-x:tens ions Eo. 2 

No. 3 dr, Half of Blot Including Top ..::.:._!_.:.:.=~...:::;:__;::.::.::..:....:=..:.:..:. __ ..::::...._.::.-_~Han 0 

d!' Top (rabbit's head) Eo. 3 

People's legs 

People's - legs 
Snakes 

Turkey leg 

Bird's nest (--W in 
tree) 0 



Type of 
Response 

u 

u 

u 

0 

u 

Position 
of Card 

A 

I\ 

I\ 

V 

Card V (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Group 

V-A 

VI 

VI 

VI. 

VII 

Performa.l'lce 

Tree 

Bmmy with three pairs of 
f'eet 

A big bunny. I don't lmow 
wh..a-t ,he is carrying. 

Tinen the wind blows 

Looks like a rabbit peek-
ing over the gate 

Inquir;y 

Cause I can see two 
limbs and legs and arms 
and mouth (Y,bat do the 
arms and mouth belong 
to?) The tree. 

He is a rabbit because 
his ears are like a 
rabbit. 

The rabbit is carrying 
something · on both sides. 

'Cause there's the 
cradle, cause it's round 
like this, and the baby 
is falling out. Here's 
its hands and feet. 

His great 'big _long ears. 
Some gates are .kind of 
round on top like that. 
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· . Card VI 

Summary of Contents and Original:: 



Group V-A 
N = 12 

w 
Butterfly 2 
Bug 
Turtle 
Cat 2 

Grasshopper 
Tree 2 
Bone 

(Add) Yi given 
L-ri main but 
rejected in 
inquiry 

House 0-
l~Ian 0-

Group V-S 
N = 12 

w 
Butterfly 
Bug 2 · 
Snail with shell 0-

Christmas tree 
Tree 

Card VI 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

,,r 
H 

Butterfly 
Bug 

Cat with whis-
kers 2 

Bones out of cat 
vd th whiskers 

Weasel .Add 0-
Snake 
Dog's head 

(From above) 
Castle 0 
Fire 

(Add) YJ' 
Snake Yd. th 
·wings 0-

Flying girl 0-
Turtle 

Group VI 
H = 40 

vr 
Butterfly 6 
Bug 5 
Turtle 2 
Cat.standing on hind legs 

fig 
Kangaroo 
Chicken 
·spider 
Fish 
Fish bone 
Fish cut in two 
Scal"ecrow 0 

Guitar 
Clouds 
Country 

Group VII 
N = 40. 

Yl 
Butterfly 3 
Bug 2 
Someb.ody dressed up 0-
Cat 

Honey bee 2 
Bumblebee 
Seal 
Cow 
Wolf 
Wild cat 
Shark 
Half a hrun 0-
Fan 0 
Violin 
Stop sign 0 
Airplane 0 
Tree 
Flowers 
Honey in the comb 0 
Fire 

W Man on turned over table O (Add) W and W 
Pony 
Elephant 
Bones 



D E..'rltire Lmrnr Portion i'Jo. l 
Walk Rocks 

D Intire Upper Portion No. 2 
Butterfly Butterfly 

Bee 
D En.tire Vertical Center No. 4 

Thermometer ( --1Y) 0 

d, Uppermost Detail, No. 1 

d, Lovier Lateral Extensions., Uo. 2 

V Georgie Porgie running O• 
Lions hanging on a rock 
(--Yr)o 

Gray paint 
Fire 
Water 
Dirt 

Butter.fly 2 
Bird 
Eagle 
Telephone pole on ground 
( _.:rN) 0 

Snalrn with whiskers 0-
Rack 

Big mice 
Legs 

dr., Entire Top D No. 2 and Entire Vertical Center No. 4 
Eagle on post O Stick vd. th leaves 

Jap Island 
Butterfly 

Rug 0 

Bug 
Water sprinkler v.d. th 
water (--VI) 0.,. 

}Jest 0 
Bee 

Kitten with whiskers 

Dog's face 
Shoes 



T~e of 
Response 

0 

u 

u 

0 

o-

0 

o· 

Position 
of' Card 

/\ 

/\ 

/\ 

/\ 

I\ 

V 

" 

Group 

v-vs 

VI 

VI 

VI 

VI 

VI 

VII 

Card VI (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Per.formance 

Looks like a snake vlith 
wings 

Butterfly coming out of 
water 

Table turned over with 
a man 

A telephone pol~ 

A rack and lions 

Georgie Porgie 

Looks like a thing 
·water's coming out of 

Inquiry 

Little ·wings at top (top D) and big wings at 
bottom (bottom D) 

It (top D) has been in the water. 

I think I said it was a man (top D) standing on 
a turned over table. You're looking at the 
bottom of the table. He is looking dovm at the · 
table. 

Because here's the grotmd vri th the pole on top of 
it. (Yvny a telephone pole?) It's shaped like a 
telephone pole across the top. It's the ground 
because it's really dark. 

A rack for horses or cov..-s to hang on when people 
put them on them. (rrhe lions?) Might be a cov,r or 
a lion or a sheep or anything... Just the body of 
the animal is over the rack. 

Because -he is getting ready to run away 

(Traces outline) 'Cause that's what vre have at 
home. It looks like a little pole and that's 
the thing that cradles it. This is the water 
running dovm 'cause it's running out in funny 
shapes. 
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Ca.rd VII 

Stunmary of Contents ahd Originals · · 



Group V-A 
1l = 12 

1V 
Smoke 2 
Clouds 2 
Snow 

Dogs (Entire 
side) 

Butterfly 2 

Birds 
Grasshopper 

(Add) Given 
in ma.in but 
rejected 
Bridge O-

Group V-S 
N = 12 

w 
Smoke 1 
Clouds 

House 

Playhouse 
Bug 
Fireplace 0 

Bony face 

D, i'ntire Bottom Portion. l.lo. l 
Euttarfly Butterfly 2 

Tree 
Fire 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

11 
Smoke 2 

Necklace 
Elephants on 

stage 
Table 0-
Round square 0-

(Add) Yi 
Indians 0 
Giv-en in per-
forma.i."'lce but 
rejected 
Bones of eagle 
Butterfly 

Tree 
Piece of v:ood 
Bricks 

Card VII 

v; 
Smoke 4 
Clouds 4 
Sky 2 

Group VI 
N = 40 

w 
Smoke 3 
Clouds 
Sky 

Group VII 
N = 40 

Dogs heads) 
Cows heads) 
Butterfly 
Collar 
Pants 

Entire side) Dogs (Entire side) 

Road 
Dam and water 0-
Design 
Paint 
Scribbling 

Card inverted 
Boy's face (v) 
Dog's face (V) · 
Dog (,,Ji th center 
Hairdo (V) O 
Spider (V) 0-
Butterfly (v) 
Frog (-with center 

Butterfly 2 
Bench 
Fire 
Bricl:s 

Butterfly 
Necklace 
Shirt 

Rabbit (-"L'-li. th space) 
Frog loner half 
Frog 
Snake 0-
Horseshoe 0-
Sheepskin 
Bug 
Tree 
Card inverted 
Fut man (V) 0-

spa.ce) (V) Gave (V) 0 

(Add) W Snow 
space) (V) (Add) IT Dogs 

Butterfly 2 
Gate 
Pan 
Uncle Sam's hat 0 



D, Upper Third No. 3 

D, Upper Two Thirds ifo. 4 
Dogs 3 

Rabbits 3 
Bird 

Smoke 

d, Dark Center Bottom No. 1 

d, Top Projection No. 2 

dd, Small 6'hite Center Bottom 
Door 

dd, Side H;xtension to Middle Third 

Rock 

Dog 
Rabbits 3 

(Add) Candle 0 

dr, Small White Center Bottom with d No. 1 
Funny house House Bouse 

S, Space Between Top . Two Thirds 

nest 
Blanket 
(.Add) Gumdrops 0 
Playhouse 

Chickens 0 

Dogs 4 

Birds 
People 
Pigs 
Sheep ( 5 11.ri th -- vn 
Clouds 

Stick 

Legs 

House 

Legs 

House 3 
Building 
Statue of a man 0 

Rocks 

Dogs 4 
Girls (V) 
Girls () 
Coyote's head 
Cats 

Tree 

Horns 

House 

Face 0 
Dish 0 
State 



Type of 
Response 

u 

u 

o-

a~ 

u 

u 

Position 
of Ca.rd 

V 

V 

/\ 

V 

Group 

V-S 

v-vs 

VI 

VI 

VII 

VII 

Card VII (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Performance Inquiry 

Something like a playhouse Little lambs sitting down. This is their feet. 

Two elephants dancing 
around stage 

Two'little birds 

Water in a dam 

Tvm little girls running 

Looks like two little 
dogs ~~th just one ear 
or one is looking in the 
mirror 

This is a house for the lambs. They are still 
making their house. 

They ( top tvro thirds) have such little eyes that 
they can scarcely see. The top· is a stage. 

They're (top tv;o thirds) up in the air and got 
wings and a nest ( lower third). 

It's just dravred like a dam. The stick ( dark 
lower center) is floating in the water. It's 
straight like a stick. 

Only one leg on them and one arm. They've got 
dresses. 

(Dogs., top two -thirds) Little tail is sticking 
out. You cen 't see his feet. (111hat about the 
card made it seem like a mirror?) 'Cause they 
are just alike. 

N 
N 
N 
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Card VIII 
I Surrm1ary of Cont en ts and Originals 



Group V-A 
N = 12 

w 
Butterfly 2 
Tree 3 
House 

GroupV-S 
N • 12 

Bloody bones Inside of scalp 

Decorations 
Flowers a.nd 

leaves 2 
Flm,irnrs 
1.Iap 2 

Bug 

Add YI given in ma.in but rejected 
111an 
J.Iap 

1;:ountain l 
House 

Tree 3 

Church 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

YI 

Tree 

Bones 

Decorations 
Flov1ers 2 
Colors 
F'ire and smoke 
Dog's head 

(Add) 
Christmas tree 
Llountain 

Leaves 

Ca.rd VIII 

Group VI 
N • 40 

1;7f 
Butterfly 2 

Design 
Paint 
Colors 
Clouds 
Alliea.tor's head 
Ship 0 
Sugar bovd 0 
Torn dress (V) 0 

River 
Airplane 0-

Tree 6 
1Eountains 5 
House 
Leaves 
Dead man (bones) 
Clock 0 

(All seen with animals) 

Group VII 
N • 40 

w 
Butterfly 2 

House 
Bones on poison 
Bones 
Design 3 
Finger painting 
Colors 

Tree 7 
1.lountains 2 
House 
Flowers 
Bones 
Rainbow 
Design 
Colors 
(Add) Cobv.;eb 0-
(All seen with animals) 



D, Side Pink Animals No. 1 
Bears 2 
;.5.ce 

Animals 
Sparrows Birds 

(Add) Crick- Lambs 
ets Posswns 

(Add) Bees 

D, Lov;er Pink and Orange lfo. 2 · 
rtouse Men sticking out 

tongues 0 

D, Top Gray Portion lfo. 3 
Tree 

dr, Center of Card, Full Length ' 

Bears 4 

(Add) Squirrels 
(Add) l~rog 
(Add) Dog 

Bears 11 
Nice 2 
.Animals 3 
Parrots 
Squirrels 2 
Frog 
Dog 
Tigers 
Rats 2 
Monkey 
Lions 2 

Butterfly 3 
Hawk 
(Add) Candy 

Trees 3 
Butter.fly 2 
Man 
Grass 
(Add) Leaves 
(All seen with animals) 

Bears 10 
IJice 
Animals 3 
Sheep 
Cats 
Ants 

Rats 

Lions 4 
(Add) Candy wolves 

Butter.fly 4 
Rock 3 
Fire 
Airplane 0-

Tree 
Butterfly 
House 
Hill 

(All seen w-l th animals) 

(Add) Bazooka bullet 0 



Type of . 
Response 

0 

0 

u 

u 

u 

Position 
of Ca.rd 

A 

< 

/\ 

I\ 

Group 

v-s 

VI 

VI 

VI 

VI 

VIII 

Csrd VIII (Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Performance 

(Lower pink and orange) 
Red faces on the side and 
a split bump and its 
tongue there and a mouth 

A man 

Bear. It's a good 
picture whoever painted 
it. The bear is climb-
ing on the hill and you 
ctu~ see the shadow in 
the water. 

Rats wal'king up a dead 
man 

Mouse ran up the .clock 

Skull and crossbones on 
a poison bottle 

Inquiry · 

This looks like the same thing as people. 
The tongue is sticking out. 

A man trying to get the candies (bottom orange-
pink). They are the color of candies. Two 
candy wolves trying to climb up and get him. 
(Vvby candy w-ol ves?) They are colored · like 
candy. 

You can see the hill., vmter (blue) and sunshine 
on the water (lower orange-pink area). I 
don't see how he painted these on this card-
board. 

Them are the insides of him. Got them little 
bones. 

Got a head like a mouse. (½'hat about the card 
makes this look like a clock?) Because that I s 
the way it looks in the book.-

These little ·bones in the middle are kind of like 
a skull and sometimes bones are real thin like 
that. 
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·· Card IX 

Summary ·of Contents . and Originals· 



Group V-A 
N • 12 

w 
Tree 3 
Flowers 2 
Bloody bones 

Butterfly 

Caterpillar 

'-/~ 
Colored pa-

per 
liouse 
Tree 

Group V-S 
lI = 12 

w 
Tree 2 
Ii'lovrers 

Map 2 
Bug 
Face 
MoriJcey 

Fence 
Face 

D, Green Portion !I o. 1 

' 

Group V-VS 
N = 12 

w 
Tree 2 
Flowers 2 
Bloody bones 

Diff'erent 
colors 

(Add) Cat's 
head 

Peckerwood 
Fire 
House 

Car 
Grass 
rfonkey 

Een 

0-

Card IX 

w 
1l'ree 2 
Flm•rers 

Group VI 
N = 40 

Guts, bones and body 
Body, head, and hands (V) 
Butterfly 3 
Design 3 
Different colors 
Pa.int 
Hap 

Tiger 
Hand 
Sun 
Dress 
Hill 
(Add) Dress 
Fire 

Trees 2 
Grass 
Mountain goat 
Old Llother Goose 0 
Peckerwood 0-
(Add) Frog 

w 

Group VII 
N = 40 

~rree 2 
Flowers 3 
Backbone 

Butterfly 2 
Design 4 
Different colors 
T\~o elephants (trunks 

top) 0 
Bug 

Frog 

Frog (V) 
House 
Hill 

Design 
Trees 2 
Butterfly 
Decorations 

l.len' s heads 
Hearts 
Lions 
Bone 
(Add) Horse ts head 0 
(Add) Green leaves 



D, Orange Portion No. 2 
Animals (Add) Witches 
Locusts 
(Add) Reindeer 
Butterfly 

D, Lateral Pink ?To. 4 

Robbers 
Men 
Reindeer 

D, :&!tire Pink with Center Line Ho. 5 
Clothes Line 0 

D, ili ti re Pink: or Either Half' Ho. 6 
Tree 
Rock 

Ladies' heads 
Fire 

...-:·· ·~·-~.._,. 

D, Center Gray Portion Ho. 8 
Candle 0 
d, Upper Inner Projection No. 1 

. d, DJe-Like Portion lJo. 2 
Eyes 

d, Upper Arch-Like Orange No. 3 
Sun 

dd, Hand Betvreen Pink and .Green 

dr, Portion Between Upper Orange 

Red balls 

(Add) Easter egg 
0 

Witches 2 
Men 
Girl 
Fire 
(Add) Animal with pinchers 

(Add) Pig's head 

Tomatoes 
Dogs 
lVIen (half) 
Men (whole) 
Girls 
(Add) Babies 
Candy burning 

Hound dogs 0 

Hands 

Clovm.s 
Firechiefs 
Dead deer 
Butterflies 
Heart 
(Add) Bea.rs 

Candle 
Airplane 

Butterfly 2 
. Worm 
I1fan' s head 

Bones 

Fire 

Moon 
(Add) Bridge 
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Card IX (Continued) 
dr, Upper Arch, d., No. 3 and Area Between Orange 

Mountain 
dr, Upper Arch., d., No. 3, Area Between Orange, d,No. 2., and Extending into Pink (V) 

Guitar 04-
dr, Orange, Area Between Orange and d, Ho. 2 

Lion 1 s face O+ 
dr, Orange and Area Between 

Back of cat's head 
Hill and moon 

dr., Area Be-b:rnen Orange and d, No. 2 

dr, Upper Inner Part of D No. 1 

Horse's face O+ 
Snow 
(Add) Easter egg 

Face ,vi th eyes 
(Spaces) 0-

dr, Center Gray Portion, D, No. 8, to Bottom 

Type of 
Response 

0 

u 

0 

Position of 
Card Group 

V-S 

V-S 

V-VS 

Snake 

Unusual and original responses: 

Performance Inquiry 

Somebody hiding See his eyes (middled areas). He is just 
peeking through this (rest of card). 

Great big mountain with 
a great big sun-up 

Where the sun lives 

This looks like the sun The robbers 
is going dovm and big just coming 
robbers are coming along slovrly like 
in a car w.i.th funny noses. (vrhispers). 

(upper orange) are standing still 
slowly. They are moving quietly., 
mice. They do~'t make noise 

The sun is going dovm. 



u /\ v-vs 

u /\ v-vs 

O+ I\ VI 

u VI-

0 VI 

0- A VII 

u I\ VII 

0 < VII 

Kind of like a round thing at They are climbing up a big Easter egg. 
bottom and monkeys ( orange The balls a.re down here, red balls. 
and green) standing on top 

Tvm scarey people like rein-
deer and a man holding them, 
or I guess he's dreaming 
about them 

This is a horse's face peek-
ing through the fence. 

Tvw big funny men jumping 
on a cloud 

Old Mother Goose 

Looks like an elephant but 
maybe not 

Can't understand this one. 
Some kind of animal (lower 
pin.Jc). Some kind of worms 
or snakes. This must be a 
bush. 

The reindeer have points like reindeer. 
(What about the card makes it look like 
a man?) 'Cause it is a man, isn't it? 

He has a nose (center d area). His eyes 
are closed. He's just looking through. 

I said two big fires, red and green stuff. 
(Where are the men?) I didn't say that. 

Because she is on a goose. It has a face 
and mouth like a goose, and you can see her 
face too. (Woman, green figure) 

(It's like an elephant) 'cause there's his 
trunk starting. Two elephants. (Trunks up-
per archlike extensions) 

I never could understand this. It's a cat-
erpillar, a ti.vo-headed caterpillar on a 
bush. It's round and it's got tw-o heads. 
One 1 s looking one way and one 1 s looking the 
other way. The bush is green and has got 
yellow on it. 

Looks something like a man's This looks like his horse (green). Looks 
head (Lower pink) doesn't it? like a man that rode the horse. 
Looks like a moustache hang- , 
ing down. 
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Ce.rd X 

Sw-mnary of Contents and Originals 



Group V-A 
N • 12 

Butterfly 
Tree 
Flovrnrs and 
leaves 

Bugs 
Decorations 
Bloody bones 

Yi 
Tree 

Group V-S 
N = 12 

Butterflies 
Grass 
Flov1ers 

Clouds 

Tree 2 

Group V-VS 
U = 12 

w 

I · 
Christmas tree 
Flowers 
Tree with 
flo-wers 

All colors 

Card X 

w 

Group VI 
N = 40 

Funny man 
Butterfly 
Tree 2 
Flowers 2 
Treei) and flovrers 
Bugs 
Map 
Design 2 
Paint 
Colorjnaming 
River 

".Y Pin.1< ·with ;;.mtire Top Gray and Intervening Areas Except No. 3 
Tree 
Butterfly 2 

D, Outer Bloc No. 1 
8pider 2 Spider 4 
A...Ylimal 
~j:oon 

Bus s 
Ball 
i.Iosqui to 

D , In .. Yler Green, Dark Only, Ho. 2 
Snakes 2 

Spider 5 
Eagle 0-

Spider 9 
Roots 

- (Add) Hater 
G~rbage can and garbage 0-
Bugs 
Horaes v;i th three legs in 
front and three behind 0-

Green worms 

w 

Group VII 
N = 40 

Woman 
Butterfly 
Christmas tree 
Flower 

Finger painting 
Map 
Design 6 
rki.xed colors 
Rainbow 
Shark 

Tree almost burned up 
Flovrers 

Spider 9 
Crav;dad 
Butterfly 
Inside of bug 
(Add) Flowers 
Water 
Frog 
Bucket on fire 0-
Crawda.d 

Green snakes 
Squirrels 0-
Bones 



D, E..Y1tire Gray at Top, :No. 3 
Guns pointed Flag pole 
at sky Tree 2 

D, Gray l~.-~imals at Top No. 4 
Bears 

D, En.tire Inner Green lfo •. 5 
House Scratcher? Animal 

Liouth 0-

D, Outer Gray Brown No. 6 
Bees Turtle 

Lfouse 

D, Rabbit's Head No. 7 
Rabbit's head 

D, Inner Blue No. 8 
Birds 

Guns 
Grasshopper 
Bell 0-

Birds 0-
(Add) Nice 

Bunny 
Knocker 0 

Frog 

Rabbitt s head 

Blue bow 0 

Fish pole vtl th fish 
Spider 
Sleigh 0-
Auimals by post 
Rabbi ts tied to something 
Sign 0 
(Add) Elephants 
Bones 

Spiders 
Bugs 

Rabbi ts 2 
Butterfly 
Tunnel 0 
(Add) House 
Jesus coming dmrm from 
Heaven 0 

Bugs 2 
Mouse 
Toad 
Grasshopper 
Reindeer 
(Add)_ Deer 
Reindeer 

Rabbit's heads 6 
(Plus 2 more in lfo. 5) 

Butterfly 
(Add).Butterfly 

Stem vri th limbs 
Spider 1vi th stove pipe 

A..11.imals 
Chickens on pole 
Rock 

Rat 
Bugs 

Pliers 0 
Wishbone 
(Add) Butterfly 

Bug's 
Mouse 
Frog 
(Add) Crawdad 
Branch of tree 

Rabbits' heads 3 

Butterfly 
Birds 





D, PiIL1<: Portion No. 9 
(Add) Snakes Little boys with caps 

Paint 

D, Inner Yellow No. 10 

D, Outer Orange Ho. 11 
Whistle 0 

D, Inner Ora.11.ge No. 12 
Ruman face (V) ·msfibone 
0-

D, Outer Upper Green 1-To. 13 

D, Gray Column at Top ?-Jo. 14 

D, Outer Yellow lTo. 15 

Lions 

Card X ( Continued) 

Miss Muff'et (v) o.r. 
Blood 
Clouds 
Rocks 

Dogs . 
(Add) Butterflies 

(Add) Caterpil- Rabbits 2 
lars Wonn 

(Add) River 

(Add) Soldier 0- Bee 
Wishbone 
Glasses 
(Add) Bee 
Tears 0 

(Add) Leaf (Add) Animals 

Gun Stick 
(Add) Smoke stack 

(Add) Yellow birds 

Snakes 
(Add) Flowers 

Dogs 
Tigers 
Lions 
Flowers 2 
Egg with egg yolk 0 

Bug 
Wonn 
ldeat 

· ·Spider 
(Add) Dog 
Sheep _ 

Wishbone 
Lights in house 0 
(Add) Leaves 
Pinchers 

Tree limb 
(Add) Leaves 2 

Birds . 
Sky 
Pitcher 0 
(Add) Birds 
Ifoon 0-



D, Fin..~ vd. th Top Grey No. 16 
Bridge 

D, Pink with Inner Blue No. 17 

dd, Hee.ds of Yellovr Dogs 

dd., Top of Gray Column no. 14 

Tree 
(Add) Smoke and 
fire 

Bridge 

dr, Rtside Fir.Jc, Blue, Green, Yellov-r and Orange 

(Add) House burning vtl th 
smoke stack 

Hill and bridge 

Duck's heads O+ 

Whistle 

Monster 0-
(Add) dr. Rt Pink and Outer Blue and Green Card Inverted 

dr, Pink 1fo. 9., Blue No. 8 and Top No. 4 

dd, Brovm on Outer Yeliow 

dd, Brmvn Spot on Inner Yellow 

(Add) dr., Outer Green and Top Brown 

(Add) dr., Outer Yellow and Outer Brown 

Little Miss Muffet vd th 
spider and curd 

Two men, blue is hand, 
gray at top is face 

Mouse 0 

Sun 

Goat jumping over rock 

Birds going over nest 0 



Type of Position 
Response of Card 

u I\ 
0 " 0 

A 

0 (\ 

u /\ 

O+ 

u /\ 

u (\ 

0- /\ 

Group 

V-VS 

VI 

VI 

VII 

VII 

VII 

Card X ( Continued) 

Unusual or original responses: 

Peri'ormance 

(1) .A Christmas tree with 
(2) bell on it and a 
(3) Knocker and 
(4) A blue bow on it 

(1) Fish pole ·with some 
fish on it 

(2) Little dogs 

Little 1Aiss Mufi'et 

Two snakes (entire lower 
green) jumping up on a 
bunny's face 

Spiders ·with a stove 
pipe (top gray) 

Squirrels are licking 
the rabbit's eyes. 
(Lower inner green) 

Inquiry 

These two little boys looking at the black thing 
up there. The dogs see the fishing pole. 

(Iviiss Muffet side pink figure) Here is the spider. 
(outer blue) Here is her hand and her hair and her 
face. This . (green by outer blue) is the curds ·she 
dropped. 

Spiders are on a fence (pink part) and they have 
a stove pipe between them. 



APPE'1DIX B 

These sample protocols are presented for the purpose (1) 

of demonstrating the kinds of protocols produced by the children 

in the prese~1t study and (2) of furnishing sai,iples of scoring. 

We have selected tvm records for each group in order (1) to 

demc,ns tra te the similari ti. es and differences of protocols for the 

different groups and (2) to show the great differences in protocols 

within a single group of children who are of about the same level 

of mental ability. To accentuate the differences -within a group., 

we have chosen from each group :two records; the first record., ac-

cording to the usual criteria for judging intelligence in Rorschachs, 

would reprosent ones of the most able children in the group; the 

second record would represent one of the 1 east able children. We 

have omitted the protocols v.rith marked perseveration. 

The subject is identified by the group number and his indi-

vidual nw,1ber ·within the c;roup. The chronological age is given., 

and the two Intelligence ,Q.uotients which were obtained on the Terman-

Merrill Revision of the Stanford Binet Test, Forms Land LI. The 

method of scoring needs no explanation other than to point out that 

the additional determinants to the main responses are shown on the 

line imrHediately below the main determinant. The scoring for 

adcli tional responses, that is responses that are given for the 

first time in inquiry or that a.re given in the ma.in performance 

and ro,jectod in the inquiry, are enclosed v:ri thin parentheses. 
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The usual question used in the inquiry vras "What about the 

ca.rd makes it look like •••• ?" We have indicated this inquiry 

simply by a question enclosed ·within a parenthesis. Other such · 

question marks appear when the type of inquiry is fairly obvious 

from the context. 

Attention is called particularly to the degree of differentiation 

in the first pro to col of group V-VS which was produced by the child 

with the highest Intelligence Quotient of any child in the study, 

and also to the protocol in Group VI of subject Number 34. This 

protocol,according to the usual criteria for judging intelligence, 

would indicate that it was produced by an unusually well endowed 

child, yet the child had an Intelligence Quotient of 96. 



SAMPLE RECOROO JF AVEF/AGE FIVE.-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN' 

Subject ·v-A, No. 7 C.A. 5 Yrs. I.Q. Form L 105; Form M 108 
(Girl) 

Score T P Performance· Inquiry 

I 
D)W F Obj) 3" /\ (1) A dress 
D) M H ) 0 (2) Some people 

(1) It looks like some people 
(Side D) carrying a dress 
( C.enter D) to some people. 

II 
WMH 
FC' 
FC 

III 

411 A (1) Two boys? Tvro (1) 
girls? Play-
ing possum., 
aren't they? 
Vfuat do they 
have their 
hands together · 
for? 

They have black hands just 
like -niggers. (E: You said, 
"playing possum?") With their 
hands. (E: n'hat are these? 
(Upper Red) Hats (E: Kind of 
hats?) Red. 

D F C Obj P 6" I\ (1) A necktie (1) (E: Kind?) Put on your neck 
and tie. I don' t think this 
(Location Chart) looks as 
good as this one (E: wny?) 
This is red., my favorite. 
Sink brushes with handles 
(Upper Outer Red) 

D F Obj 

W F' H 
MP 

D FA 

IV 
Yl FA 

0 (2) Two brushes (2) 

(3) Some men. Look (3) 
like two wcrnans. 
They have shoes 
like womans, so 

.. , they are womans • 

A ( 4) Mus·c be snakes ( 4) 
of some kind. 

These are men. They have 
collars and ties. I didn't 
notice that before. Oh, I 
know they are playing foot-
ball. (E: More like men or 
women?) Shoes like womans not 
like men. I think they are 
both men. They are too the 
things I say, aren't they? 
(Usual leg of man) 

(1) Big old bear. (1) Just looks like an old bear. 
Is that a big 
old bear? (E: 
Whatever it 
looks like to 
you.) Yep it is 
a big old bear. 
1"J11at is this? (E: 
)ifuat do you think?) 
Well ears or hands 
(side d). Bears 
surely don't have 
hands, do they? 
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Score 

V 
D FU A 0 

W F Obj 

VI 
W FA 

VII 
D)'Vi. FM A 
D) i F Obj 

VIII 
W CF Art 

DFA 

FC N) 
~l cfr Geo) 

IX 
VI FC Pl 

(D FM A) 

(D li' A) 

T P Performance 

711 I\ (1) Two snakes running 
across ·t;he grass 
and the feet. 

2" 

(2) I try to figure 
out this all the 
time. Beads, a 
necklace. 

(1) Cat 

Three little rab-
bi ts. Must be 
tr..ree little rab-
bi ts, stepping on 
a walk. 

3" I\ (1) Decorations. I 
guess I can't 
figure out i.vhat 
it is. 

(2) A sparrmv or snow 
(Side Pink Animal) 

10" I\ (1) I found out this 
is a tree and this 
is limbs. 

Inqu:i.!ry 

(1) Tvvo heads and two tails 
(E: ,Vb.ere is the grass?) 
There isn't any. 

(1) No tail! . Oh well., play 
like these (Side lower 
extensions) are its 
tails. No., its tail is 
in back, play like! 

(1) You see he is looking back 
th.is way (demonstrated.) 
(E: Where is the tail?) Well 
you see they sat down on __ 
the walk and got their tails 
pasted dovm.. (Two rabbi ts) 

(a) A bear and this is the bears • . 
I just jabber all the time 
about rny sisters, not my doll · 
but just my play sisters. 
What do you think this 

(b) is a mountain or 
(c) a map? Oh I lmow what this 

here is! Which does it look 
like to you a mountain or a 
map? The bear is on the 
motm•tain. 

(1) 

(a) 

(b) 

These are trees., (Pointed 
to mid line for trunk) 
Leaves (green) • 
Looks like butterflies on 
the tree. 
Looks like reindeer to me. 
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Score T p Performance Inquiry 

X 
W CF Art 5tt" (1) Decorations 
D FM A (2) A bear in the (2) A real bear looking at 

decoration. the sky. (Top gray 
animals) 

D F- N (3) Moons. Are (3) (Side blue, usual crabs) 
you writing 
down everything 

@ 
I say? 

D F Obj 0 Oh-hum! 
(4) Whistle (4) Outer orange) 



SAJV!PLE RECORD OF AVE;::.AGE FIVE-YEAR-01D CHILDREW 

Subject V-A, No. 12 C.A. 5 Yrs. I. Q. Form. L 100; Form :M 100 
{Boy) 

Score 

I 
DFA 

II 
v\\ F A P 

III 
1~ FA 

IV 
W- F- A 

V 
WFAP 
VI 
(W -F -H) 

VII 
WFMA 

VIII 
(W- F- H) 
W- FC- A 
s 
(D Fi,l A P) 

~,1- F Arch) 
IX 

T p Performance Inquiry 

10"/\ (1) Bird (1) Usual Side D area) Pointed 
out head, nose (lateral d) 
and wings (lower portion) 

4" " (1) Dog (1) Tvro dogs (No movement 
elicited) 

2" A (1) Two little ducks (1) They have he~ds and wings 
and feet (usual legs of 
men) Ducks don't fly; they 
s,vim. 

2" I\ (1) Snake (1) (Vi.hole is the snake. Head 
at top) 

311 I\ (1) Butterfly 

311 /\ (1) Man (1) I didn't say it looked like 
a man. (E: What is it?) 
I don't know. 

5" /\ (1) Bow-vmw-wow dog (1) Iwo dogs; they bow-wow. 
(E: What about the card 
makes it look like dogs?) 
They just do. 

4" /\ (1) Man (1) It's not a man. 
(\ (2) Pink and white (2) That's a butterfly again. 

and blue butterfly :.· 
(a) A mouse running up a 
(b) house 

W- CF- A 1011 'I (1) Oia.terpillar (1) The whole thing. (E: What 
about the card makes it look 
like a caterpillar?} Cause 

X 
W CF A 
(D F- A) 

611 /\ (1) Bugs 
\J 

it~ orange and green. , 
(Pointed out head and tail) 

(1) All bugs (?) All the colors. 
(a) A snake (?) It's just a snake.· 

(Side pink. area) 
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SAMPLE RECORDS OF SUPERIOR FIVE-P.d\.R-CRILDREN" 

Subject V-S, No. 3, C.A. 5 Yrs. I.Q. Form L 123, Form M 120 
(Girl) 

Score T P Performance 

\ I 
DFA 20 11 /\ ( 1) Looks like 

II 

nothing. Oh 
it looks like 
two wolves. 

v~ F A P 3" /\ (1) Elephants 
(D F H) 

FC 

(D FC Obj) 

III 
D CF Fire 
\~ C:b, Obj 

3" /\ (1) Fire red and 
black 

((D FC Obj P) 

( (l:U (A) P) 

D F Obj 13 11 (2) Ba.sleets 

Inquiry 

(1) (Side D Area) Course these are 
out here (nose) and these ~re 
up here (ears) (Pointed out 
when asked, tail, foot, ear,· nose, 
and eye in logical positions.) 

(l) Just elephants 
(a) Well, vJhat are these things? 

Santa Claus es ! (Pointed out 
v-ihen asked, the head and back.) 
Can~ see the feet. 
E. lvby Sen ta Claus? 
S. The red hat and boots. 

(b) No, they are stockings now. 
(Upper Red) 
E. (?) 
S. Cause they are up like this. 
E. Does it look as much like 

stockings here (location 
chart)? 

S. Yes. 
E. Kind of stockings? 
S. ·Red 

(1) Pointed out position at bottom 
marked 1. Looks like fire be-
cause this is all black. (Pointed 
to usual body of man) 
Then pointed to top red area 
and said, "This is fire too!" 
E. Is this fire too? (Pointing 

to usual butterfly) 
(a) s. Oh no, that is like a. ribbon. 

E. rn1at kind of a ribbon? 
S. AJ.1 orange ribbon. 

(b) Chickens! (Usual men) (Pointed 
out heads, feet and wings upon 
request) 

(2) S. Pointed out basket (Usual 
baskets.) 

E. Vfuat is this? (Pointing to 
adjoining part to the basket.) 

S. That is the chicken's hand 
holding the basket. 
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Score T P Performance 

IV 
W K Fire 4" /\ (1) Fire 

m 

W FC' Pl (0-) f\ (2) Tree 

V 
WFAP 

VI 
WFA 

3n•. I\ (1) Butterfly 

5". /\ (1) Don't know. 
Bug! · Just a 
great big bug. 

Inquiry 

(1) Tree caught on fire. 
E. Yfua t about the card looks 

like fire? 
S. Because it is black all over. 

I mean a flower that caught 
on fire. 
Now it looks like a tree not 
on fire. 

E. You say it's black all over. 
S. It has been burned and it's 

black. 

(1) It sure does have long vn.ngs. 
vThen various parts were pointed 
out, she responded with "head, 
tails, two tails, and feet. 

(1) She pointed to head, put her 
finger on it, then drew away 
energetically and shuddered. 
"He su~e is a big bug. 11 

· VII 
DFA 4 11 /\ (1) Two doggies and (1) Pointed out heads and ears. 

D K Smoke 
C'F Fire 

VIII 
W CF Pl 

IX 

X 
W CF Pl 

(Upper two-thirds.) 
(2) Fire (2) S. Fire (Lower Third) 

E. Yfuat makes it like fire? 
S. Because that is black there 

and a little bit black there. 
E. YJhat is this? 
S •. Smoke 

l" /\ (1) Flow·ers (1) E. 1vb.y flowers? 

3 11 Rejected 
I just don't lmow·. 

2" /\ (1) Flower 

S. They are pretty. 

(1) .Flowers. Lots of flowers. 
(Pointed to large pilu{ area 
and blue areas) All flowers. 
(and counted various areas 
up to 12--as far as she can 
count) 
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SAMPLE IlECORD3 OF SUPERIOR FIVE-YEAR•OLD CHILDREN 

Subject V-S; No. 6; C.A. 5 Yrs. I. Q. Form L 120; Form M 123 
(Boy) 

Score T P Performance Inquiry 

I 
W F Obj 10"/\ (1) Jack O'Lantem (1) Heads of Jack O'Lantern 
s 
(d F All) 

(d F Ad) 
(Confab) 

II 
W- F- A 10" /\ (1) Bug 

III 
W F H 2 11 /\ (1) 1fwo men 

() F A P) 

(D FA) 

IV 
·w J? A 3" /\ (1) Bug 

V 
HFAP 5" " (1) Grasshopper 
VI 
Yi F A 3" > (1) A bug 
VII 
WFA 7" I\ (1) A bug 
VIII 
W- F- A 3"" (1) A bug 
D FA (P) (2) A lamb 
IX 
W- F- A 6" " (1) Bug 
X 
D F Pl 10" (1) Tree 

DFAP /\ (2) Spiders 

(D F Pl) {\ 

(a) E. Kind o~ heads? 
S .• Like a dog. 

(b) Wings on the Jack O'Lantern 
E. Kind .of ·wings 
S. Wings like a bird , 

( 1) Bug's head. Head is like ·a 
bug (upper red) and tail 

· ( lower red) 

(1) Tvvo boys or girls (No movement 
elicited) 

( a) Butterfly because it has wings 
like a . butterfly. _. 

(b) Rabbits (upper red) Pointed 
out_.h~d:.·~ . .,:~p.il (bottom) and 
ca:f" (long upp'·e1t."'J>rojection) 

(1) Head~ wings ( outer .iot?er d) 
wings (upper outer d) Blld 
tails. (3 tails--side d and 
top of card) 

(1) Pointed out head, tail and wings. 

(2) No movement elicited. 

(1) Pointed to head and tail. 

(1) It has limbs like a tree. 
(E: Anything else?) No. 

(2) Spiders because they have so 
m~y legs. 

(a) Another tree. It has limbs 
like this. (Entire lower 
inner green. ) 
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SAMPLE RECORDS OF VERY SUPERIOR FIVE-YEAR-OLD CHILDREH 

Subject V-VS; No. 1 C.A. 5 Yrs. 
(Girl) 

I •. Q. Form M 143; Form-M 147 

Score T P Performance Inquiry · -

I 
Vf F Obj 4" /\ (1) Jack 0 1Lantern, (1) He has tvm mouths and two 

(VT F (Hd)) y 

II 
SF N 7" 
D CF Fire 
n K Smoke 

(\'f. i\1- H 0-) V 
(D CF :N) 

mF 

III 
Yl M HP 4" /\ 

IV 
W FE A 7" 

V 

ears and horns eyes. 
and a funny 
pointed nose. 

(1) A cave with 
(2) A fire in it. 

(1) Funny face. 
It looks like 
a man picking 
up some bones 
or something 
and fire comes 
out of their 
mouths (given 
very slowly) 

(a) I'll turn it over and see 
what happens. Now it looks 
like a skeleton's face. 

(1) {?) Cave is the white place 
where you 1valk in it and the 
fire is coming out of it. All 
the black stuff is coming out 
of it. I'll . turn it over. It 
still looks like it. 

(a) Now it looks like a girl dancing. 
(b) The sun is going dovm (lower 

red inverted). Here are her 
feet, , her dress. It doesn't 
show- her face. (Feet upper red 
inverted and entire black is 
the girl) 

(1) Tvro men picking up a skeleton 
bone and they are picking up a 
skeleton face. They have fire 
coming out of their mouths. 
They pretend i~s their legs 
because · they have ladies' shoes 
on. 

(1) A big scarey (1) Don't see eyes. He is coming 
He is walking. thing coming to toward the man. 

a man. There 
is his face., 
and there is 
his horns. 

Vl Fl,( A P 2" /\ (1) Grasshopper (1) That's all. I can't see 
anything else. there is his 

yfings and feet 
o.nd little horns 
and he is hopping 
around. 
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Score T P Performance Inquiry 

VI 
WFA 

VII 
YI Fi\I A 
Arch 

VIII 

511 /\ (1) That looks like 
a cat; two legs, 
two legs. His 
tail is cut off. 
I guess that is 
all. 

7" V (1) Two elephants 
dancing around 
on the stage. 

(1) No tail. It does look like 
a cat, doesn't it? It does . 
look like a cat with those 
whiskers. 

(1) Elephants dancing on one 
leg. _He has such little eyes 
he can scarcely see. The top 
is the stage. 

W CF Art 3" (1) That just looks 
like decorations 
to me. 

D Fti A P 
n·• F~c n 

I .. ,. ,I). 

(d Fm N 

(D M H 

(·~i Fm Obj 

X 
DFAP 

D F' A P 

DP Obj 
(D FH A) 
D FC A 

(D FC A) 

4" 

0 

3tt 

(2) Bears climbing up 
(3) the mountains. 

(1) 

(2) 

(S) 

Pink bears climbing 
up a pink, orange, and blue mountain. 

Looks like the sun(l) 
is going dovm and 
big robbers are 
corning in the 
car with funny 
noses. 

Oh that is pretty. 
(1) Spiders (1) 
(2) Bunnies (2) 

(3) Guns (3) 
(a) 

(4) Tvto lions (4) 

(b) 

The robbers are standing still, 
just slowly coming. They are 
moving quietly, slowly like 
mice. They don't make a 
noise (vihispered ·this last) 
(E; The sun?) It's going 
dovm. 

Just spiders. 
That really looks li.~e a 
bunny. (Entire inner green) 
A green rabbit, ugh! 
Gun pointed up. 
Two mice shooting this gun. 
They are yellow like lions and 
looks like them. 
Caterpillars. They are 
different colors. 
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SA1rFLE RECORDS OF VERY SUPERIOR FIVE-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN' 

Subject V-VS; No. 2; C.A. 5 Yrs. I.Q,; Form L 140; Form 1vI 138 
(Girl) 

Score T P Performance 

I 
W F A P 1011 A (1) .Looks like a 

fledermaus 

II 
W F H 1411 /\ (1) Witches 

III 
(v1- M H P) 1511 /\ I don't .know 

(D F Obj P) 

IV 
WFA 3" /\ (1) Another 

fledermaus 
V 
(W FA P) 8" f\ (1) Can't think 

what to call 
it. 

VI 
G) (1) W- FC '- A 9" Butterfly--

black 

VII 
D FA 4" /\ (1) Rabbi ts 
D cF N 

VIII 
W FC Pl 3" A (1) A tree 

IX 
W CF Pl 5" I\ (1) A tree 
X 
W CF Pl 8" A (1) A tree 

. Inquiry 

(1) (?) 'Cause of •wings and his 
body (E: 1That is a · 
fledermaus?) Don't know. 
Has . 'Wings like that. 

(1) 'Cause of their heads. Pointed 
out hands, dress, feet and 
heads. 

(a) Witches(?) The shoes. 
They' re making a 

(b) bow like that one. (E: Why 
a bow?) 'Cause it's made 
like that, big. here and 
little here. 

(1) 'Cause he has wings. 

(1) A fledermaus. There are all 
different kinds on these cards. 
(?) Wings. 

(1) Wings (E~ Vfuy not a fledermaus?) 
Because this up here is the 
other part of its wing (upper 
,n area) 

(1) Ears and paws 
(E: Vfhat is this (lower third) 
Rocks (E: vThy rocks) Because 
rocks are sometimes broken. 

(1) (?) All · the branches and the 
leaves and this is green. 

(1) (?) All the green. 

(1) Those are the flowers on ~he 
tree. (?) 'Cause they have 
pretty colors on them. 
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SAMPLE RECORDS OF AVERAGE SIX-YEA.R-OLD CHILDREN 

Subject VI 11 Ho. 38 11 C.A. 6 Yrs. I.Q. Form L 96; Form M 96 
(Girl) 

Score T p Performance 

I 
W F Ad 10" A (1) Dog 
s 
II 
~FA P 10" /\ (1) Bear 

III 
V~ M H P 3" /\ ( 1) A man and a 

(D F'C Obj P) 
IV 

woman 

D F Hd 1211 /\ (1) A man's legs 

V 
W FA i? 
DFA 

VI 

4 11 /\ ( 1) Butterfly 
(2) Rabbit 

7" /\ ( 1) Turtle 

Inquiry 

(1) Just dog's china face 

(1) They ain't got no feet(?) 
Just the head of the bears. 

(1) Pointed out head, hand, feet. 
E. Pointed out lower outer . 

black. 
S. That is a basket. They 

are holding on to basket. 
. (a) It' s a bow 

(1) (?) A red bow, it belongs to 
man. The man wears a necktie. 

(1) E. Kind of a butterfly? . 
S. A rabbit butterfly . 
E. Vlliat do you mean by a 

rabbit butterfly? 
s. Just one rabbit with ·wings. 

(1) Pointed out head and feet. Yi F A. 
VII 
WFA 
VIII 

~,: ! p 

6" /\ (1) T\vo little doggies (1) Pointed out heads. 

811 /\ (1) Two little bears 

D) CF 

IX 

going up 
(2) a hill 

D F (H) 13 11 /\ (1) Two witches up 
here 

D F H (2) And two little 
girls at bottom 

(2) E. Vfuy a hill? 
S. Got a point. 

(3) Pinka:nd orange rock at bottom 
E. Why a rock? 
s. Because it is round. 

(1) Two old \'d tches 
E. Why vri tches? 
S. Because they have hats 

like witches. 
(2) Little girl comes half way 

dovm.Eointed out hands go 
down to waist--demonstrated 
(iower pink) 



Score T P Performance 

X 
D FC AP 
D F Arch 

6" /\ (1) Twu little worms 
(2) Bridge 

Inquiry 

(1) Green worm 
(2) S. Bridge and hill 

E. Why hills? 
S. Because they stand up 

high like a hill 
(apparently linear 
perspective) Pink and 
upper grey. 
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SAMPLE RECORDS OF AVERAGE SIX-Y-P~-OLD CHILDRErJ 

Subject VI, . No. 34., C.A. 6 Yrs. I. Q. Form L 97; Form M 96 
(Boy) 

Score T P Performance 

I 
1t H H 19" /\ (1) Looks like some-

II 

body hitting at 
each other. 

Vf+M+H 4" I\ (1) Patty-cake 
FC 

III 
1J M H P 33" /\ (1) Teeter-totter 

IV 
W-M-H 

V 

4" /\ (1) Jack-Be-Nimble 

W+M+H O+ 23" V (1) 1'Then the wind 
blows 

VI 
D M+ H 0+ 16 11 V (1) Georgie Forgie 

VII 
D),,,.FM- A 
D}vF Obj 

VIII 

39 11 /\ (1) Two little birds 

D )F 1J A P 4" /\ ( 1) Mouse Ran 
W)F Obj 

(2) Up the clock 

IX 
dr M+H O 111711 .( (1) Old l,ilother Goose 

FM (A) 

X 
D )rM+H O+ 22 11 \/ ( 1) Little Miss Huf.fet 
D} F;;: A P 

Inquiry' 

(-1) ( ? ) Got their hands out. ( Two 
side .figures hitting across at 
each other) 

(2) People 
(1) Got their hands up. Got hats on. 

E. Kind of hat? 
s. Red hats. 

(1) (?) 'Cause they' re going up and 
down. 
E. 1fuere 's the teeter-totter? 
S. Can't see it, just the people. 

(1) He's jumping over the candle-
stick. 

(1) (?) 'Cause there's the cradle. 
( ?) 'Cause it's made round 
like this and here ts the baby 
falling out. Here are his 
hands and .feet. 

(1) (?) 'Cause he's getting ready 
to• run fM'ay. 

(1) (?) They're up in the air 
(upper two-thirds) and they 
got wings and a nest{lower · 
third) (Nest?) Made like one. 

(1) (?) Got a head like a mouse. 
E. Clock? 

(2) 1Cause that's the way it looked 
in the book. 

(1) (?) Because she's on a goose. 
(Goose?) It has a face and , 
mouth like a goose and you 
can see her face too (green 
area) 

(1) (?) Here's the ~pider (side' blue) 
(?) Got all them claws. (Miss 
Muf.fet?) Here's her hand and 
her hair and her face ( entire pink). 
This is the curds she dropped. 
(upper outer green. 
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SAMPLE RECORDS FROi'd AVEl~GE SEVEl\f-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN 

Subject VII, No. 12, C.A. 7 Yrs. 
(Boy) 

I.Q. Form L 107; Form M 100 . 

Score T p Performance Inquiry 
I 
W FC' A P 7" /\ (1) Bird (1) (?) Blackbird 'cause it's 

black. It has vdngs an4 a 
tail like a bird. 

II 
ll Ft.I A P 

FC 

III' 
11- F Pl 

1f FM A 

IV 
W Fe A 

FC' 

V 
WFAP 

VI 
W Fe A 

VII 
W- F- A 

411 /\ (1) Elephant--two 
of them. They 
have hats. 
They're hangin' 
their tongues 
together. 

(1) (?) They're ba.ngin' their 
trunks together. Here are 
the hats. Bang their feets 
together. Bangin' their 
trunks made ~ig old red spots 
up there--comes from there 
(points to pinkish part below 
upper red). I don't think 
it's blood. I don't know 

1a" A (1) 

48" (2) 

A tree of some (1) 
kind. Like some-
thing 
I can'tfigure out 
what. It must be 
a tree or a chicken. 

vvh. at it i s • 

A tree can't fight and a chicken 
can--it must be a chicken. 
Don't know what that is (Bottom 
D)--must be a block they're 
standing on. (All of black 
area) 

8" /\ (1) Don't lmow. · A bear(l) I think it's a cat. It's got 
or a cat. I think hair and ears like a cat. 
it's a cat. The hair is black. (Pointed 

out usual feet, tail, and 
head at top) 

l" /\ (1) Bat (Turns cards 
over irrnned.i a tely) 

( l) Tai 1 like a bat and 1~ngs 
and head. 

20 11 /\ (Laughs) 
(1) I've never seen (1) (?) A fox. These are , 

that. It's a wolf' whiskers. The ears are slopp·y 
or a fox. I've seen kind of that old sloppy heir 
foxes and wolfs that of his. I think his tail's 

22" vray. cut off. He has a long nose 
and hair (traces outline with 
his i'ingers.) · 

28" /\ (1) I can't understand (1) (?) A big old bull frog. Half 
that. It must be a of his body and .half of his 
frog because a frog 1 egs. It's wide like a frog--
has le r;s like that. big up there through his body. 



Score T p Performance Inquiry 

VIII 
(D FNL A P 
(1f F M 

2" /\ (1) A bear and a tree. (1) ( ?) 
A mountain, I thi11J<. 

A bear on a tree or a 
mountain--! think it's 
a. moµntain. Theshape I lmovr it's a. bear. 

How'd they get that 
3311 ink on there? 

IX 
D) FM A O 30" ')' (1) Can't understand 
11·) CF Pl this one. Some 

kind of a worm or 
a snake. 

48 11 

X 
D Ir Obj 18" /\ (1) Vfuat is that 1 

A pair of pliiers 
D FA (2) Some kind of 

animal I never 
seen. 

of the bears--the nose(?) 
Moun ta.in has a sharp 
point. The bears are 
climbin' the mountain. 

(1) (?) I never imderstood this. 
It-' s a caterpillar· (lower 
pink D) a two-headed cater-
pillar on a b-ush. It's 
round and ---it's got bro heads, 
one's lookin' one way and 
on,e 's lookin' 'the other way. 
The bush is green and it's 
got yellovr on it. 

(1) (?) It's rolm.d shapish. 
(2) It's got eyes and feet--

three feet. 

DFAP· (3) Crawdads. I (3) Pinchers 
don 1 t know what 
these are (Pink D) 
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S.Af:IPLE RECORDS FROL AVERAGE S]~fflT-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN 

Subject VII, No. 21, C.A. 7 Yrs. I.Q. Form L 101; Form M 101 
(Girl) 

Score T P Performance 

I 
W FC' A P 5" /\ (1) Bird 

II 
Vf FC' A 
III 
Vi FA 

8" /\ (1) Bird 

3" /\ (1) Toad. I mean 
a frog. 

(D FC Obj P) 

IV 
W-FC' A 12" /\. (1) Butterfly 

V 
W- F- A 3" /\ (1) Rabbit 

VI 
W- F- Obj 13n /\ (1) Which way does 

it go? 
Violin . 

VII 
W- F- H 0-11" \/ (1) Pat man 
S' 

VIII 
W- FC- A 8" /\ (1) Butterfly 

IX 
W- F- A 0- 4 11 V (1) Toad 

~{ 10" /\ (1) Ok 

. Inquiry 

(1) (?) It's black (Pointed at 
tail and wings) (Pointed at 
tail (lower red) wings (side 
black) and head (upper red)). 

(1) It's got hands like a toad 
and a ribbon on its · back 
and big eyes. (Ribbon?) 
It's p~etty colors and has 
bwnps. 

(1) It's black and the head looks 
like ,a butterfly head • . 

(1) (Pointed out ears and four feet 
(side d areas at end of wings)) 

(1) Looks like one 

(1) Arras like a fat man and feet 
and legs (Face, lower third; 
arms, side projection on 
middle third; and legs, upper 
third) 

(1) It's all different colors. 
(Pointed at head and ~ings) 

( 1) Has a big head. Head at top 
of card. 

(1) Ok. 


